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Abstract
In the last few years we have been witnessing the beginning of a revolution in
the world of wireless communication. The recent launch of advanced smartphones in the mobile market has been welcomed by mobile operators as an
opportunity to finally fulfill the promises of 3G and increase the uptake of mobile services. Driven by unprecedented user experience and flat rate pricing,
the success of novel mobile platforms for accessing multimedia content and
applications has gone far beyond the most optimistic of expectations. Datahungry services are currently creating significant capacity limitations in many
networks, and projections on future content consumption anticipate that with
the next generation of mobile devices the stress on cellular infrastructures will
increase. Rolling-out additional capacity is not the most profitable of solutions
given the current cost structure of mobile infrastructures. Instead, a significant cost reduction can be achieved by revolutionizing the current content
provision paradigm. Accordingly, this thesis proposes solutions for making
future services and infrastructures more affordable.
From an operator perspective, terminal-to-terminal information forwarding has the potential to increase both coverage and capacity, however it introduces opportunity costs and energy losses at the user side. Resource delegation, together with an energy reimbursement scheme, is presented in this
thesis to induce user cooperation. The results show that this approach is
successful in fostering significant cooperation among users and can create a
simultaneous improvement in user utility, data rates and operator revenues.
Opening up for public access privately deployed WLANs might radically
lower the cost of wireless services. However, since these networks are deployed
in an uncoordinated manner, only discontinuous coverage can be provided. To
hide the sparsity of the infrastructure to the end-user perception we propose
the adoption of opportunistic schemes for content pre-fetching. Results show
that already with moderate AP densities a set of archetypical services, including web-browsing, can be provided with sufficient user perceived quality. Epidemic exchange of popular content, and inter-AP cooperation are also shown
to further decrease the required AP density. Moreover, to support informed
access selection decisions when performing vertical handovers to WLANs, we
propose “Word-of-Mouth”, a reputation-based scheme for revealing the QoS of
different networks. By epidemically exchanging grades on their experienced
service quality, we show that terminal agents can collectively improve their
decision making, avoiding selecting networks not meeting the required QoS.
Context-based content delivery is presented in this thesis as means to improve the utilization of wireless resources in cellular systems. Since networks
are typically dimensioned for peak hour traffic, the BSs are underutilized for
significant portions of the day. By adopting context-based architectures, capable of opportunistically utilizing the instantaneous excess of resources for
content pre-fetching, we show that a significant amount of additional traffic
can be served in already existing networks. The gains introduced by this
content provision paradigm over the current “on-demand” solutions are further expressed in terms of lower requirements on BS density, more users in the
system and larger files served while reaching the same level of user experience.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Trends in Networking and System Evolution

Within the last decade, significant research and economic efforts have been invested in developing advanced cellular systems (e.g. R99, HSPA, and currently
LTE) capable of supporting a large variety of wireless data services. However, until
recently, these networks have not been particularly successful in meeting their original expectations: before the launch of smartphones they showed “slow” subscriber
penetration and very limited success of “new” wireless data services1 . The initial
low adoption rate was mainly depending on the fact that new data services (with
an added value in cellular delivery) were lacking and on the retail prices for services
that could have been alternatively accessed via wired broadband connections.
Even though a “killer application” has not yet been developed, subsidizing mobile
broadband “dongles”, smart phones and netbooks, bundled with mobile broadband
access plans has significantly helped the mobile operators to enlarge their customers’
base2 . In accordance with the pricing policy used by the majority of wired Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) (and already familiar to many end-users), most of the
wireless broadband operators are now offering “flat rate” subscriptions. However,
in practise, all these have some caps on data usage, on the order of few Gigabytes
per month. If the objective of the cellular operators is to market and position their
services as substitutes for wired broadband, this approach might not be beneficial
in the long run, especially in markets where customers are used to high speed wired
connections and have developed “heavier” data usage behaviors3 .
1 According to [14], the 3G subscriber base was expected to reach 20% of the mobile telephony
market only in 2009. Currently, about 12% of the European operators’ revenues are generated by
“mobile data” services. However the latter figures include both the Short Message Service (SMS)
and the Multimedia Messaging Service (MMSs), which represent roughly 71% total data service
revenues and are already available in 2G networks, such as GSM and GPRS.
2 By 2013 more than one in every three new broadband subscriber in the Asian-Pacific region
will use dongles or datacard for their mobile needs [98].
3 A class-action lawsuit with potentially far-reaching legal, policy and business implications has
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One of the main reasons, which makes the adoption of a “real” flat rate pricing
scheme (as intended in the wired world) prohibitive for cellular operators, is that
it might induce a “persistent” behavior for “heavy” data users, which in turn might
reduce the statistical multiplexing gains currently exploited when dimensioning
the networks4 . Thus, in order to deliver real flat rate data services, following
the “everytime-everywhere” paradigm adopted for voice, the operators should
deploy networks capable of delivering a much higher cell throughput. However,
since the cost structure of a “classical” cellular infrastructure scales badly with the
bandwidth provided to the end users, the wide area support of much higher data
rates would require a significant increase in base station density. This, in turn,
would uplift both the CAPEX and the OPEX of the network [12, 18] and force
the operators to charge significantly higher prices. As the average revenues per
user (ARPU) are anticipated not to increase with data volumes, this calls for new
disruptive paradigms that exploit the characteristics of the services more efficiently.

1.1.1

Forces in the market

Even tough voice is still one of the most profitable services for mobile operators
[90] and constitutes the major source of their revenues, it is currently threatened by
Voice-over-IP (VoIP) offers. If the aforementioned data caps might be limiting the
full enriched Internet experience, as known to wired broadband users, they could be
used instead to carry a significant amount of voice-over-IP traffic5 . This potential
threat was known in advance to the operators, and actually it has been used by
some of them to gain market shares in the mobile broadband market6 . Now, also
other players such as Google are ready to enter the telecommunication arena and
been recently lodged against AT&T and RadioShack Corp. over a novel 3G netbook data plan
offer with flat rate [95]. Vodafone Hungary recently developed and deployed a new bandwidth
management system that allows a “soft cap”: users that have used their entire data quota are
degraded to 2G-like datarates during congestion, and upgraded again to standard 3G performances
when resources allow it [96]. Moreover, Telia has recently launched a similar solution for delivering
service to heavy users that reach their maximum quota: after lowering their connections to 57
Kbps they offer the purchase of an additional 5 GBytes for a discounted price.
4 AT&T is likely to introduce incentives for customers to avoid excessive use of their iPhones.
It seems possible that the changes will be in the form of punishment for the “data hogs” who fail to
comply. The company says that 3 percent of smartphone users are responsible for 40 percent of the
data consumed on the network. Much of this is down to video and audio streaming, particularly
through apps on the iPhone. Ralph de le Vega, who is president of the firm’s consumer and
wireless divisions, said plans for dealing with the situation had not been finalized yet, but that
AT&T will introduce “incentives” to cut use. De le Vega further added that it was inevitable there
would be some form of usage-based charging[13].
5 1 Gigabit per month corresponds to roughly 45 minutes per day of voice calls (considering a
rate requirement of 12 Kbps).
6 For example, in 2007, 3 has been the Swedish mobile operator with the largest gains in
mobile broadband market shares (+18% in the second half of 2007) as compared to its mobile
voice shares. It is most likely that a relevant part of this success depends on teaming up with
Skype for the provision of VoIP services bundled with its flat rate offers (during the second half
of the same year).
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with the incumbent launch of the new “Google Voice” service7 , it is likely that
voice will lose rapidly even more margins, leaving the “classical” mobile operators
exposed to a set of new challenges squarely on the provision of mobile data services8
[94]. Moreover, if on one hand the mobile operators are losing a large part of the
revenues streams, on the other hand are also threatened to become bitpipes, if they
will not be able to face the competition of established content providers and agile
software developers who are capable of leveraging disruptive IP-based technology
and platforms9 which might intercept a significant part of the value10 .

1.1.2

Survival Strategies

In a scenario where wireless access is gradually reaching the status of commodity,
cellular operators are slowly becoming “price-taking” players. Under this assumption, the reduction of the production costs for delivering content seems to be the
key objective for surviving.
Given the previous discussion on the cost structures of cellular systems, in this
Thesis we consider the following ways to achieve a significant production cost reduction11 :
• by increasing the “reusability” of each produced bits,
7 Google Voice began in 2005 as something called Grand Central, which was a solution for offering a unified voice number to which one could attach multiple phones. After years of development,
now Google Voice can offer an amazing set of services (see “www.google.com/voice/about” for the
complete list), including mobile phone calls at even more affordable prices than Skype. Currently
these services are restricted to the previous users of Grand Central, but soon are expected to be
open for the large public.
8 According to a survey (see [94]) conducted by “The Economist” on behalf of Oracle in 2007,
over 80% of the industry executives believe that voice call will not longer make-up the primary
revenue source for communication carriers within six years. Furthermore, over half of the senior
executives questioned believe that this will happen within the next four years, emphasizing the
need for operators to immediately identify and develop new revenue streams to avert steep declines
in their business.
9 An example of this is the Kindle service platform developed by Amazon. Born as a wireless
book reader, the newer Kindle2 version can also be used as web-browser. Apart from being able
of accessing Amazon’s Whispernet without any fee through Sprint’s EVDO network, if users have
subscriptions with some of the major online newspapers, articles and various other webpages are
retrieved and locally stored in the device overnight, thus, avoiding to overload Sprint’s network
during peak hours.
10 One of the main example of this trend is represented by the enormous success of Apple and
its content distribution platforms such as iTune and the App Store. The latter opened on July
10, 2008 via an update to iTunes. As of January 15, 2010, there are at least 133,979 third-party
applications officially available on the App Store, with over 3 billion total downloads. The exact
figure concerning its revenues is still unclear, however it is estimated to be currently on the order
of 1 Million dollar per day (out of which 70% go to the application developers) and potentially to
be capable of reaching figures of 1 Billion dollars per year.
11 Alternative approaches to reduce costs might target the adoption of techniques for reducing
the need for spectrum (e.g. Dynamic spectrum access), which constitutes a significant part of the
overall costs. These solutions are not considered in this Thesis and therefore are left out from this
discussion.
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• by decreasing the guaranteed service quality, or
• by improving the utilization of network resources.

A good example of the first strategy is currently represented by mobile TV
services [90]. By simultaneously transmitting identical content to multiple users,
broadcasting technologies can effectively “reuse” the same bits for a theoretically
infinite number of users. This implies that the production cost for each high-quality
bit can be shared among multiple users and that, from a scalability perspective,
serving additional users comes almost for free. This is mainly the rationale behind
the efforts that have been recently invested in the development of the DVB-H and
MBMS standards ([90]-[91]) and the reason for the initial success of DVB-H in
the market12 . While DVB-H requires the deployment of an independent system,
only dedicated to broadcasting, MBMS instead is an hybrid multicasting technology
that operates within a UMTS cellular system. If on one hand this coexistence could
reduce at least the spectrum related costs, on the other hand it also implies that
the resources of the cellular network will be shared among the different technologies
and associated services. Other than for Mobile TV and broadcasting, MBMS is
also appealing for what concerns its filecasting capabilities, i.e. the simultaneous
distribution of specific files to a set of multiple users interested in their content. We
believe that filecasting can be disruptive in reducing production and distribution
costs for multimedia content and applications.
It worths noticing that many of the currently successful data services exhibit a
radically different behavior from voice, Mobile TV or other real-time services: they
are delay-tolerant, connectionless and without strict bit-rate requirements. For
such services, e.g. web-browsing or the download of multimedia and application
files, the need of guaranteed full coverage for high rates can be reduced without
compromising too much the delivered quality, provided that user mobility can be
efficiently exploited. This opens up opportunities for a “sometime-somewhere”
service provision paradigm, according to which high-speed wireless access is only
offered in sparse (or “spotty”) coverage (see [18], [49]-[51]).
This novel paradigm is chosen in this Thesis as an example of the second strategy
for achieving production cost reduction, and three sparse coverage scenarios are
investigated in respect to the provision of some archetypical Internet data services:
1. a wide area cellular network, originally designed with the purpose of providing full coverage to a target data rate, becomes “sparse” for higher rate
requirements.13
12 After the first four months of deployment of DVB-H in Italy, 3 has increased its subscription
rate by of 4% (an additional 250000 new users) [90].
13 This can be the case when an operator carries out an initial network roll-out and there is an
higher user penetration than expected (the per user shares of the average cell capacity become
lower than required) or it can be the effect of a new high datarate demanding service suddenly
introduced and becoming popular.
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2. A network composed only by high-speed local APs most likely can only provide limited “islands” of coverage alternated to regions without connectivity14 .
3. A multi-radio multi-operator scenario in which user terminals can access both
a cellular network, dimensioned for a medium/low target rates, and a set of
local APs, all providing high-speed connections only in localized sub-regions
of a greater service area.
In the first scenario an interesting approach is represented by multihopping
communication. By allowing terminal-to-terminal forwarding, shorter links capable
of carrying more bits per unit of time can be activated, leading either to extending
the network’s coverage and/or to increase the target rates achievable at the cell
border, thus raising the overall cell rates for a given network deployment. The
last two scenarios, instead, involving local area networks, have gained substantial
relevance following the widely acknowledged success of the IEEE 802.11 family of
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs).
If in the early days the hotspot operators (e.g. Telia Homerun) where the leading
actors in the deployment of WLAN APs, mainly targeting areas where the demand
for high data rates is larger (e.g airports and hotels), now, a large number of private
users is deploying APs in their own premises (e.g. shops, offices and homes). In
China, which is the top emerging market, a significant market composition shift is
expected within just few years: from a primacy of operator-deployed APs, privately
deployed APs will soon take the market lead15 . Being able of opening up to public
access, a “collection” of user and operator deployed APs, might also be a cost
effective way to upraise the usage of wireless broadband services.
Following the footsteps of “grass root” community networks, where access service was provided for free under reciprocity agreements [21]-[23], a series of both
public (e.g. Muni-fi municipality networks) and private (e.g. the “FON Movement”)
initiatives have been aggregating individually deployed APs into unitary networks
capable of offering interesting access opportunity for both the members of these
communities and independent end-users16 .
The third approach to cost reduction, considering an improvement of the utilization of network resources, is investigated in this thesis for cellular systems. The
traffic demand to which current systems are exposed tends to fluctuate in time
(over the 24 hours, but also on a shorter time scale) and space (e.g. residential and
14 A sparse coverage area is most likely resulting from an uncoordinated deployment, if the
different APs are deployed by independent users in their premises, or it is due to the economic
infeasibility of a large scale deployment (for full coverage), if all the APs belong to a single operator.
15 In 2002, the operators represented roughly 65% of the WiFI manufacturers market, followed
by the enterprise and home markets with respectively 30% and 5% of the total market shares.
Instead, by 2008, the enterprise market was expected to be leading with a share of 75%, followed
by the home user market with 20%, while the operator segment will only account for 5% of the
total market [15]
16 In the FON model, users that share their APs in the community receive service for free, while
the non “confederated” users pay a small flat rate fee per day.
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working areas). Since the dimensioning of current systems is performed based on
the “peak-hour” expected demand, this means that in many situations the network
is experiencing an excess of available resources. This could be employed by the operators for serving pre-fetching traffic, in order to anticipate the delivery of objects
likely to be requested in future times. If effectively performed, this novel content
delivery method could improve both user perceived perception and reduce the need
for network upgrades since a significant part of peak-hour traffic could served by
time/space-shifting the delivery of its associated content.

1.2

“High Level” Problem Formulation

It is commonly believed that future wireless networks will combine low-rates longrange cellular technologies with short-range high-capacity technologies.
These may further include mechanisms for integrating various accesses and deliver services across multiple network and operator boundaries according to user
preferences and resource availability [22]. Such a multifaced wireless environment
is likely to be too complex to be effectively managed by a single central entity. In
addition to the burden of matching service and user requirements to the plethora
of available networks and radio interfaces might be extremely expensive from a
computational perspective [20], it is also possible that a significant amount of information, critical for performing opportune resource management decisions, might
not even be fully disclosed. This can be the case, for example, when services are
provided across systems belonging to different operators. For coping with this increased complexity, we propose to shift part of the intelligence, from the “core” side
of the network, towards its edges (access ports and, ultimately, user terminals).
Increased intelligence at the network edges will allow to distribute part of the functionalities closer to the end users, where varying system conditions can be more
promptly detected and a more responsive adaption can be performed.
In order to support the distributed decision-making at the network edges, a
series of self-organization schemes has been proposed in literature [25]-[32]. In our
view, self-organization is a mechanism for dynamically establishing cooperation between different network entities. These may either be access ports, user terminals
or combinations thereof. Each entity is assumed to be equipped with a software
agent, which acts on its behalf and is capable of taking networking decisions based
on local information. This is here referred to as context information and it is
obtained through sensing operations performed by the software agents co-located
with each entity. If the context-sensors are located in user terminals the relevant
information describes users’ and terminals’ status indicators, such as content requests, network quality available on different interfaces and terminal battery levels.
Otherwise, when context is monitored at access ports or at core network level, it
mainly captures indicators of the network’s load and available radio and backbone
resources. In either cases once this information is collected, it is forwarded to a
context manager who uses it for taking informed resource management decisions.
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Figure 1.1: Investigation space considered in this thesis and placement of some of
the proposed schemes investigated throughout the Thesis.

In this thesis, self-organizing schemes are only considered when the context manager is located at the edge of the network and therefore has only a partial system
view. Instead, in the cases in which the context manager is centrally controlled by
a network operator, a set of context-based centralized schemes are considered.
The overall focus of this thesis is on assessing what can be gained by exploiting context-information under different resource management regimes in
wide and local area networks.

1.3

Scope of the thesis

To limit the scope of our investigation, we focused our efforts to some selected study
cases. In Figure 1.1, the complete investigation space, considered in this thesis, is
shown. This space is defined by three dimensions, each associated to one of the
axis of Figure 1.1: the type of coverage on the vertical axis, the location of the
context-sensing entity on the horizontal, and location of the context-manager
entity on the oblique axis.
The type of coverage describes the network configuration over which the service
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is provided, for the different investigated scenarios. In the semi-axis indicated as
sparse coverage we have positioned the cases in which significant portions of the
service area do not meet some service quality requirements (e.g. target SNR).
Here we mainly considered settings in which the service is only provided by local
area networks (user-deployed WLANs) and those in which cellular systems are only
capable of delivering low SINR values at the cell border (roll-out cellular ).
With full coverage we indicate instead the cases in which users are in coverage
of at least a network, to which they have access rights and that is capable of
supporting their service provision constraints. In particular, with fully-deployed
cellular we refer to the case of a well planned cellular network meeting the SINR
requirements on at least 95% of the service area. Instead, with cellular & WLANs
we indicate a configuration in which a cellular system is providing full coverage over
the whole service area while in some “spots” competing local networks can also be
selected for service provision. The case of competing cellular, not investigated in
this work, represent a scenario in which multiple cellular networks, all providing
coverage over the same service area, compete for customers.
The axis indicating the location of the context-sensing entity, specifies which
entities are equipped with software agents designed for monitoring entity-specific
context parameters. Sensing in the individual terminals means that users’ devices
are equipped with software capable of monitoring a predefined set of parameters
for describing users’ and hardware status. In particular, for what concerns user
activity, software agents are assumed to be capable of monitoring the multimedia
content consumption of their associated users and to create a probabilistic model of
future content consumption which could also include times and locations of content
requests. For the hardware monitoring, the agents can access information on discovered networks (and associated experienced channel quality) on different available
interfaces and to keep track of energy consumption. Context sensing in multiple
terminals refers to a case in which individual terminals have access not only to
their own context information, but also to the one associate with other terminals
located in their proximity. Context-monitoring entities located at the local APs
represent the cases in which local networks are equipped with software agents for
keeping track of aggregate and individual user activities. This allows local networks
to track aggregated and individual content requests as well as mobility patterns,
i.e. the probability of roaming from a given APs to the one monitored.
In the semi-axis referred to as centralized context sensing we included monitoring
operations both at BSs and in the core network. Typically, the context information
monitored in those cases captures the traffic loads in given hours and locations, the
types of content and data objects most likely to be requested in a geographical area
for both individual users and the overall user population.
Different settings for the context-manager locations are considered in this thesis.
Self-organizing schemes are considered in the cases in which context information
is used either by individual terminals or by access ports, since decisions are taken
based on a local and incomplete system view. In most of these cases, the considered schemes are designed for fast and opportunistic exploitation of local infor-
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mation, e.g. instantaneous availability of channel quality measurements. In some
of these cases, communicating this fast-varying context information to a network
entity that performs centralized decision-making might increase system complexity
and introduce non-negligible delays, which could potentially harm overall performances. Context-managers located in the core network means that the majority
of the resource management functionalities reside in the inner part of the network,
where all context-sensing information are gathered and processed. An example of
such a “tight” type of control is embodied, in current cellular systems, by the Radio Network Controller (RNC). This entity is in charge of a significant number of
critical tasks, including outer loop power control, load control, admission control,
handover control and macro-diversity combining. The next step, toward control
distribution can be achieved by shifting part of the context-manager functionalities
to the BSs. This initial step has already been taken in some of the current cellular
systems. A concrete example is the inclusion of scheduling decision capabilities at
the Node-Bs17 in HSDPA networks.
Some of the context-based schemes proposed and investigated throughout this
Thesis are also shown in Figure 1.1. For example, with collective intelligence, the
decision-making process, performed at individual user terminals, is complemented
by a distributed learning mechanism in which terminal agents share individually
revealed context information with other terminals in their proximity, in order to
take more informed decisions. This type of mechanism can be relevant for supporting users’ decisions in scenarios where services are offered in noncooperative
multiprovider settings. The most extreme form of distributed control considered
in this work is when a significant part of the decisions are taken by individual
user terminals. This could be a relevant approach in the context of user-deployed
networks. These can be seen as “virtual” networks, obtained by opening to public access a collection of individual user-deployed APs. To compensate for their
inherently uncoordinate deployment, and for the lack of coordination between the
different access ports, an augmented intelligence is required at user terminals. One
way to deliver acceptable user perceived performances, for delay tolerant services,
is to equip terminals with software agents that, when in coverage of an AP, are
capable of accessing and storing information likely to be requested, in the near
future, by their users (“spotty” pre-fetching).

1.3.1

Investigated Scenarios

Concerning the continuous access dimension of the investigation space, we explore
the possibility of distributing part of the control tasks from the RNCs to the user
terminals, in the context of a single operator cellular network. More concretely,
we investigate the impact of a terminal-controlled multihopping access scheme on
both users’ and operators’ performances. This type of control distribution may be
17 By having this scheduling functionality in the Node-Bs, faster adaptation to the channel
variations can be performed, resulting in an increased cell capacity.
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beneficial, since user terminals, compared to base stations, are likely to have more
complete context information about the link quality in the potential connections
with other terminals located in their proximity. Thus, by simply allowing terminal
agents to control the uplink routes and the used power levels (within margins preallocated by the operators), significant performance improvement could be attained.
For what concerns the discontinuous access cases, two extreme settings are considered in this thesis: a network of infostations [49]-[51], deployed and controlled
by a single operator, and a network of user-deployed APs, deployed in an uncoordinated manner by a multitude of different local operators. In the first case,
we assume that a cluster controller [68]-[69] is in charge of all resource allocation
operations for all infostations in its service area.
In the case of user-deployed networks, we adopt a set of terminal and access
ports context-based schemes for gathering enough information to compensate for
both the lack of a cluster controller and the uncoordinated deployment. Both
multihopping capabilities at the terminal side, and collaborative caching at the
access points are considered. The latter is a self-organizing scheme that allows
individual APs to discover their neighbor APs and exchange context information
(sensing operations) about potentially incoming users and their requests. In this
way, information likely to be of interests to the users, can be locally cached before
users reach their coverage area and higher utilization achieved. The implicit goal
of collaborative caching is to establish means for forming business relationships
between access ports in a distributed manner.
A set of different context-aware schemes is considered for improving the utilization of resources in cellular networks providing different degrees of coverage, ranging
from initial roll-out cases up to full deployment scenarios. Two different time scales,
with different associated network context information are considered. In the first
setting, we consider a centralize scheme where context awareness is gathered at
core network, where time and space scheduling decisions are performed. Based on
traffic information statistics provided by BSs and on users’ content requests, the
task of the proposed scheduler is to distribute content to user terminals exploiting
the excess capacity available in different locations and times.
On a much shorter time scale we consider instead a context-aware mechanism
for opportunistic content delivery to user terminals. This consists of a scheduling mechanism in which both pre-fetching and “on-demand” traffic are served by
an HSDPA network. Terminal agents extract context-aware information concerning user content requests, while BSs keep track of the actual offered loads. Two
different approaches are considered: one in which pre-fetching operations are only
performed at user terminals (context-servers in terminals) and one in which instead
pre-fetching is coordinated at network level.
Finally, considering a scenario with multiple operators, we investigate the performances of a reputation-based access selection scheme. This represents a type
of distributed control, based on collaborative intelligence, in which context information about expected quality achievable with different networks is revealed by
individual terminal agents and shared with the purpose of improving the overall
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access decision making. In this case both context-sensing units and context servers
are co-located in user terminals. In summary, different schemes exploiting context
information gathered at different entities are proposed and investigated as means
for supporting control distribution in the following networking scenarios:
1. in wide area cellular networks, we want to exploit terminal-to-terminal cooperation with the purpose of delivering improved data rates to the end users
with lower infrastructure density than required by a “classical” cellular networks.
2. In user-deployed local area networks we want to show whether by means of
both terminal-to-terminal cooperation and AP-to-AP inter-operation (collaborative caching), the sparsity of the infrastructure can be significantly hidden
to the end users’ perception and to identify how dense such networks need to
be to deliver time critical services with an acceptable quality.
3. In wide area networks context-information is used for performing improved
allocation of resources. Different mechanisms are considered for opportunistically utilizing the excess of resources for performing pre-fetching content
distribution.
4. Finally, by adopting a distributed scheme for sharing information about the
service quality, experienced with different networks, we want to evaluate
whether QoS-aware roaming decisions can be efficiently performed in a usercentric fashion.

1.4

Thesis Contributions

This thesis is a compilation of eleven conference papers each one included in Part
II. The thesis consists of five main chapters, four of which contribute to the aforementioned scenarios.

1.4.1

Chapter 3: Multihopping in Cellular Systems

A multihopping approach has been proposed in literature as a potential candidate
for reducing cellular system costs. In fact, by bringing the potential gains of coverage extension and/or capacity enhancement multihopping allows a reduced base
station density for meeting a given service level. However, in reality a potential forwarder may have low incentives to participate and, forward someone else’s traffic,
since it sacrifices part of its own energy and bandwidth. In particular, since these
two costs limit the opportunity to own communication they represent a so-called
opportunity cost. Focusing on a scenario in which terminals are not “altruistic”,
and direct communication with a base station is available everywhere in the service
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area, we propose and investigate a distributed scheme for compensating the opportunity cost and incentivating terminal-to-terminal forwarding. More specifically,
our treated sub-problems are:
1.A What are the user densities needed for achieving significant cell rate enhancement,
and base station density reduction, with a two-hop terminal-to-terminal forwarding
scheme?
1.B Can a distributed pricing scheme, economically rewarding relay terminals, be used
for achieving improved datarates for users and higher revenues for the operators,
in a two-hop network?
1.4.1.1

Contribution

Multihop solutions in cellular networks have been investigated in the following three
papers:
• Paper MH1, [1]: P. Lungaro, Cost/Performance Trade-offs of “Two-Layers”
Ad Hoc Multihop Cellular Access Systems, Proceedings of the 4-th Scandivian
Workshop on Wireless Ad-hoc Networks 2004.
• Paper MH2, [2]: M. Lindström, P. Lungaro, Resource Delegation and Rewards to Stimulate Forwarding in Multihop Cellular Networks, Vehicular Technology Conference, 2005. VTC 2005-Spring.
• Paper MH3, [3]: M. Lindström, P. Lungaro, Forwarding Incentives by Means
of Resource Delegation and Rewards in Multihop Cellular Networks, Radio
Vetenskapliga Konferensen (RVK), Linköping 2005.
The first paper answer to sub-problem 1.A, by quantifying the cellular infrastructure cost savings that could be achieved by introducing forwarding capability
at the user terminal side. It also provide the initial “sub-slotting” concept later included in the “resource-delegation” framework presented in Paper MH2 and MH3.
In those papers, the author of this thesis and Dr Lindström proposed a joint resource management and pricing scheme designed for creating forwarding incentives
in relay terminals. Both authors equally contributed to the creation of the proposed
schemes.

1.4.2

Chapter 4: Service Provision in User-deployed Networks

For the scenario targeting User-deployed Local Area Networks, we propose
some distributed service provision schemes and evaluate them in respect to users’
service perception. Even if service provision in spotty coverage has been addressed
for networks of infostations, the majority of these studies have focused on quantifying the achievable delay and average rate boundaries for generic data transfer
services. On the contrary, we start by evaluating how some archetypical services,
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such as web-browsing and audio/video news streaming, are perceived by nomadic
users. In order to hide the sparsity of the infrastructure, to the end users, the
terminals are assumed to be equipped with software agents, capable of pre-fetching
time-critical information when in coverage. In this respect our key question is:
2.A How sparse can a user-deployed network be and still deliver time critical services
with a full-coverage-like perception, to nomadic users?
Since new information can be only intermittently downloaded (when in coverage
of an AP) a faster way to deliver time critical services (e.g. news update clips), in
scenarios where users have similar interests, can be achieved by letting terminal
agents, entering each other’s communication range, share part of their already
cached information. In this way, the coverage provided by the individual APs
is “virtually” extended. Our investigated questions are:
2.B How much is the user service perception improved by allowing this epidemic
transfer of popular information? How effective is this approach as compared to
just adding more APs?
One of the major problems with user-deployed APs is the fact that the data rates
achievable on the wireless side, are typically much higher than the APs’ backbone
capacities, which, in turn, limit the amount of information delivered to nomadic
users during their access opportunities. In a scenario where all APs try “selfishly”
to maximize the amount of information that they deliver, we propose a distributed
method for creating, based on mobility prediction, “business partner” relationships
between APs. Partner APs broadcast to each other roaming alert messages indicating the “pending” service requests of users that, after leaving their coverage,
are likely to shortly reach their partners’ communication range. In this way, upon
receiving an alert, an AP probabilistically starts to allocate part of its limited backbone capacity for caching information on behalf of the potentially incoming users.
In case of successful delivery, it shares part of its revenue with the alerting partner. This is what we call collaborative caching, and we investigate the following
question:
2.C What is the impact of our proposed collaborative caching scheme on the individual AP revenues, and on the user experienced rates and delays? How does
this distributed approach perform as compared to a central caching server with
different degrees of mobility prediction capabilities?
1.4.2.1

Contributions

The sub-problems 2.A-2.C are respectively investigated in the following three conference papers:
• Paper UD1, [4]: J. Hultell, P. Lungaro, J. Zander, Service Provisioning with
Ad-Hoc Deployed High-Speed Access Points in Urban Environments, Personal,
Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications, 2005. PIMRC 2005.
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• Paper UD2, [5]: N. Debernardi, M. Jäger, J.C. Laneri, M. Sraj, P. Lungaro,
Services Provisioning and Terminal Cooperation in User-Deployed Networks,
In Proceedings of PIMRC06, Helsinki.
• Paper UD3, [6]: P. Lungaro, Distributed and Centralized Mobility-Aware
Caching Schemes for Collaborative Service Provision in User-Deployed Networks, In Proceedings of VTC07 Spring Dublin, Ireland.

The original ideas for service provision in spotty coverage, as well as the adopted
models that have been presented in the first paper, were jointly developed by Pietro
Lungaro and Johan Hultell. Jens Zander contributed in fruitful discussions and in
steering the scenarios adopted in the investigation. Paper UD2 has been coauthored
with the students participating in the Wireless Networks course. The original problem formulation and the methodological approach were proposed by the author of
this thesis, who also acted as main author of the paper. The simulation code used
in the investigation and the selected scenarios were mostly performed by the coauthors. Finally, in Paper UD3 the author of this thesis acted as a single author,
however he acknowledges the importance of the discussions with Jens Zander in the
process of developing the concept.

1.4.3

Chapter 5: Context-based Resource Allocation in Cellular
Systems

In order to opportunistically exploit the excess of resources available in cellular
systems in different times and locations, we propose a set of centralized space/time
scheduler designed for serving pre-fetching traffic. The context-server unit, located
in the core network receives information gathered by context sensing units placed
in terminals (information on wanted content) and BSs (information on loads) and
tries to produce a scheduler, according to which allocating available backhaul and
wireless resources at given locations, for distributing the wanted multimedia content. By adopting a realistic traffic model (see Appendix B) and a wireless network
and backhaul dimensioning matching the peak load requirements, we try to serve
a varying portion of users in the system with a number of additional multimedia
items. This is done by considering both an “on-demad” approach, in which content
is distributed only upon user requests, and our proposed ContextShift content delivery method. This consists of different value-based schedulers, and includes also the
possibility of exploiting caching facilities located at the BSs as well as file-casting
(MBS-like multicasting) on the wireless side. The following research questions are
considered in this Thesis:
3.A Assuming a network initially dimensioned for matching the traffic loads associated
with current mobile multimedia consumption, what is the impact of ContextShift
on network utilization and user experience when serving different shares of the
existing user population with a number of additional multimedia objects? How
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do the performances achieved by ContextShift compare to those of a “classical”
on-demand approach?
3.B Assuming similar user interests in multimedia content, how large gains can be
expected (upper bounds) on both user and network centric performances, when
adopting caching at the BSs and multicast delivery on the wireless links?
By considering a simple statistical model for describing the content prediction
capabilities of software agents in user terminals and for modeling the similarity of
interests in various content items, we study also the robustness of our proposed
ContextShift content delivery method:
3.C How sensible are the gains, achieved by ContextShift over “on-demand” content
delivery methods, to different degrees of accuracy in content prediction? And how
are the performances of BS caching impacted by different levels of similarity in
content requests among the users?
On a shorter time scale, we propose to exploit context-based information for
performing an opportunistic usage of excess resources both in the wireless links
connecting BSs to terminals and in the backauls associated to the various BSs.
Whenever BSs experience some excess of resources (e.g. power in HSDPA), users
located within their coverage could be scheduled for receiving (part of) multimedia
items likely to be requested by their users in a close future time. In order to do
so, we assume that software agents in terminals are capable of predicting (with a
certain level of accuracy) the probability of future request associated with different
data objects. At the same time, we propose some modification to the scheduling
policies typically performed by the NodeBs, mainly in order to account for the fact
that some of the traffic generated in the downlink could be simply associated to
pre-fetching and not “on-demand” traffic. The different scheduling policies account
also for potential backbone limitations and, in this respect, also a set of different BS caching policies is proposed. In fact, a way to improve content prediction
consists of exploiting aggregated user demand, in order to leverage on similar user
interests. The approach selected in this thesis considered BS caching as a natural
candidate. Two main approaches are compared with classical schedulers such as
C/I and Proportional Fair: one in which all pre-fetching operations are only controlled by context-managers located in user terminals, and another one in which
pre-fetching is controlled by the network operator who has sufficient context information to discriminate between the different types of traffic. In this Thesis we
investigate the following research questions:
3.D what are performances of both user- and network-centric context-based schedulers
over more classical resource management schemes, in terms of user experienced
delays, and resource utilization?
3.E How effective is this method for content delivery in hiding the sparsity of the
network to end user perception, for different network configurations, ranging from
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initial roll-out to full deployment, and for different backhaul dimensioning at the
BSs?

3.F How large is the additional performance improvement that could be expected by
introducing caching facilities in the BSs, for different degrees of similarity in the
content preferences among users, and different backhaul dimensioning?
1.4.3.1

Contributions

The sub-problems 3.A-3.C are analyzed in these conference papers:
• Paper CS1, [9]: P. Lungaro, Z. Segall and J. Zander, ContextShift: a Model
for Efficient Delivery of Content in Mobile Networks, accepted at the Wireless
Communications & Networking Conference (WCNC10), Sydney, April 2010.
• Paper CS2, [10]: P. Lungaro, Z. Segall and J. Zander, Predictive and
Context-based Multimedia Content Delivery in Future Cellular Networks, accepted at the Vehicular Technology Conference (VTC10), Taipei, May 2010.
The original ideas for context-aware re-use of excess resources in cellular system has been developed jointly by the three authors of both papers. The actual
problem formulations of the papers was proposed by the second author, while the
first one has developed the actual schemes as well as performed simulations and
took a leading role in writing both papers. The sub-problems 3.D-3.F are instead
investigated in the following conference paper:
• Paper S1, [11] P. Lungaro, Z. Segall and J. Zander, Context-aware RRM for
Opportunistic Content Delivery in Cellular Networks, accepted at the third
international conference on Communication Theory, Reliability, and Quality
of Service (CTRQ10), Athens, June 2010.
The basic idea of incorporating consumption probabilities, associated to the different objects served by the downlink schedulers, as well as the proposed schemes
for performing pre-fetching and caching operations were developed by the first author. The second and third authors helped with the actual problem definition and
provided valuable feedback in compiling the final version of the paper.

1.4.4

Chapter 6: Reputation-based access selection

For what concerns the reputation-based access selection, we assume that terminal
agents are capable of evaluating the quality of service experienced, with a local
AP, and exchanging its corresponding grade, in an epidemic fashion, with other
encountered agents. All these received grades, which constitute what we call the
“collective intelligence”, are then utilized for assessing the “reputation” of the different local networks. This is used before taking roaming decisions whenever a
candidate network is discovered. In our assumptions, the price per bit offered by
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the local APs is always cheaper than with the wide area network. However, since
terminal agents are pre-fetching information that needs to be delivered with a hard
deadline, a minimum degree of service quality (minimum average datarate) is required for performing correct vertical roaming decisions. In a scenario in which not
all the candidate APs can satisfy the quality requirements expected by the terminal
agents, we investigate the following questions:
4.A Under which conditions, can collective intelligence be used for successfully revealing
valuable QoS information of local networks? What is the impact of this scheme
on the operators’ RRM strategies?
4.B What is the impact of collusion, in the form of “inflated” reputation grades, on
the selection decision process?
1.4.4.1

Contributions

The investigation concerning the reputation based access selection, corresponding
to sub-problems 3.A-3.B have been presented in the following conference papers:
• Paper WM1, [7]: P. Lungaro, “Word-of-Mouth” in Radio Access Markets,
in proceeding of VTC06 Spring, Melbourne.
• Paper WM2, [8]: P. Lungaro, Collaborative Information Revelation and
Collusion in “Word-of-Mouth” Access Selection Schemes, in proceedings of
VTC07 Spring, Dublin.
In the paper WM1, “Word-of-Mouth” is presented as a novel scheme for terminalto-terminal reputation exchange. Reputation is here used as a mean to reveal information about the service capabilities of different networks and, consequently,
perform better “informed” access selection decisions in multi-access multi-operator
networks. While in WM1 the basic concept is introduced, the paper WM2 investigates the robustness of the proposed scheme when false information is disseminated
by “colluded” terminal agents. The author of this thesis acted as sole author for
both papers.

1.5

Thesis Outline

The remaining part of the thesis is divided into two distinct parts. In the first
one, presented in the Chapters 3-6, the different investigations and their results
are analyzed, while Chapter 7 presents the overall conclusions and addresses open
issues. The second part of the thesis, instead, contains verbatim copies of all papers
included in this thesis.

Chapter 2

Key Concepts
2.1

Context

In this thesis, “context” is referred to as a set of measurable characteristics used
for defining the state of a given entity. According to this definition, an entity can
either be a network element or an end-user terminal. Some of the entities are
equipped with context sensing instrumentation, which allows them to record and
store specific values about the characteristics that they are designed to monitor.
Once the context information is collected by the sensing entities, it is transferred
to those which are co-located with a context manager. This is a software agent
designed for processing the collected context information and for taking resource
management decisions on a specific set of variables. The type of policies adopted in
this thesis vary with the location of the context manager. If the context manager is
located in the core part of the network, centralized schemes are typically considered.
If, on the other hand, the context manager is located in user terminals, then the
selected policy is most likely a distributed one, designed for providing some degree
of self-organizing capabilities, which in turn lead to robustness and overall system
stability. However, also mixed cases in which some tasks are centralized while
others are distributed will be considered. Throughout the set of studies that are
included in this thesis, different entities and context characteristics are taken into
account. As so far as the network side is considered, entities such as Base Stations
(BSs), Access Points (APs) and Cache Controllers (CCs) are accounted for. Typical
variables adopted in our work for defining the context of a network are: the number
of users in coverage, available capacity in the wireless links and wired backbones,
transmission powers, available memory and (aggregated) user request and mobility
patterns. Furthermore, concerning user-terminals, it is primarily the number of
networks within communication range and the interfaces they operate on, the cost
per bit offered by those networks, as well as the type of content requested by the
end-users and their (individual) usage and mobility patterns that are considered.
Depending on the specific scenarios of our investigations, different degrees of
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intelligence are assumed for the context managers. Moreover, in most scenarios
agents are considered available either at the network side or at user terminals.
However, in some specific cases agents are assumed available on both sides.

2.1.1

Context monitoring and information exchange

A typical trend observed through the succession of cellular system generations is
that progressively more sensing and management capabilities are shifted from the
core towards the edges of the network. Already with the launch of HSPA, a number
of important sensing and decision functionalities, e.g. fast user scheduling, have
been moved from RNCs to NodeBs. This trend is likely to continue in next network
generations, which we have already observed with LTE. In fact, in order to meet the
new requirements for increased data rates and reduced latency, along with the move
to an all-IP network, a new approach to the network structure is also anticipated
for LTE. In short it can be said that an entire layer of management is dismantled in
LTE networks, that is, the RNCs are removed and the radio resource management
is devolved to the new type of BSs, called eNodeBs or eNBs. In addition to the
new Layer 1 and Layer 2 functionality, eNBs are expected to handle several other
radio resource management functions. These include the admission control, load
balancing and radio mobility control, i.e. handover decisions.
In several of the investigations that are presented in this thesis, this trend is
taken a step further by considering the possibility to have sensing and management
functionalities also in software agents located in user terminals. From a practical
standpoint it can be said that introducing these new functionalities in user terminals
will imply additional energy costs, especially those needed for context sensing, as
well as for exchanging context information between context servers (e.g. terminalto-terminal communication in some cases when context managers are located in
terminals and terminal-to-BS communications when context servers are located in
the access ports of in the core network). Since user terminals in current systems are
typically either in a “sleep mode” or in an “on mode” due to energy saving reasons,
in this investigation it assumed that context monitoring and exchange operations
are limited to the time instants in which terminals are in an “idle status”, i.e. those
in which their end-users are not actively requesting/waiting for any content.

2.2

Content Delivery Networks

After the launch of the first Content Delivery Network (CDN) in 1998, CDNs
have become a crucial part of current day Internet experience. These networks
are typically constituted by a large number of servers deployed worldwide1 . These
act as a “trusted overlay network” that offers guaranteed delivery performances
for Web-objects, static data and multimedia content in general by distributing
1 For example Akamai Technologies has deployed more than 20000 servers over about 1000
networks in 70 countries.
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content load to the servers that are closer to the end clients. Information, which is
initially only available in an “origin content server” belonging to a content provider,
is promptly replicated in a set of “surrogate servers” within the CDN. These are
capable of intercepting end-users’ requests, replying with a copy of the wanted
content which is stored in their local cache, thus minimizing both the content
delivery delays and the probability of overloading the origin servers in the event of
flash crowds (i.e. large numbers of users accessing simultaneously a web-page or a
given multimedia object). Apart from the strategic placement of surrogate servers
in locations that are rapidly accessed from the ISPs’ networks where most of the
requests are originated, many of the complex problems addressed by CDN providers
also include the maintenance of cache consistency among the various surrogates and
robustness, e.g. load balancing, in respect to different types of link failures.
Initially Akamai Technologies held approximately 80% of the market, but as of
lately a large number of competitors have entered the market for efficient content
delivery, which has lead to companies such as Limelight being able to gain relevant
market shares. As in most of the markets, increased competition, as well as traffic
growth have significantly reduced the prices per delivered MByte2 . Even though
the cost of serving content through a CDN is dramatically dropping, there is a
current trend in which both ISPs and content providers are beginning to deploy
their own CDNs3 . Depending on the specific business model in place (see [17]),
both ISPs and content providers might buy services from CDN providers. In the
case of ISPs, this is typically done in order to ensure fast delivery of streaming
videos and other large files to customers. Concerning content providers, the main
rationale is instead to outsource the costs associated with the dimensioning and
maintenance of a reliable worldwide Internet distribution channel. However, some
of these actors are progressively experiencing an erosion of their created value, and
in the cases in which they have a critical mass, in terms of number of subscribers or
volumes of multimedia transactions (e.g. respectively AT&T and Amazon), they
are planning to internalize the distribution costs by building their own CDNs.
It is not an easy task to provide a service which is both reliable and competitive,
in terms of costs and performances, as the one that is delivered by well-established
CDN providers with thousands of servers distributed worldwide. In fact, when considering mobile ISPs, the key bottleneck to large-scale wireless content distribution
is not actually properly addressed by the structures of the current CDNs. The main
2 Today

Netflix pays about 5 cents to stream a movie over the Internet. If they would have
tried the same service in 1998 it would have costed approximately 270 dollars per movie. A
comparison of different prices offered by the main CDN providers, including Akamai, Limelight
and Level 3, shows that within 2009 the highest and lowest cost for a 50TBytes service passed
from 0.52 (highest) and 0.45 (lowest) dollars per GByte in Q1 to respectively 0.45 and 0.40 dollars
per GByte in Q4. In the same time interval, the cost for a 500TByte service passed from 0.10
(highest) and 0.025 (lowest) dollars per GByte to respectively 0.08 and 0.01 dollars per GByte.
3 AT&T have been rolling out his own CDN since the beginning of 2008, however it is far from
the levels of revenue and servers managed than Limelight and Akamai. Amazon is also starting to
offer third parties content delivery though its CloudFront CDN, targeting specific media company
that typically are served by its main portal.
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Figure 2.1: Downlink data volumes, for different R99 channels and HSDPA, measured
over three consecutive days in a cell located downtown Stockholm. HSDPA volumes are
downscaled of a factor 100 in respect to R99.

limiting factor for mobile content delivery are both the capacities on the wireless
links and the backhaul dimensioning at the BSs. Thus, even if CDNs are very reliable and fast, the key wireless communication bottlenecks cannot be by-passed. For
this purpose, this thesis proposes a novel architecture in which (part of) the memory
in the end-user terminals is integrated within the CDN, which also comprise caches
in various locations within the operator network (e.g. at the BSs). In this way,
the key limitations associated with mobile content delivery are explicitly accounted
for and their impact is significantly reduced by exploiting the delay-tolerant nature
of the most “popular” Internet content. In combination with distributed caching,
a time-shifted content delivery approach for improving the utilization of available
radio network resources is proposed.

2.2.1

Time Shifting

In most of the currently deployed cellular networks, BS density and backbone capacities are dimensioned by considering the traffic demand experienced during “peak
hour”. However, throughout the day the utilization of the network diverges quite
drastically from the values experienced at the peak, as it can be seen in Figure 2.1.
The figure shows the measurements, over three consecutive days, of the downlink
traffic volumes generated by a single cell located downtown Stockholm, for both
UMTS R99 and HSDPA networks. It is evident from those results that during
the night hours large part of the nominal network capacity is unutilized, while
for a large portion of the day about 50% of that capacity is potentially available.
Therefore, by re-utilizing these “excess” resources in an efficient manner resource
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Figure 2.2: a) A realization of the instantaneous bit rate experienced by a roaming user in
a spotty coverage network. b) Minimum time shift needed for completing the pre-fetching
operations before user’s content request (at t = 0). c) Delay experienced by the user for
receiving the content without pre-fetching.

utilization is improved and the production costs of current cellular networks are
lowered. This insight has recently generated significant amounts of research in
the area of dynamic spectrum management. It can be noted that the majority of
research proposals have suggested smart mechanisms for dynamically re-assigning
unused bandwidth to currently ongoing transmissions within the same system or
to other systems that are experiencing resource limitations.
Instead of improving the utilization of this excess capacity by considering an
approach in “frequency”, this thesis proposes a novel solution which is completely
designed in the “time” domain. By decoupling the time when user requested content
is fetched and stored in the terminals, from the time when it is “accessed” by the end
users, we could offload a significant part of the peak hour demand. Anticipating
the delivery of some future user-requested content to time instants in which the
network is under-utilized is what we call “time shifting”. In other words, the
proposed solution trades expensive coverage and capacity with the much cheaper
terminal memory, whose availability increases at an exponential rate4 . In this view
time-shifting has the potential to bring some substantial advantages, such as:
• by reducing the delays for accessing stored information it can drastically im4 According to Moore’s law, memory of computer semiconductors should double every 18
months. However, Mark Kryder has pointed out that since the introduction of the disk drive
in 1956, the density of information it can record has swelled from a paltry 2,000 bits to 100 billion
bits (gigabits), all crowded in the small space of a square inch. That represents a 50-million-fold
increase which is even faster than predicted by Moore’s law [93]).
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prove user perceived quality for all those services whose content is characterized by some degrees of tolerance to delays,
• by offloading part of the traffic generated in the peak hours to time windows
with lower loads, it can reduce blocking for various services, or
• it allows to deliver a richer content (both in terms of more bits, or more data
items) or to serve more users, for a given network dimensioning (cost).

Real-time data traffic (e.g. instant messaging and TV) and voice cannot be
provided via time shifting. However, a significant portion of the traffic currently
circulating on the Internet is generated by services and content with characteristics
that might be suitable for a time-shifted provision5 . Bringing an understanding to
which type of content or services that can be pre-fetched, and the degrees of time
shifting that the users can tolerate, is also a part of this work.
Context information plays a fundamental role in performing efficient time decoupling. Specifically, a context manager that is located either in the terminal or in
the network, can be used for predicting which information a user is likely to access
in the near future, and furthermore, to trigger the content pre-fetching operations
when and where the production cost and/or price are lower. By exploiting context
information concerning the predicted future users’ paths, it is also possible to select
candidate base station for performing a multicast file delivery and thereby reducing
further production costs (this can be achieved by creating a “time-space” content
delivery schedule). It goes perhaps without saying that the higher the prediction
accuracy, the better the overall utilization of the “extra” capacity in the network.
In a similar way, context-based time-shifting can be adopted for the case of
service provision in “spotty” coverage networks. There, the access to content is
limited by the time instants when users are located within the coverage area of
one of the APs located in the network. As shown in Figure 2.2a, the average
data rate experienced by nomadic users over time is quite high, while the access
opportunities are very limited. This implies that, by opportunistically pre-fetching
content whenever in coverage, terminal agents can increase the probability of being
able to serve user requests even when they are in outage. Figure 2.2b shows the
minimum time in advance, that the content pre-fetching needs to be started for
successfully delivering a file when requested by the user (cache hit). Figure 2.2c
shows the delay introduced by alternatively starting downloading the same file, but
only after the user request.
5 According to an investigation [92] performed in 2007 over three petabytes of anonymous data
representing a million users in Australia, eastern Europe, Germany, middle east and southern
Europe, approximately 70% of the total traffic is generated by P2P services. Web-browsing follows
with approximately 10% of the volumes, while instant messaging and voip (mainly Skype traffic)
do not reach together the 2%. Media streaming has a share of 7.8 % and most of its content is
not real time generated, but rather YouTube videos.
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Local Access Provision through User-deployed
Networks

As introduced in the previous section, “spotty coverage” networks constitute an important resource for improving user service perception. Currently, both private and
public efforts are targeting the deployment of high speed WLANs in different locations. Due to their cost structures it is most likely unfeasible to provide universal
coverage with these networking solutions, however many of the current “hotspot”
areas could receive significant benefits from such deployment.
Using high speed local APs for content delivery is beneficial not only in terms
of reduced cost for the end users (the access to some of these networks is free of
charge), but also in terms of improved battery life. In fact, the energy needed for
downloading a given file is proportional to the duration of the complete data transfer, since the time in which radio interfaces are kept “on” is the main contribution
to the battery drainage. Therefore, by utilizing these high speed downlink rates,
also the average energy cost per bit can be significantly reduced.
Since the coverage area of these local networks is typically very limited, an
opportunistic approach based on terminal controlled pre-fetching is proposed. In
such case, whenever terminals are aware of being covered by WLANs, they try to
pre-fetch as many bits as possible for the multimedia objects likely to be accessed
by their users in the near future. One of the main potential drawbacks associated
with this approach is the fact that these local networks do not provide SLAs and
that there might be a significant difference between data rate potentially achieved
on the wireless links and the dimensioning of the connection between APs and the
Internet (e.g. ADSL). In order to improve both network discovery, and to reveal
the actual performances that could be achieved with a given network, this thesis
proposes a reputation based mechanism called “Word-of-Mouth”.

2.3.1

Network Reputation and Word-of-Mouth (WoM)

It is widely acknowledged that no single type of access network will be able to
accommodate the range of coverage and capacity requirements of future services.
This insight has generated a proliferation of multiple wireless standards and associate interfaces, each one positioned in his own “coverage vs. capacity” market
niche. Already today, terminals come off the production line equipped with several
interfaces that allow them to access different networks. Some of these are managed by well-established access operators who in most of the cases provide access
services with some degrees of Quality-of-Service (QoS), at a given price (Service
Level Agreements SLAs). At the same, a multitude of local operators are entering
the market, offering access opportunities in areas that have some overlap with cellular systems. Most of these local networks are constituted by only few APs, and
typically provide best effort access in spectrum commons, or unlicensed bands, at
prices that are comparably lower than what is charged by wide area operators.
In a scenario with multiple available networks, that have different QoS guaran-
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tees and prices, choosing the most appropriate access alternative and matching the
requirements of a specific ongoing service, can be a very complex challenge. For
this reason, it is commonly believed that future terminals will be equipped with
software agents, capable of tracking user context and preferences for what concerns
price and acceptable quality for different type of services. If these user preferences
are assessed in terms of quality and price (demand side), which is a relatively simple
task for terminal agents6 , understanding what exactly a given network is capable
of delivering and how reliable the promised guarantees are (offer side) is a much
more complex task. This can be an even greater challenge for local providers whose
services have never been experienced before. In these cases, we believe that reputation can be adopted as an effective measure for performing “informed” access
selection decisions when in presence of multiple candidate networks. In this thesis
a reputation-based scheme called “Word-of-Mouth (WoM)” is presented. It is
designed for sharing, in a terminal-to-terminal fashion, context information concerning the service quality experienced with different networks. In WoM terminal
agents keep records of some objectively measurable indicators7 representing the
QoS experienced with the different networks. Thus, upon entering in radio contact
with other user terminals, the agents can exchange, in an ad hoc fashion, all (or a
subset of) historic network quality records. By sharing and processing individually
discovered information about a network, the terminal agents can collectively reveal
otherwise concealed information and, in turn, perform better informed access selection decisions when entering in its communication range. Two main advantages
can be achieved by basing a network selection strategy on information concerning
past service experiences:
• the asymmetric information gap between an access provider and its potential
users can be reduced, and
• over time, “trust” between “sellers” and “buyers”, together with a “market
image”, are established [78].
This image, or reputation, constitute a powerful selection tool, because it simplifies
the identification of the most reliable access alternatives, rewarding those networks
that are capable to match user requirements (e.g. cost or QoS).

2.4

User Experience

In the last few years, user experience has become widely accepted as a key factor
around which you can design and evaluate future solutions. An example of this
novel paradigm is represented by the tremendous and unprecedented success of the
6 Terminal agents can be trained and learn over time and/or receive explicit preference settings
from their users.
7 For example average and peak data rates, coverage, cost per bit, delay, jitter, RRM used by
the network etc.
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Figure 2.3: Experimental data concerning the end users’ traffic before and after
a network upgrade of which users were not aware. User behavior adapts to the
improved network performances by increasing the average usage. This Figure has
been extracted from the report [97] at pp. 92.

Iphone platform. Before that, two main problems have been typically limiting the
consumption of data in mobile terminals:
• modest data rates, leading only to an unsatisfactory Internet experience, and
• user interfaces unsuitable for the consumption of multimedia content.
To exemplify the impact of low data rate perception on content consumption,
the results of an interesting experiment were extracted in Figure 2.3 and presented
in [97]. This latter figure shows the average data consumption per day, at a specific
network location, and for a time interval of 180 days. In particular, at time zero the
operator has performed a substantial network upgrade, passing from only WCDMA
to HSDPA compatible interfaces, which allowed to obtain substantially larger user
rates per session, but without communicating it to its users. The results obtained
in the experiment show that before the network upgrade the consumption values
were around 5 MBytes per day, while, after the upgrade, the consumed MBytes essentially doubled, with some consumption peaks reaching almost 27 MBytes. Since
the users were not aware of the upgrade, we can directly associate the increased
consumption to the improved Internet surfing experience. If initially users were
most likely limiting their browsing activity to the minimum indispensable, avoiding
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for example large file downloads or streaming, after discovering that they could
achieve lower delays than with previous settings they started to “proportionally” 8
increase their data consumption.
The revolutionary importance of a suitable user interface and of a platform
designed for finding and rapidly accessing content can be exemplified by considering
the increased data consumption of Iphone users as described in [113]. There, it is
reported that from the 5 MBytes of web-browsing per month with “Smartphones”
(e.g. Blackberry), the new “Superphones” (mainly Iphones but also Motorola’s
Droid have been considered) have increased data consumption of approximately a
factor 60, with monthly figures consisting of 40 MBytes of generic web-browsing, 60
MBytes of Net Radio (or Spotify) and 200 MBytes only for YouTube videos. Even
though most of the network have previously been upgraded to HSDPA, still in many
locations the demand exceeds by far the networks’ capabilities. In some cases, this
effect has had dramatic consequences on the operators’ image, such as in the case
of AT&T’s [113] network in New York and San Francisco. In order to “clean up”
the so-called “Imess” the operators might be forced to take on substantially large
investments for rolling-out additional BS sites.

2.4.1

Revenue gap

In the early days of mobile Internet services, the basic rule for wireless data provision was that a higher bit consumption corresponded to proportionally higher
revenues. However, since the introduction of flat rate pricing policies, that is no
longer the case. Under the new market rules, the size of its customer base is a proxy
for the revenues achievable by an operator, and therefore rolling out additional infrastructure for providing increased data rates and multimedia consumption, simply
implies lowering the operator’s profits. In this new market regime, the only players
effectively benefitting are the “over-the-top” content providers, utilizing the capacity of cellular network as “transparent” bit-pipes. As shown in Figure 2.4, the
revenues of the cellular operators flatten out at a value determined by the size of
their subscriber population, while the content providers’ revenues are proportional
to the amount of delivered bits. For example, when a user buys a new song online
through his mobile terminal he pays only for the content and not for the bit transport, which is already covered by his/hers monthly fee. This also implies that the
operators have effectively no incentives for deploying additional infrastructure to
improve the quality of user experience, for a given and fixed number of subscribers.
However, paradoxically, if they do not focus on delivering improved user experience
to their customers there is a clear risk of being “punished” with increased churn.
In order to improve the utilization of currently deployed infrastructures and
help operators to “hook” their revenues to the curve corresponding to the over-the8 Most likely the time spent in browsing has remained the same before the network upgrade,
e.g. web browsing for leisure in spare time. However the type of media content consumed is likely
to have changed, e.g. instead of reading the webpage of the news they decided to watch a movie
of the news update.
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Figure 2.4: Revenue gap.

top players, this thesis proposes an innovative cellular network architecture (see
Chapter 5). By adopting a time-shifted content delivery, the cellular operators can
effectively improve resource utilization and user service perception. At the same
time, by exploiting the available information on user preferences, mobility and user
group behaviors, the cellular operators can also perform the role of a CDN and
act as content brokers, negotiating with content providers the “premium” delivery
of content to user terminals. The rationale can again be found in Figure 2.3: preloading user terminals with content that matches the individual users’ interests will
deliver instantaneous gratification which, in turn, leads to increased consumption.

Chapter 3

Multihopping in Cellular Systems
The adoption of a multi-hop technique in cellular networks has been proposed as
means to improve the data rates delivered to the users and/or to reduce the base
station density required for providing a predefined service level over a service area.
By breaking long distance connections down into smaller intermediate links,
the potential gains of capacity enhancement and/or coverage extension can be substantial. However, in order to reap these benefits, a scheme that allows cooperation
between the network’s nodes needs to be in place. In particular, nodes that forward
packets on behalf of others (relays) are required to perform some channel sensing
operations and to take some routing decisions, so that the flow of packets can successfully reach the intended final destination (typically an access port, which can
even be located beyond the reach of the transmitting nodes).
In the literature two different types of relays have been considered. On one
hand, the relays are additional infrastructure elements, specifically deployed by the
cellular operators for supporting the multi-hop operations; in this way, the relaying
operations can be kept “transparent” to the end user terminals. On the other hand,
relaying capabilities can be directly included in the user terminals, which are then
assumed to be capable of alternating the transmission of own generated information
with the forwarding of data on behalf of other users.
In this thesis, the latter approach has been selected, and the potential benefits
deriving from terminal-to-terminal relaying are quantified for operators and users,
under the assumption of both altruistic and selfish user behavior. One major
difference, as compared to the case when dedicated relaying nodes are deployed,
is the fact that user terminals waist own resources (e.g. bandwidth and energy)
when forwarding traffic. Thus, it is not obvious, in a realistic usage scenario, that
individual users will be altruistically willing of investing own resources for others.
In this chapter we investigate to what extent the capacity enhancement gains
of multihopping can be translated into potential cost savings for the operators, by
initially assuming altruistic terminal behavior. Since, in average, higher cell rates
can be achieved by adopting multihopping, the number of base stations deployed
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in a given service area could potentially be reduced (Paper MH1). Towards the
end of the chapter, the assumption of altruistic user behavior is removed. For that
case, we propose and evaluate a joint resource allocation and pricing scheme designed specifically with the purpose of creating forwarding incentives (Paper MH2).
Finally, we consider some practical hardware limitations at the terminal side, i.e.
rx-tx transition gap, and investigate their potential impact on both user achievable
data rates and terminal-to-terminal collaboration (Paper MH3).

3.1

Related Work

Several authors have proposed and investigated a terminal-to-terminal multihop
solution in cellular networks. In this section, we divide the previous works into those
quantifying the performance enhancement when user terminals act altruistically,
and those that focused on creating forwarding incentives for selfish users.

3.1.1

Altruistic terminal-to-terminal forwarding

Terminal-to-terminal relaying solutions for extending the coverage and/or enhancing capacity in cellular systems have recently received wide attention within the
Opportunity Driven Multiple Access (ODMA) framework for TDD-CDMA UMTS
networks [33]-[40]. Some studies has shown the substantial gains of terminal-toterminal communication at network level [34]-[36], while others have presented
candidate schemes for performing packet routing operations [37]-[39].
By adopting a simulation-based approach, [34] showed that at the cost of moderate capacity reduction, as compared to standard single-hop UTRA-TDD, a multihopping architecture can significantly expand the coverage area of individual cells.
Under similar simulation settings, Harrold and Nix showed in [35] that their proposed intelligent relaying scheme supports an higher number of simultaneous users
(almost double) as compared to the theoretical pure power-controlled CDMA case.
A prerequisite for achieving those gains is, however, that a sufficient number of relay
nodes is available for performing the packet forwarding operations. Cho and Haas,
showed in [36] that the downlink throughput of a cell can be significantly enhanced
by adopting an hybrid scheme capable of switching between different concurrent
transmission policies on the intermediate relaying links. Starting from a simple
relaying scheme, similar to our proposed sub-slotting solution in Paper MH1, they
proposed two types of concurrent transmissions: in type-A concurrency simultaneous transmissions are allowed among the different hops along the path to a single
target mobile station, while type-B concurrency allows simultaneous transmissions
on different downstream paths to multiple target mobiles. The results showed that
the majority of the throughput gains are obtained with only two-hop paths, and
that the additional gains deriving from concurrency are moderate. Furthermore
by including shadowing in their models they also showed that considering short
routes constituted by only few, but “stronger”, hops a more robust solution can be
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achieved: the more hops in a route, the larger the probability of including some
links exposed to deteriorating channel conditions.
In [37] the authors describe a detailed scheme for establishing a end-to-end
transmission path and to assign routes for specific transmissions. Their adopted
model, based on the one proposed in [33], identifies two service regions within each
cell: an high bit rate region, closer to the base stations, and a low bit rate region
closer to cell border. Depending on the amount of available resources, the Node-Bs
can allocate high and low bit rate channels to incoming user packets for downlink
transmission. Users in high rate areas can be allocated either type of channel,
while those in the low rate regions can only be allocated low bit rates channels
in a direct connection. If instead ODMA is used, then two high rate channels, if
available, are allocated (one per hop) to serve the users in the low rate regions.
If enough resources for serving a user request are not available then the incoming
packet is blocked. The investigation showed that when the network load is not
too high, ODMA can significantly improve both the average downlink rates and
the overall resource utilization, with only moderately higher blocking rates. Poweraware routing mechanisms are considered in both [38] and [39]. While the focus of
[39] is on the design of a power efficient route discovery and on limiting the amount
of signaling information, a congestion-based routing algorithm for minimizing the
overall power of the system is presented in [38]. The results show that this technique
always provides the lowest total transmit power, and the highest capacity in almost
all investigated scenarios.
Cooperative wireless networking combining heterogeneous wireless technologies
was presented in [41] as a way to reduce energy consumption. An in dept energy
measurement investigation is presented together with three different overlay architectures, considering for the terminal-to-terminal hops WiFi, Bluetooth without
broadcasting or Bluetooth with broadcasting. For a file download scenario, the presented results show that the proposed forwarding scheme can both save energy and
reduce delay for retrieving the wanted content. For a streaming scenario instead
the gains are substantially reduced, but mainly due to the large power consumption
in the idle phase in the cellular and short range.

3.1.2

Incentives for Collaboration

In the context of military networks, which represented the initial setting for ad
hoc communications, all nodes belong to the same authority and share an overall
common goal. Thus they are motivated to support each-other’s communications.
In our settings, however, the users of cellular systems are typically selfishly interested in maximizing their benefit. Since a relay invests own resources (e.g. battery
energy) for supporting other users’ communications, we believe that a fundamental
prerequisite to the adoption of terminal-to-terminal relaying in the context of cellular networks is the presence of a forwarding incentive scheme. In recent literature,
several incentive and reimbursement schemes have been proposed and investigated.
Some reputation-based approaches have been recently proposed as a way to
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stimulate cooperation in “pure” ad hoc network (e.g. [44]-[45]). The goal of these
schemes is the identification of those nodes that agree to forward information but
then (voluntarily) fail to do so. The strategy presented in [44] is composed by two
methods, the watchdog and the pathrater. The former is used to identify misbehaving nodes, while the latter tool is used to avoid the paths that intercept those
nodes. The results showed that network throughput can be increased of about
17% to 27% (depending on node mobility) at the cost of moderate increases in the
signaling overhead. Another reputation method is included in the scheme called
CONFIDANT, presented in [45]. In their adopted detection and reputation system,
nodes monitor the behavior of other nodes, and even use second-hand information.
The misbehaving nodes, are “punished” and excluded from the network.
Different price-based system have been proposed as means to stimulate packet
forwarding in Ad Hoc networks ([42]-[43]). SPRITE a credit-based system is investigated in [42]. According to this scheme, each relay keeps a receipt for each
packet that has been forwarded, and submit these to a central clearance server
that calculate the amount of reward that these node will receive from the original
transmitters. In order to prevent malicious behavior the reimbursement along a
multihop path varies with the position in the path, and the last node that has
a valid receipt is typically compensated higher economical benefits. A similar approach is the presented in [43], where a security module is assumed available in each
node. Transmitters load the packets to be forwarded, with an amount of nuglets
equal to number of intermediate forwarder to reach the destination. Then, each
of the relays on the path decrease the nuglect counter in the packet by one unit,
and increases its own of the same amount. Mechanisms to secure this scheme from
malicious behavior are also presented in the paper.
Finally, more in line with the approach that we adopted in this thesis, several
investigations have specifically targeted some pricing and reimbursement schemes
in the context of cellular networks, where a central authority (i.e. the cellular
operator) is involved in the incentive creation process [46]-[48]. A micro-payment
scheme is proposed in [46], where transmission rights (tokens), issued by the network operator, are transferred from the source node to the nodes that cooperate
in the packet delivery. Since all the monetary transaction are awarded by a central
authority, the latter also performs statistical auditing operations for discovering
potential misuse. However, since multihopping is mostly beneficial to the nodes
that are located to the cell border, tokens are expected to be transferred mainly
from the outer to the inner cell regions, potentially resulting in an unfair and eventually stagnant business model. A pricing approach is instead proposed in both
[47] and [48]. While the former define a reimbursement strategy for forwarding, the
second one propose a discount fee for nodes that decide to participate in relaying
information. Since both bandwidth and energy costs are simultaneously invested in
the scheme proposed in [47], the created incentives barely compensate those large
cost, and therefore cooperation is only partially achieved.

3.2. CONTRIBUTIONS
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Contributions

The contributions of our work to the state of the art of multihop in cellular networks
are the following:
1. The proposal of “resource delegation”, a novel resource management strategy
that prevents relaying nodes from wasting own bandwidth resources, and
which, thus, increases their willingness to cooperate.
2. The definition of an “improvement locus”, a region of space where a two-hop
communication brings a rate improvement as compared to direct connection.
3. The design of an utility-based pricing scheme according to which cellular
operators can influence the overall network behavior, including the terminal willingness of relaying information for others, by broadcasting a limited
number of pricing and reimbursement coefficients.

3.3

Delimitations

Several resource allocation schemes, ranging from CSMA to CDMA-TDD can be
adopted when performing terminal-to-terminal multihopping communications. In
this thesis we limited our investigation to the uplink of TDMA networks under the
assumption of perfect slot synchronization at the user terminals.
Routes that connect source to destination nodes, via multiple short hops, are
known to improve the spatial reuse within the cell area. This means that, potentially, several concurrent transmission could be simultaneously performed when
large number of hops are considered. However, for the sake of simplicity, we limited
the maximum number of hops in an end-to-end path to two in all our investigations.
This can be considered as a pessimistic assumption, since, by adding fewer hops,
some additional, even though moderate, gains could be achieved 3.1.1. However, in
more realistic settings higher number of hops might also increase the overall packet
latencies. Thus two hops are likely to be enough to reap the majority of the gains
obtainable from multihopping.
For what concern the services, we assumed rate elastic data services requested
by stationary users, such as laptop users. For rate elastic services, user terminals
do not have a specific requirement to be meet. We also assumed that all users had
infinite buffers, while protocols at higher level than the radio access (e.g. TCP/IP)
are not explicitly considered in this investigation.
In the evaluation of our proposed pricing scheme, performed in the Papers MH2
and MH3, we assumed that only a single end-to-end service and reimbursement
prices are advertised by the cellular operator to all users. In theory, different prices
could be potentially given to different users, since, due to their different topological
locations, the participation of some may be more beneficial for the overall system
performance. Finally, the price dynamics caused by user density fluctuations within
the cell area, are not considered in this work. Hence, we implicitly assume that the
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TDMA frame

Ts

θSi Ts

θRj, i Ts

Figure 3.1: Example of a TDMA frame and resource delegation (sub-slotting).

birth-death process of users in coverage is much slower than the time required for
computing and advertising some new price coefficients.

3.4

Resource Delegation

The concept of resource delegation, utilized in all the papers presented in this
chapter (MH1-MH3), represents one of the contributions of this thesis. Typically,
when forwarding information on behalf of other users, a terminal invests own resources, e.g. energy and bandwidth. In this respect our resource delegation scheme
is designed to eliminate the bandwidth costs of the relaying operations.
In order to illustrate the basic features of the scheme, let us consider a TDMAbased cellular network, and a scenario, in which two terminals i and j are actively
transmitting information to a base station (see Figure 3.2). In a standard TDMA
transmission schedule, all active nodes have a reserved slot for performing own
(uplink) transmissions. Thus, both i and j can be assumed to have have slots
TSi and TSj respectively reserved for their individual uplink transmissions. When
performing multihopping through terminal j, terminal i transmits its information
to j during TSi , and then let j complete the uplink transmission during the following
TSj slot. However, since TSj was initially dedicated only to j’s uplink transmissions,
the adoption of multihopping might limit the amount of bandwidth that j can use
for own information.
According to our proposal, TSi needs to be split in two sub-slots, of durations
j,i
θSi TS and θR
TS , where TS is the duration of a slot in the TDMA frame, and
j,i
θSi + θR
= 1, as shown in Figure 3.1. The first sub-slot (θSi TS ) will be used
by the source node to transfer the wanted information to the relay node j, while
j,i
the remaining portion of the slot (θR
TS ) will be “delegated” to the relay j for
completing terminal i’s uplink transmission. In this way, the bandwidth resources
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R i = ri

a)

j

i

BS

R i = f ( ri , r j ,i )

b)

r j ,i

ri

j

i

BS

Figure 3.2: a) Example of single hop communication. Note that in this case the
end-to-end uplink rate is equal to the one on the first, and only, link (Ri = ri ).
b) Example of two-hop communication through a relay terminal j. In this case Ri
depends on the rates achieved on both links.

assigned to the relay terminals are not reduced by participating in forwarding traffic.
Even though in this thesis we consider only a TDMA system with a maximum of
two hops, the resource delegation concept could be potentially extended to CDMA
systems1 and to multihopping scenarios with a larger number of hops.
The data rate Ri , that terminal i can obtain in the end-to-end connection (perceived at the base station BS), will depend on whether the transmission is performed
via direct connection or via multihop. In the former case Ri will coincide with ri ,
the rate at with i transmits information (see Figure 3.2), while in case of multihop
it will depend on both ri , which in this case represents the rate between i and j
during the θSi sub-slot, and on rj,i the rate achieved by the the relaying terminal j
j,i
on the second hop during the θR
.
Notice that in our work we will always assume that in a multihopping transmission the duration of the two sub-slots is such that the amount of information
transferred to j during the first sub-slot is equal to one delivered by j to the BS
j,i
during the second sub-slot, or that ri θSi TS = rj,i θR
TS .
1 For

example by means of subcoding and multicode transmissions in a CDMA-TDD system.
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Altruistic and Selfish User Behaviors

Even though our proposed resource delegation scheme eliminates the bandwidth
“costs”, a relay terminal still has to sustain some non negligible energy costs that are
associated to the packet reception, decoding and transmission operations. In this
respect, battery drainage might be a strong enough deterrent to prevent terminalto-terminal multihopping from occurring. In order to account for this aspect, we
included the packet transmission costs, associated with the forwarding operations,
into a behavioral model for the relay decisional process.
Considering the scenario depicted in Figure 3.2b, whenever a relay is transmitting with a power level of pj,i in its sub-slot, it invests an amount of energy equal
i
to Ej,i = pj,i θR
TS from its own battery for terminal i’s benefit. In fact, terminal i,
by transmitting at a power level pi , can achieve an end to end data rate Ri given
by the following expression:
Ri (pi , pj,i ) = ri (pi ) · (1 − Mi ) +

ri (pi ) · rj,i (pj,i )
· Mi ,
ri (pi ) + rj,i (pj,i )

(3.1)

where Mi represents a boolean that is equal to one whenever i’s transmission is
performed via multihop, and zero otherwise.
Thus, an altruistic relay will utilize the power level pj,i that maximize Equation
3.1, i.e. the maximum power level, without the need for any compensation in return.
On the contrary, a selfish relay will decide which power level pj,i to adopt when
forwarding i’s information, only according to how large benefit (e.g. monetary)
terminal i is willing to pay for.

3.5

Cost/Performance Trade-offs of “Two-Layers” Ad Hoc
Multihop Cellular Systems (Paper MH1)

The key motivation of this paper was an evaluation of the potential cost savings
brought by terminal-to-terminal relaying. Considering that the required infrastructure investments and maintenance costs is proportional to the number of base
station deployed, we wanted to assess how much lower base station density would
have been required by a cellular system that allows terminal-to-terminal forwarding.

3.5.1

Cost Model

A simple cost model is assumed throughout the investigation. In particular, the
cost for building and operating the cellular infrastructure is considered proportional
to the number of base stations deployed onto the service area. In this way, the
absolute cost of an infrastructure that adopt a cellular technology X to deliver a
abs
service quality q, Cinf
ra (X, q), can be approximated as:
abs
Cin
(X, q) ≈ Nbs (X, q) · Cbs (X) = λbs (X, q) · As · Cbs (X),

(3.2)
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where Cbs (X) is the cost per base station with technology X, Nbs (X, q) is the number of base station required with technology X in order to provide a service quality
q over an area As , and λbs (X, q) = Nbs (X, q)/As represents the corresponding base
station density.
In order to compare the impact of costs of different cellular technology, we
defined the relative cost of an infrastructure adopting technology X, as compared
to a reference one adopting technology Y :

rel
Cin
(X, Y, q) =

abs
λbs (X, q) · As · Cbs (X)
Cin
(X, q)
λbs (X, q)
=
'
.
abs
λbs (Y, q) · As · Cbs (Y )
λbs (Y, q)
Cin (Y, q)

(3.3)

In the last equality we have assumed that the cost per base station does not
significantly vary between different technologies. Moreover, since we are interested
in comparing a singlehop (SH) cellular network, with a multihop (MH) implementation, we will focus on the following measure:
rel
Cin
(SH, M H, q) '

3.5.2

λbs (SH, q)
λbs (M H, q)

(3.4)

Relaying Locus

By adopting Shannon’s equation for expressing the data rate achievable on a link, we
have derived the expression for the rate improvement locus. Given the position
of the transmitter and of the base station, and the propagation characteristics, this
locus describes the positions (x, y) on a 2D plane, where a potential relay needs
to be located in order for a two-hop connection, adopting the resource delegation
scheme, to achieve g-times higher data rate than in the single hop connection. The
details of the derivation are shown in Appendix A.2, and the following implicit
equation has been derived:
1
1
1
·
i α2 ¾ +
´ α2 ¸ = log [(1 + γ )g ]
h
³
2
dir
2
r2
1 + γdir · (x−r)
log2 1 + γdir · x2r+y2
2 +y 2

½
log2

(3.5)
where γdir is the SIR achievable in the direct connection between terminal and
base station, α the propagation loss exponent and g the multihopping gain over a
direct connection to the base station. An example of this locus for varying values
of g can be seen in Figure 3.5.
Notice that Equation 3.5 is obtained under the assumption of both constant interference over the cell locations and similar propagation conditions in the terminalto-terminal and terminal-to-base station links.
By studying the relationship between gain g and the propagation characteristics
(α, γdir ) of the cellular system, we have derived an expression for both the maximum
achievable gain (gmax ) and for the maximum values of γdir (γmax ) beyond which
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Figure 3.3: Example of the rate improvement locus for different values of the gain
g = 1, 2, .., 7. The base station is located at position (x=0,y=0), while the transmitting terminal is positioned at (x=1,y=0), in normalized coordinate. Note that innermost
loci (ellipsoidal curves) are obtained in correspondence of larger values of g.

no improvement on the single hop rates can be expected. The maximum gain is
expressed by the following equation:
gmax (α, γdir ) ≤

log10 (1 + γdir · 2α )
.
2 · log10 (1 + γdir )

(3.6)

For gmax that satisfies Eq. 3.6 with
¡ an
¢ equality the whole locus collapses onto a
single location point for the relay 2r , 0 , corresponding to the center of Figure 3.3.
The values of γdir , for which worst or equal performances, as compared to the
direct connection, can be expected by adopting resource delegation are expressed
by the following formula:
γdir ≥ 2α − 2 = γmax ,
(3.7)

3.5.3

Performance Measures and Results

From the derivation performed in the previous section 3.5.2, we know that our
proposed multihopping scheme cannot delivering improved performances, as compared to the single hop case, in all possible propagation and network dimensioning2
scenarios. By considering different values of α between 2.5 and 5, we summarized
in Table 3.1 both the values of γmax resulting from Eq. 3.7 and the reuse factors
2 Note that γ
dir depends also K, the reuse factor used for dimensioning the number of channels
assigned to each base station.
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(a) Cell rate achieved by MH as function of the user density λuser ,
for different propagation decay losses α and reuse factors K.
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(b) Relative cost gains achieved by MH as function of the user density
λuser , for different propagation decay losses α and reuse factors K.

Figure 3.4: Cell rates and relative cost gains as function of the user density.
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Table 3.1: Feasible Reuse Factors
α

γmax

K

2.5

5.62 dB

1−3

3

7.78 dB

1−3−4

3.5

9.68 dB

1−3−4

4

11.46 dB

1−3−4

4.5

13.14 dB

1−3−4

5

14.77 dB

1−3−4

K that satisfy the requirement γ ≤ γmax at the cell border (through Eq. A.1).
Since smaller reuse factors correspond to shorter distances between interferers, our
proposed resource delegation scheme brings some improvement for K < 7.
Figure 3.4a and figure 3.4b, show, for different values of α and K, the variations
rel
(SH, M H) respectively,
of the average cell rate Rate and of the relative cost Cin
3
as a function of the number of candidate relays per cell λuser . In both figures
we notice the existence of a λuser break point value beyond which there are no
significant performance improvements: for λuser ≥ 15 [users/cell] the additional
improvements on system performances are contained within 5% from their value at
λuser = 15. Additionally, we want to underline that, solutions capable of providing
larger spectral efficiency improvements (Figure 3.4a), as compared to the single hop
reference system, are those that also bring the larger cost savings (Figure 3.4b).
For example consider the case of K = 3 and α = 3: this system has the largest
spectral efficiency improvement (roughly 85%) and, at the same time, delivers the
largest cost savings as compared to the single hop reference system
Finally, for fix values of K larger cost savings are obtained in environment with
lower values of α. Once again this seems to confirm the intuition that multihop is
most beneficial in the scenarios in which the interference level is higher.

3.6

Resource Delegation and Rewards to Stimulate
Forwarding in Multihop Cellular Networks (Paper
MH2)

In this section, we remove the assumption of altruistic behavior and consider the
case where user terminals and network operator act selfishly with the purpose of
maximizing their individual satisfaction.
3 Note that the point λ
user = 0 corresponds to the single hop case. Furthermore, since the
relays are delegated a sub-slot for completing the uplink transmission, these candidates do not
necessary need to be “active” terminals.
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For this purpose, we selected a game theoretical approach, in which we identified the following “players”: the transmitters, the candidate relays, and the cellular
network operator. In this work, we define a transmitter as the node entitled to
transmit in a given slot of a TDMA frame. All other terminals, not active in that
slot are the potential relays. In general, a transmitting terminal would want to
receive the largest power contribution possible from a relay, since this would mean
to achieve either higher data rates for the same energy cost, or equal rates at lower
energy expenditures, as compared to singlehop. On the other hand, a selfish relay
would not participate in forwarding information for free: it would try to obtain the
highest compensation (e.g. monetary) possible. Finally, the cellular operator wants
to maximize the revenues associated with service provision. In order to account for
these conflicting interests, we, for each of these players, define an utility function
representing the level of satisfaction associated with their alternative actions. Moreover, an underlying pricing scheme is adopted for stimulating forwarding through a
monetary reimbursement of the energy losses at the relays. The coefficients of the
pricing schemes, regulating the end-to-end service costs and the relaying incentive
are assumed to be broadcasted by the base stations. This can be seen as a way to
distribute some RRM control decisions (e.g. power control), from the network controller to the user terminals: since all entities selfishly use their controlled variables
for utility maximization, by simply “advertising” few tariff parameters, a cellular
operator might influence the overall behavior of the user terminals in its network.

3.6.1

Utility Functions

Utility functions assign numerical values to levels of satisfaction and form the basis
for decisions. For an informed decision the utility function should capture both
good and ill associated with transmission. For a source node, there is the good of
outputting data and the ills of battery drainage and traffic charge.
As previously considered in literature [47], we identify the source’s objective with
the maximization of the number of transferred bits per unit of energy spent in the
transmission process. In TDMA-like systems, where slots have fixed duration, this
goal is equivalent to maximizing the transmission rate per unit of power. Further,
we assume that the network operator has adopted a pricing scheme in which the
service fee is proportional to the provided end-to-end rate, through a constant λ.
Any given source i is aware of this pricing policy and can select its preferred Ri
by tuning pi . In case of multihopping through another node j, i has to pay an
additional forwarding reward. On the other hand, for a given Ri , multihopping
may lead to a reduced energy expenditure. In our implementation, the reward is
assumed to be proportional to Ri by a constant µS . The utility formula that is
introduced in this paper has the following structure:
USi (λ, µS , pi , pj,i ) =

Ri
− (λ + µS · Mi ) Ri
c + θSi · pi

(3.8)

The denominator of the first term represents the total power invested in the trans-
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mission. It has two components: pi and a constant c. The constant represents a
fixed power dissipation in the terminal units, and also stabilizes the utility function
in the proximity of pi = 0. We assume that terminals, or user agents within them,
are responsible for setting the value of c so that it reflects the fixed dissipation cost
of the terminal.
Any terminal that is not scheduled for transmission in the current time slot can
potentially act as relay. In our scheme, a relay j that forwards traffic on behalf
of source i obtains a reward that is proportional to Ri through a proportionality
i
constant µS . Furthermore, Ri and the amount of invested energy Ej,i = pj,i θR
TS
can both be tuned by the relay node through varying pj,i .
The selection of pj,i = 0 represents the decision of not participating to the
forwarding and corresponds to a zero utility loss. Conversely, the relay joins the
forwarding if there exists a pj,i greater than zero, that achieves a positive utility. In
both cases the relay’s decisions are selfishly taken with the purpose of maximizing
its benefits. This means that a relay selects the value of pj,i that provides the
largest reward considering the benefit that is potentially lost by investing Ej,i in
relaying instead of in own transmissions.
j,i
In order to quantify the lost benefit, which we denote ULost
, we need to estimate
the utility that can be obtained through selfish communication. In fact, if Ej,i is
not invested in the current slot, it will be used by the relay in a future instant of
time. This means that both the physical location in which this energy will be used
and the type of the future connection (SH or MH) are unknown. For these reasons,
j,i
we quantify ULost
in terms of the expected benefit obtainable in a direct connection
USelf , and the expected energy cost Eself = pself TS associated with it. Thus, the
relay utility function is described by the following expression:
j
θR
· pj,i
URj,i (λ, µ, pi , pj,i ) = µ · Ri −
· USelf (λ) ,
| {z } c + pself (λ)
|
{z
}
Reward

(3.9)

j,i
ULost

where, the expectations USelf and pself are both evaluated under the assumption
of uniform terminal distribution over a circular cell area of radius dcell . These
quantities are computed, using Equation (3.8), in the following way:
Z

dcell

USelf (λ) =
0
dcell

Z
pself (λ) =
0

max USi (λ, 0, pi (x), 0)
pi (x)

2x
dx
d2cell

arg max USi (λ, 0, pi (x), 0)
pi (x)

2x
dx
d2cell

(3.10)
(3.11)

For the network operator we assume that the utility coincides with the network
revenues. By varying the coefficients of the pricing scheme the operator can implicitly influence the data rates used by the users (and in turn its revenues). Thus,
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Table 3.2: Summary of system parameters
noise density
N0
bandwidth
B
cell radius
dcell
propagation loss exponent
α
loss @ 1 m from tx
L1m
tx independent power expenditure
c
# of users
Nu
Ptx = 30dBm → SN R = 7dB @ cell

-174 dBm/Hz
5 MHz
1000 m
3.5
21 dB
80 mW
100
border

the operator utility function may be written:
UO (λ, µ, µT , R) =

N
X
i=1

Ri · [λ − Mi (µ − µS )],
| {z }

(3.12)

µO

where R is the vector of source’s datarates Ri , and µO Ri Mi represents the amount
of forwarding reward provided by the operator to the relay supporting user i. The
triple t = (λ, µ, µS ) is here defined as a set of tariff coefficients. This set defines
a broad class of pricing schemes, that include different degrees of collaboration
between the operator and the transmitter in the provision of the relay reward.

3.6.2

Routing Scheme

We have, so far, defined utility functions for the different entities in the system.
These utility functions form the basis of the path selection or routing scheme. It
is the objective of each entity to maximize its utility. Terminals and relays vary
their transmitting powers, pi s, whereas the network adjusts the price, λ, and the
relaying rewards, µO and µS . We assume that all entities consider only their own
interests in a simultaneous search for their respective maxima. The source node
selects the path that yields the highest utility. If none of the potential multihop
routes provide a utility greater than that of a direct connection, the source node
will make use of a direct connection.

3.6.3

Performance Measures and Results

For a two-dimensional system, we evaluated user utility, user data rate, operator revenue and interference4 , for different values of λ and µ. In order to
4 In this work intercell interference is measured as the average interference power received in
the first tier of neighboring base stations. Since when multihopping two different transmitters are
active per slot, we considered two interference estimates. In the first one the interference contributions of both transmitter and relay are weighted in function of their sub-slotting coefficients.
In the second one, instead, a worst case interference is computed by considering the strongest of
the two nodes active for all the slot duration.
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Figure 3.5: Regions of improvement in the four variables: revenues, interference,
user satisfaction and data rate. Shaded areas indicate reduced effective price as
experienced by the source node.

obtain a comparison with the single hop case, we also computed the same performance measures for the case in which λ and µ maximize the single hop operator’s
revenues (λ = λ0∗ and µ = 0).
The results show that, for both user (µS = µ) and operator (µS = 0) induced
rewards, there exist a broad region of λ and µ prices where all of our four performance measures are jointly improved (regions of quadrilateral improvement). These
are shown in Figure 3.5. It can be seen that, while the regions of mutual benefit
are smaller when one considers worst case interference, they are still significant.
For small rewards, the area is bounded upwards in price by decreasing transmitter
utility. For greater rewards, the limit is instead set by increasing interference. Since
revenue decreases with lower price, it is in general the parameter that limits the
regions of mutual benefit downwards.
In the same figure we also show the four points of the t-planes (µS = µ and
µS = 0), that:
I) maximise SH revenue,
II) maximise MH revenue given that λ = λ0∗ ,
III) maximise MH revenue within the domain of joint improvement and
IV) and maximise MH revenue without constraints on λ and µ.

3.7. FORWARDING INCENTIVES (PAPER MH3)
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Table 3.3: Multihopping gains relative to case I (λ0∗ = 7.8)
Source pays reward
µ = 2.5
II
λ = 7.8
µ = 1.1
III
λ = 9.1
µ = 0.62
IV
λ = 11.6

revenue

datarate

utility

interference

1.5

1.5

1.2

1.6

1.6

1.4

1.0

1.0

2.1

1.4

0.15

4.0

Operator pays reward
µ = 1.5
II
λ = 7.8
µ = 0.70
III
λ = 9.8
µ = 1.5
IV
λ = 12.2

revenue

datarate

utility

interference

1.2

1.5

2.0

1.1

1.7

1.4

1.0

1.0

2.9

2.1

0.19

23

The gains associated with each point, relative to point I, are reproduced in Table
3.3. The price-reward pair that maximizes operator revenue virtually deletes the
user utility and as such does not appear to be a good choice for an operator who
wish to maintain a good customer relation. There is, however, significant revenue
gain also in the domain of joint improvement. The shaded areas in Figure 3.5
indicate the pricing parameters that correspond to a reduction of the effective price
paid by the originating terminal. The existence of such a region is important since
price may be more tangible to users than is energy or power and because users are
usually hostile to price raises.

3.7

Forwarding incentives by means of resource delegation
and rewards in multihop cellular networks (Paper
MH3)

This paper extends the initial study on joint resource delegation and pricing, presented in the Paper MH2, by including more realistic hardware capabilities at the
terminal side. Furthermore, a more detailed investigation on individual user performances is presented, including both an evaluation of the distribution of the
individual user rate gains and their geographical distribution within the cell.

3.7.1

Rx/Tx Transition Loss Model

In Section 3.4 we presented resource delegation and the sub-slotting concept. In
particular, the relays were assumed to be capable of instantaneously switching between receive and transmit modes. This resulted in that the entire slot duration
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were effectively utilized for transmission in either the first or the second link. However, switching from receive to transmit mode introduces some overhead since the
switch introduces an interval, Trx/tx , during which data can neither be received
nor transmitted. This interval is known as the rx/tx-turn-around time, deaf-muteinterval or rx-tx transition gap. Thus, it is relevant to evaluate the effect of this
rx-tx transition gap on system performance as a function of the fraction, θrx/tx , of
a time-slot that is lost; i.e., θrx/tx = Trx/tx /TS .
While the validity of the utility functions presented in Section 3.6.1 is not affected by the inclusion of this factor in the transmission model, the expression for
the data rate presented in Equation 3.1 is modified in the following way:
¢ ri · rj,i
¡
Ri (pi , pj,i ) = ri · (1 − Mi ) + 1 − θrx/tx ·
· Mi ,
(3.13)
ri + rj,i
¡
¢
where the term 1 − θrx/tx captures the fact that in the new model the original
time slot TS is divided in three adjacent time parts, with share θSi for the first
j,i
sub-slot, θrx/tx for the transition gap, and θR
for the second sub-slot. Note that an
amount of time equal to θrx/tx TS is actually unutilized whenever a two-hop uplink
transmission is performed.

3.7.2

Results

Two of the results obtained in the Paper MH3 are presented in this section. We
start by showing the individual user rate gains or losses, and their geographical
distribution within the cell for the ideal case in which θrx/tx = 0. Then, by considering θrx/tx > 0 we evaluate how the data rates are modified by a non negligible
rx/tx transition loss. These investigations have been performed via computer simulation of a single-cell system under the same system settings of Table 3.2. The
performance measure, that has been selected, is the Individual User Data rate Gain
GiR (tMH , tSH ), which corresponds to the ratio between, the data rate achieved by
user i when MH is allowed under a service tariff tMH , and the data rate that would
have been experienced, by the same user, in an identical network configuration,
when single-hopping with tariff tSH . The MH tariff point selected for both studies is
point III of the µS = µ case in Figure 3.5, which is identified by tMH1 = (9.1, 1.1, 0).
The data rates achieved in this case, by each individual user, are compared with
those that would have been achieved in two different single-hop settings: point I in
Figure 3.5, i.e. tSH1 = (7.8, 0, 0), and the tariff point tSH2 = (9.1, 0, 0).
In Figure 3.6 we show both the cumulative distribution functions corresponding
to GiR (tMH1 , tSH1 ) and GiR (tMH1 , tSH2 ). In the first case, around 11% of the users
reduce their rate with respect to the one that would have been selected if t = tSH1 .
By investigating the position of these users, we notice they are located within about
500 meters from the base station. In particular, within 200 meters from the base
station users select only direct connection to the base station. In this case, their selected rate is reduced because of the higher λ, and of the low probability of finding a
suitable relay. Between 200 and 500 meters from the base station, part of the users
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Figure 3.6: Cdf of the rate gains when multihopping, and impact of Tx/Rx transition on both user rates and operator revenues.
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starts to select multihopping. This depends on the fact that at larger distances
from the base station the bit/joule efficiency of direct communication decreases,
and, at the same time, the probability of finding convenient relay terminals increases. At distances from the base station larger than 500 meters, where the large
majority of the terminals are located, multihopping is almost always selected. This
is confirmed by the fact that around 90% of the users improves their data rates.
The largest rate improvement achievable is approximately GiR (tMH1 , tSH1 ) = 2.8.
Instead, when considering GiR (tMH1 , tSH2 ), we notice that only 10% of the users
select singlehopping. This percentage corresponds to the share of users that have
GiR (tMH1 , tSH2 ) = 1. Also in this case, about 90% of the users improve their rates,
up to 4 times the one achieved in the corresponding single-hop case. A rate improvement potential is noticeable also in this case, with a similar behaviour as for
GiR (tMH1 , tSH1 ).
For what concerns the investigation of non negligible Rx/Tx transition losses,
we consider the performance gain of operation at tMH1 relative to operation at tSH1 .
While other points of operation yield quantitatively different results, the qualitative
behavior is similar. The results show that the rx-tx transition gap reduces both the
frequency with which multihop routes are established, and the gain in (individual)
user data rate, as shown in Figure 3.6b. While the data rate gain obtained on
multihop routes decreases more or less linearly with increasing θrx/tx , the overall
rate gain and revenue gain decreases in a non-linear fashion due to the decline in the
establishment of multihop routes. The non-linear effects are, however, significant
only for values of θrx/tx greater than 0.5. It is interesting to note that even when as
much as half of the time-slot is lost in switching between receive and transmit modes
at the relay, multihopping improves both revenue and user data rates. Figure 3.6b
shows that an rx/tx transition loss of 10%5 translates to a reduction of around 8%
in expected user data rate and about 6% in expected revenues. Finally, note that
for θrx/tx ≥ 0.82 multihopping is never selected and, since λ in tMH1 is larger than
in tSH1 , all rate and revenue gains remain smaller than one.

3.8

Conclusions

The resource delegation scheme has been presented and investigated in respect of
terminal-to-terminal forwarding in cellular networks. The results have shown that
significant infrastructure cost reductions can be attained provided that a critical
mass of candidate relays is available within each cell. The adoption of our proposed
pricing strategy has also been shown as capable of creating enough forwarding incentive in candidate relay nodes. At the same time, for both operator and transmitter
reimbursement we identified a price region in which a quadrilateral gain can be
obtained as compared to a single hop cellular network: higher user rates, lower
5 For reference, a look at the IEEE Std 802.16-2004 indicate that rx/tx transition gaps of less
than 50µs are expected to be achievable [?]. Thus, for time-slots with a duration of 23 ms it is
reasonable to expect a transition loss of approximately 8%.
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average interference, increased user utility and larger operator revenues. Finally,
by introducing in our models the tx/rx transition loss, we showed that for a wide
range of time shares, lost in switching interfaces at the relay side, the sub-slotting
strategy is still effective in improving both network’s and users’ performances.

3.8.1

Validity of the results

In this work, forwarding capabilities are only available at the terminal side, and a
dedicated multihopping infrastructure, such as fixed relays (e.g. [19]) is not considered deployed in the service area. This presumes that user terminal are capable
of precisely estimating, and rapidly tracking, the signal quality with neighboring
terminals. Moreover, we assume that enhanced computation capabilities allow terminal agents to perform dynamic routing decisions. For sake of simplicity, all our
investigations are performed considering a slotted TDMA cellular system. However,
some of our proposed scheme might be extended even to other type of systems.
While the absolute result values might change, we believe that similar performance
trends will be achieved (e.g. in [36]).
Among the other potentially practical limitation, we have not dealt with relay
discovery energy costs and capacity overheads. In particular, advanced algorithms
are need for addressing more stable candidates, whose links are likely to resist
longer even in changing environment (e.g. shadowing and mobility as causes). More
advance propagation models, especially considering different propagation conditions
in the terminal-to-terminal and terminal-to-base station channels (e.g. see [40]),
might have an impact on our results and thus further investigations are required to
validate the applicability of our results to real systems.
When we introduced the concept of Resource Delegation, we assumed that a
slot could be partitioned into two subslots with arbitrary precision anywhere in the
slot. This is a rather optimistic assumption which needs to be addressed in future
work. A more realistic assumption would be to define a few fixed boundaries where
a time-slot can be split.

Chapter 4

Service Provision in User-deployed
Networks
Exploiting user-deployed networks as part of a public infrastructure has been proposed as a concept to radically lower the cost of provisioning access and services in
urban environments. Currently, a significant number of private users is deploying
high-speed access points in their premises (e.g. homes, shops, etc.), mainly for their
own purposes. An interesting business proposition would be to exploit these userdeployed networks as part of a public infrastructure. This concept would radically
lower the cost of provisioning access and services in urban environment. The drawback is, of course, that only a very “spotty” coverage would be achieved. Thus, the
key to successful service provisioning seems to be to effectively de-couple the time
in which the content is transferred to the user terminals from the time in which
it is accessed by the end users. For this purpose we assume that the terminals
are equipped with software agents that can retrieve information, on behalf of their
users, when entering in local coverage. Thus, even if users request content when
located in outage, there exists a non zero probability that it might have already
been stored, in a local cache, by their terminal agents.
Most likely, real time services are not suitable for spotty coverage networks (at
least for low AP densities). However a significant number of other elastic services
might be (e.g. Web browsing and file transfer services). Thus, an interesting
research question is which type of services can be offered in these networks, and
what are the AP densities required for delivering them with acceptable user quality.
Three different types of interactions are considered in our service provision
model, and these are shown in Figure 4.1. In the basic configuration (1), terminal agents can access user requested (or likely to be requested) content only
upon entering in radio coverage with one of the user-deployed APs available in
the service area. However, in order to reduce the average delay (or average cache
age) and, in turn, to improve user service perception, terminal agents could also
access content located in other terminals’ caches (2). This could be the done when
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(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)
(3)

Figure 4.1: Different type of interaction between the entities considered for the service provision in “spotty” coverage networks. In (1) we illustrate the simple information
pre-fetching performed by terminal agents when entering in coverage of a local AP. The
interaction (2), instead, represents the possibility of terminal-to-terminal information exchange, when users have similar interests and terminal agents are within each other’s
communication distance. Finally, (3) depicts the possibility of adopting an Inter-AP communication protocol, whose finality is the caching of information for potentially passing-by
users.

two terminals, located in outage, enter within each other’s communication range.
Finally, by adopting an Inter-AP communication protocol (3), the user-deployed
APs can exchange information concerning the users that are roaming around the
service area, and their requested information. Thus, the APs can start retrieving
information, on behalf of these potential passing-by users even before these reach
their communication ranges. In this way, the high speed capacity, available on the
wireless links, might be better utilized, e.g. in case backbone capacity limitations.

4.1

Related Work

Some selected literature, on the topic of service provision in spotty coverage networks, is presented in this section. The different contributions are grouped together
according to their main focus. In particular we consider relevant the following topics: Infostations, user-deployed networks, terminal-to-terminal content distribution,
caching architectures and Inter-AP Protocols.

4.1.1

Infostations

The potentialities of spotty coverage networks have been initially presented in the
investigation of the well-known Infostation concept, e.g. in [49]-[51]. Specifically
designed for cost efficient data delivery, infostations are typically modeled as regularly deployed access ports capable of delivering high speed rates within a very
limited region of coverage. A mathematical analysis is presented in [49] where the
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tradeoff between coverage and capacity is investigated for an operator-deployed network of infostations. Using a network of properly spaced infostations, in a linear
geometry, the authors have shown that the adoption of constant power transmission
can achieve almost the same capacity as a dynamic power control scheme. In [50],
an extension of the linear case study, to a two-dimensional scenario, where Infostations are co-sited with the base stations of a cellular system is presented. Different
modulation schemes are investigated and, the average delay reduction, obtained
by this infostation “overlay” is also presented. A summary of all achieved results,
complemented by a broad research overview, highlighting open research issues, e.g
the adoption of pricing schemes and adaptive cell sizing, is presented in [51]. While
these studies provided initial insights of the data rates achievable in sparse coverage
networks, they have, in the vast majority of cases, been restricted to quantifying
the achievable packet delays and no “realistic” service model has been adopted or
proposed.

4.1.2

User-Deployed Networks

In our view, Infostations represent, an operator driven solution for service provision
in “spotty” coverage. A radically different approach has instead been fueled by the
current widespread deployment of WLANs: a significant number of publications
have suggested to open up for public access individual APs, originally deployed
by different local operators (including user-deployed APs) [21]-[24], [52]-[53] and
[82]. In [21]-[22], an overview of beyond 3G systems is given, and the inclusion of
user-deployed network is proposed as one of keys to reduce the cost of future service
provision. Efstathiou and Polyzos presented in [23] P2PWNC, a distributed solution
for sharing local access in a peer-to-peer fashion. Users that have deployed some
APs can decide on the amount of bandwidth available for others (the remaining
part is reserved for their own use). At the same time, they expect a reciprocal access
opportunity when visiting the networks deployed by other users. However, without
the proper design of incentive mechanisms, P2PWNC is likely to suffer from the
“free riding” problems, typical of peer-to-peer networks. For a similar scenario, a
reputation-based solution, with a Trusted Central Authority (TCA) is proposed in
[82]. The proposed solution, including a micro-payment scheme, is based on the
exchange of cryptographic keys, and it is shown to be robust against several types
of attack. The selected approach is also shown capable of incentivating the local
area providers (WISPs) to provide users with good QoS.
The concept of Open Access Networks (OANs) is proposed in [24], where its
differences with a “classical” vertically integrated access network are highlighted.
Models for understanding the way in which such infrastructures can grow, and different method for attributing access resource based on pricing are also considered.
The architecture behind a token-based approach to WLAN roaming is presented in
[52]. By introducing “virtual” pre-paid tokens, users can obtain access in different
hotspots without having an account or a “physical” pre-paid token with their operators. However, the results showed that approximately 15 seconds of total latency
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are required by to set up the communication, 11 of which were spent by the online
payment servers, which suggests that software agents are an important prerequisite
for achieving fast roaming in highly mobile scenarios. Finally, an extensive set of
open research questions concerning future service provision in hotspots is presented
in [53].

4.1.3

Terminal-to-Terminal Content Distribution

In “spotty” coverage networks the users’ access opportunity is limited by the time
spent between the coverage area of consecutive APs. In order to limit this effect,
a significant part of research efforts has been invested in the design of schemes
that allows terminal-to-terminal content delivery, e.g. in [57]-[61]. In [57]-[58], Papadopuli and Schulzrinne present 7DS, an architecture that enables the sharing
of information among mobile terminals that are intermittently connected to the
Internet. Terminals can cache information when connected and exchange it with
other terminals whenever entering in their communication range. In [57], the focus is on how user mobility patterns influence the spread of information. A group
mobility (modeling an underground platform) and a random-walk scenarios are investigated. In the presented investigation all users are interested in the same data
object, which is initially stored in the cache of a single dataholder, and, through
simulation experiments, the average delays for disseminating the information are
quantified for both different users’ populations and various frequencies of information query. Similar performance measures are adopted in [58], where, the effect of
wireless range, network size, power conservation and different cooperation strategies between hosts are investigated. The results showed that dominant parameters
for data dissemination are both the density of cooperative hosts and their mobility. Non-altruistic terminal-to-terminal cooperation, for content delivery in sparse
coverage networks is the focus of [59]-[60], where both the case of identical and
dissimilar interests among users are analyzed. By adopting a simplified mobility
model, based on memoryless uniform mobility, the authors have developed an analytical framework for assessing the performance of content delivery in a network
of infostations. The content is assumed to be a movie file, which is furthermore
divided into K smaller information files. These can be accessed directly from an
infostation, or indirectly from a terminal that has a stored copy in its cache. Since
terminals are not altruist, the authors assume that a social contract is in place:
when two terminals meet they inspect the file contents of each other, and, only if
each terminal identifies a file that it wants, a bilateral file exchange can take place.
The results showed that networking performance depends on both node mobility
and density. Typically both fairness and throughput of the network increase as the
number of files in the network increases.
The delivery of user created information to an access port (infostation) is instead investigated in [61]. Under the assumption of altruistic cooperation between
the terminal nodes, an analytical formula for the distribution of the end-to-end
(uplink) delay is derived. In order to reduce the delay, users copy replicas of their
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own created information in the cache of the other terminals, whenever entering in
their communication range. However, since this replicating policy increases the average memory occupation of the terminals in the network, the relationship between
reduced delay and increased memory requirements, are also presented in the paper.

4.1.4

Caching Architectures

Since the coverage of both Infostations and user-deployed APs is rather limited, nomadic user terminals will only experience short lived connections. In this respect,
the amount of time required for both performing the Authentication, Authorization
and Accountability (AAA) operations, and for setting up the end-to-end connections, might drastically limit the amount of information that could be delivered
to user terminals during their “sojourn time” (e.g. due to the TCP slow start).
For this reason, a significant part of the recent research proposals have been focusing on enhancing the capability of the current Internet protocols, by adopting a
“cross-layer” perspective.
On one hand, part of the investigations have targeted a novel implementation of
TCP, for providing a larger degree of robustness when in presence of intermittent
connectivity [62]-[64]. Other studies have instead suggested to adopt different types
of caching architectures [68]-[71]. These solutions represent a centralized approach
to the allocation of resources to the different infostations ([68]-[69]) or media points
([70]-[71]), and all violate TCP’s end-to-end semantic by inserting an intermediate
fixed node that performs all information retrieval operation for the users. The
adoption of this architecture has also been proposed as an effective way to mitigate
the potential backbone limitations at individual access ports.
Iacono and Rose presented in [68] a near-optimum algorithm for delivering a
(large) file in a network of infostations. The wanted information is assumed to be
divided into smaller files and a cluster controller is responsible for coordinating
the delivery of any of those files to any of the available base Infostations. The
study has been performed for a single user for both a linear and a grid geometries, and the quantification of the bounds on file delivery delay has been its main
objective. In [69], the authors extended their previous work, by considering fixed
network coordination of file delivery for multiple users and multiple infostations.
The result showed that delay minimization for large files can be achieved by serving
users sequentially (one sole user served at the time), without sharing backbone or
wireless resources. Even though these studies implicitly assume the presence of infostation cluster controllers and of an underlying hierarchical caching architecture,
its characteristics are neither explicitly mentioned nor discussed. On the contrary,
Herwono, Sachs and Keller, presented in [70] an architecture for service provision
in a network of media points (equivalent to the aforementioned infostations). Four
types of logical components are presented including media points, terminals, service
controller and media point controller. The latter are very similar to the infostation
cluster controller previously discussed in [68]. An implementation of mobility and
session managers, based on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), are presented in
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the paper, and their implementation is also supported by the evaluation of a media
point demonstrator. In similar architectural settings, the concept of smart caching
is presented in [71].

4.1.5

Inter-AP Protocols

However all these solutions, are, in our view, suitable for an operator deployed networks, where there exists a central unit with complete knowledge about the resource
availability. If, on the contrary, the network is composed a collection of independent APs, deployed by different local operators or individual users, some distributed
solutions for incentivating cooperation and coordination might be needed.
Different Inter-AP Protocols (IAPPs) are proposed, in [16] and [74]-[75], as
means to achieve coordination and improve resource utilization in networks of
WLANs. These IAPPs are adopted with the purpose of achieving fast handovers,
and all consider advanced neighbor discovery algorithms. The concept of neighbor
graph was introduced and formalized in [72]. In the authors’ view, this is a data
structure that abstracts the physical topology of the network into a neighboring
relationship. An extension of this initial work has been presented in [73], where,
in order to limit the amount of overhead introduced by context exchange between
neighboring APs, a neighbor filtering function was introduced. In practise, according to the users’ mobility patterns, only the less likely neighbors were “pruned” from
the neighbor lists, thus reducing the total overhead without incurring in significant
increase in average handoffs delays.
The IEEE801.11f standard [16] includes a set of semantics for achieving a multivendor access point inter-operability. There, individual APs can build a neighbor
matrix by monitoring the reassociation requests of user terminals. It should however
be noted that the protocol only considers APs that are located within the same
Extended Service Set (EES).
The CARD protocol, presented in [74], proposes, instead, the discovery of candidate Access Routers (ARs). While in coverage of an AP, a user terminal might
also enter in radio contact with an AP that is connected with a different AR. Before loosing contact with the first AP, the terminal reports the new AP ID to the
old AR, which, in turn, needs a method for extracting the new AR ID, from the
new AP ID information. Thus, an inverse translation mechanism is provided for
enabling the mapping of an AP’s IP address into the IP address of its owner AR.
While this approach allows both the transfer of user context across different access
routers’ domains and does not require modification at the AP side (all information
is only stored at the ARs), it relies on continuous coverage, between consecutive
APs.
Specifically designed for networks of infostations, the IAPP presented in [75]
proposes to maintain tables mapping each AP with its potential candidate Access
Controllers (ACs). In this way, continuous coverage between consecutive infostations is not necessary, and terminal context information can be pro-actively transferred to all candidate neighbors as soon as a terminal exits from the communication
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range of an AP.

4.2

Contributions

Even though quite substantial work has been performed in the context of service
provision through networks of Infostations or user-deployed APs, the majority of
these studies have only considered performance bounds (e.g. average rates and
delays) for generic file transfer services. In a rather limited number of proposals,
though, the delivery of location-dependent information has been considered, e.g.
[65]-[67]. However it is still unclear how dense these networks need to be in order
to deliver satisfactory perceive service quality, of typical services, to the end users.
In this respect the Papers UD1-UD3 brings, respectively the following contributions:
1. The modeling of archetypical data services and the evaluation of user perceived performance when the services are provided in networks of user-deployed
APs with varying AP densities.
2. The quantification of the impact of terminal-to-terminal communication on
both the user perceived performances of time critical data services and the
infrastructure requirements for achieving a satisfactory service provision.
3. The design of a distributed caching scheme, that allows inter-AP collaboration
in service delivery, even though the APs are deployed by different operators.

4.3

Delimitations

In order to hide the frequent outage gaps to the end users’ perception, we assumed
that software agents, capable of pre-fetching information on behalf of their users,
were installed in user terminals. In this way, when in coverage, the terminal agents
can access and store locally, in their terminal memory, information that it is most
likely to be requested by their users in the near future. In the paper UD1, we also
investigated the provision of a Web browsing service. Even though a significant
number of studies have proposed and evaluated different caching strategies for Web
browsing in fixed networks, e.g. [54]-[56], in the Papers UD1 we did not explicitly
adopt any specific pre-fetching strategy for our agents. Instead, by assuming an
average web-page size, we limited our study to the investigation of the number of
web-pages that could be simultaneously maintained (kept “fresh”) in the terminal
cache within a given time period1 . Thus, in order to asses whether a given network could provide sufficient quality for the users’ web-browsing experience, we
simply evaluated the distribution of the number of web-pages that could be simultaneously maintained. In this respect, being able to keep fresh a large number of
1 This can be explicitly requested by the users, or it might be considered as the rate at which
new information is typically generated in the web site of interest.
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web-pages, with high probability, lowers the prediction capability constraints at
the agents’ side, implying that most likely the network is capable of successfully
delivering web-browsing services. Moreover, since in UD1 we considered a single
user scenario and no capacity limitations at the APs’ backbones, our results can
be considered as an upper bound on performance. However in UD2 a more realistic radio environment, including shadowing and interference has been used in a
multi-user investigation. Therein also terminal-to-terminal information exchange
was considered for a “popular” service characterized by different degrees of “live
behavior2 ”. Since both Papers UD1 and UD2 were considered as an initial feasibility assessment, neither memory nor energy limitations at the user terminals were
taken into account. Neither the investigation of the collaborative caching scheme,
presented in Paper UD3, considered memory limitation at the AP side. However,
we quantified the storage capabilities for that assumption to hold. Moreover, in
UD3 neither the complete structure of an IAPP is described, nor the impact of
the signaling overhead on performance is quantified. Finally, simple user mobility
models were adopted in all Papers UD1-UD3, and, furthermore, we assumed that
no information was available at the users on where the APs were actually located.

4.4

4.4.1

Service Provisioning with Ad-Hoc Deployed
High-Speed Access Points in Urban Environments
(Paper UD1)
Service Model

In order to assess which types of service can be offered in user-deployed networks,
with different AP densities, we developed a generic service model that allowed us
to describe the user perceived performances, of different services, as function of the
data rate experienced by the roaming users over time.
All services are assumed to be based on the transfer of consecutive “items”
(files), each containing the minimum amount of information that users can utilize
independently. For example, when dealing with web-browsing sessions, the items
coincide with the web-pages.
The individual items are characterized by the following quantities:
• the consumption period (Tc ), which corresponds to the average time duration
in which the item is consumed. Thus, if the item corresponds to a four minute
long news update, its consumption period is Tc = 4min. For a webpage Tc
corresponds to the average reading time,
• the consumption bit rate (Rc ), which corresponds to the rate at which the
item information is “consumed”. So, a news update clip that is shown in a
media player at 128 kbps is considered as an item with Rc =128 kbps. Instead,
2 The live behavior is defined as the frequency with which an updated version of the same
content is released.
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Figure 4.2: a) A realization of the instantaneous bit rate R̃(t). b) Minimum prefetching time T̃t for accumulating Bc bits before the service’s starting time (t = 0),
when Tf = 5 min, Tc = 8 min and Bc = 1.3 Gbit.

for services where the consumption depends on the user behavior (e.g. web
browsing), Rc is simply defined as the ratio between the item size Bc and Tc ,
• the minimum required freshness of information (Tf ), which describe how old
an item can be, and still be acceptable to the user. If, for example, a user
never wants news updates, or dynamic web pages’ content, older than five
minutes, then Tf = 5 min.
e
Due to the sparse AP density the achievable bit rates R(t)
will fluctuate both
e
between users and over time. A realization of R(t) is presented in Figure 4.2a,
which presents the bit rate a certain user experiences as a function of time. The
shaded areas correspond to periods during which the user does not have access at
all. In order to successfully hide these “outage” periods, users must be able to start
(and continue) utilizing a service also in those situations. This requires an agent
that pre-fetches items that the user may request when the terminal is outside of
coverage.
Depending on the service-type, the items may either be “easy” or “difficult” to
predict. In the first case, the main task of the agent is to keep the information
adequately fresh and therefore we use how far in advance the pre-fetching need to
be initiated (Tet ) as performance measure (see Figure 4.2b). Values of Tet smaller
than Tf indicate that the infrastructure can support the service whereas larger
values will lead to outdated information. Most services will however be composed
by items that are “difficult” to predict. For those the agent’s main difficulty is to
prioritize, without having complete information, between numerous items that a
user potentially may request. Hence, we use the amount of items that the agent
can maintain (with required freshness) as performance measure. This is because
the probability that a user requests an updated item increases with the number of
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Table 4.1: Summary the investigated archetypical services.
Service
Breaking news
In-depth news
Web browsing3

Rc [kbps]
128
400
3.4

Tc [min]
4
20
0.6

Tf [min]
2, 10, 30

maintained items. In our model, both of the performance measures can be derived
from the random variable
Rt
e (t, T ) ,
N

t−T

e )dτ
R(τ
Bc

,

(4.1)

which represents the number of items that can be pre-fetched during the timeinterval [t − T, t]. Tet is obtained as
n
o
e (t, τ ) = 1
Tet , τ : N

4.4.2

(4.2)

Results

In this work, we investigated the provision of two “archetypical” services, exemplified
by the delivery of personalized news subscription and web-browsing. The
content of the first service is an audio-video clip containing some news update to
which the user subscribed. Thus, we model this service as a single item that it
is easy to predict. In particular, we distinguish between two different versions,
a shorter one, called breaking news, and a longer one called in-depth news. The
characteristics of both services are summarized in Table 4.1.
In Figure 4.3a the median value of Tet is shown for both news services, when
ideal (with full future knowledge) “streaming” or complete download are considered
as service consumption alternatives. These are chosen as lower and upper bound
on the achievable performances and our results show that for ρ ≥ 100 APs per Km2
the streaming provision is instantaneous for both versions. Furthermore, moderate pre-fetching durations (∼ 2.5 and 10 minutes for breaking and in-depth news
respectively) can be achieved with as low as 40 APs per Km2 .
At the same time, a web-browsing service with Bc = 120 kbit webpages has
been investigated for three different cache life-times: Tf = 2min for gold users,
Tf = 10min for silver and, finally Tf = 30min for bronze users. The median
e (Tf ) is shown in Figure 4.3b. It can be seen that for each Tf there
value of N
exist an infrastructure density ρ̂(Tf ) beyond which a large number of webpages
can be simultaneously maintained. This means that web access provision follows a
characteristic on-off behavior determined by the interarrival time at the APs.
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Breaking news
Breaking news, streaming
In-depth news
In-depth news, streaming
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(a) The median value of Tet (with and without streaming), for breaking news and in-depth news.
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(b) The median value of the distribution of number of web-pages
e (t, Tf ) that can be simultaneously maintained for different AP denN
sities and different types of users (Tf = 2, 10, 30 min).

e (t, Tf ) as function of the
Figure 4.3: Median values of the distributions of Tet and N
AP density for, respectively, the news subscription and web-browsing services. In
both figures, the values in parenthesis on the x-axis correspond to the fraction of
users with an AP deployed. The typical user densities in urban environments are
obtained from the figures presented in [89].
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Figure 4.4: a) Segment structure of SM , a typical music clip program. b) Segment
structure of SP , a typical podcasting radio program. c) Segment structure of SN , a
program providing news update.

4.5

Service Provisioning with Ad-Hoc Deployed
High-Speed Access Points in Urban Environments
(Paper UD2)

In UD2 we expand the concept to allow for terminal-to-terminal file exchange, given
that users are interested in the same information. Furthermore, we account for user
competition for resources when multiple user are simultaneously in coverage of the
same AP.
Considering a set of services whose information is characterized by different
degrees of “live behavior”, we investigate the relationship between infrastructure
and user density for meeting some predetermined delay requirements.

4.5.1
4.5.1.1

Adopted models and key assumptions
Service Model

In this paper, we investigate the delivery of different infotainment programs to the
end users. Each program is modeled as a “collection” of a number of audio/video
files called segments. In order to access the programs, user terminals need to connect
to a remote server, and both the server location, and program releasing time (tR )
are assumed to be known to all interested users (subscribers). A segment can be
either “pre-recorded”, if it is already available when the program is released, or
“live”, if it is released/updated at a time t > tR . For example, podcasts are only
constituted by pre-recorded segments.
In order to classify different infotainment programs under our framework, we
assumed that a service (program) S is univocally determined by the following vector:
S = {NL , NR , FL , FR , TL , TR , Rc , TP , P },
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where NL and NR are the number of live and pre-recorded segments in the program
respectively. FL and FR further describe the average size in bits of the live and prerecorded segments, while TL and TR represent their average playtime in seconds.
At the same time, TP = (NL TL + NR TR ) is the total playtime of the program,
while Rc corresponds to the percentage of the program composed by live segments.
Thus, if Rc = 0 the program is entirely composed by pre-recorded files, while if
Rc = 1 all files are “live”. An example of service with Rc = 0.2 is shown in Figure
4.4b. Finally, the parameter P described the probability that users subscribe to
the same program and we will refer to it as content popularity. This parameter
“tunes” the impact of the peer-to-peer information dissemination. If P = 1 all users
are interested in the same service, while P = 0 represents a case where users have
completely different interests.
In this work, three types of infotainment programs are considered: music clips,
news updates and podcasting radio.
A “Music clip” (SM ), consists only of pre-recorded video-clip segments (e.g.
an mp3 playlist). Under our assumptions, the order in which the songs are played
is not important to the end user. This is represented by the blank segments in
shown in Figure 4.4a.
The “News updates” (SN ) are instead audio/video programs providing “breaking news” (short live video). A typical segment structure is illustrated in Figure
4.4c. In this work we assume a moderate program duration, and that every TL
seconds a new live segment (containing the latest TL seconds of the show) is released. In this case, the order in which segments have to be played is univocally
determined.
Finally, the “podcasting radio” program (SP ), is modelled as a collection
of music files periodically alternated to news update segments. Thus, the music
segments are pre-recorded, while news updates are assumed to be created while the
program is “aired”. An example is illustrated in Figure 4.4b.

4.5.2

Access to content

Two different methods are assumed to be possible for accessing the information:
a networked and a peer-to-peer content accesses. In the first one, terminal
agents access the missing files of a program through the radio access provided by
the user-deployed APs. With the peer-to-peer mode it is instead possible to access
information whenever two terminals are within communication range. In this case,
the terminal agents examine whether the other terminal has a locally stored copy of
some of its missing segments. Obviously, the latter form of content access depends
on the content popularity and on the willingness of cooperating between agents. In
particular, in this work, we assume both P = 1 for all the investigated programs
and altruistic cooperation between users.
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Figure 4.5: a) Number of received songs as function of time. b) Buffer status as function
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f < Tof f result in program interruptions. c) Buffer status
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f = Tof f + Tout is
constant.

4.5.3

User Service Perception

The aforementioned programs are assumed to have a publishing time that is known,
in advance, to both users and terminal agents. Once the information is made
available on the content server, its delivery to the end user is modeled as a twophase process coordinated by the software agent. The first phase consists of the
pre-fetching of a given number of program segments (eventually all), while the
second one corresponds to the actual information consumption. Note that these
two phases can partially overlap since the consumption can be initiated before all
the program’s segments have been pre-fetched. Assuming that the pre-fetching
phase starts with the program release, the task of the agent is then to decide when
it should notify its user that the program is ready to be played. This is done with
the overall objective of maximizing the user service perception, which, in this work,
depends on two factors: the starting time offset (Tof f ) and program interruptions.
Clearly these factors are conflicting since the time offset can be reduced if the
terminal agent notify its user earlier. On the other hand, an earlier start can only
be achieved by pre-fetching a limited portion of all the segments constituting the
program. This, in turn, might lead to program interruption if the terminal agent
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cannot access the remaining program segments before their scheduled playtime.
A program is terminated, when all its segments have been received and played.
The sum of the time duration of all experienced interruptions is indicated as Tout ,
while the minimum value of Tof f that allows avoiding any program interruption
∗
(Tout = 0) is indicated as Tof
f.
Under the assumption that program interruptions have a more negative impact
on user perception than a larger starting time offset, we can define the perception
of service S experienced by a nomadic user, in a given network configuration (ρAP
and ρU ) by the following random variable:
∗
Qu (S, ρU , ρAP ) = Tof
f.
∗
Note that while Tof f < Tof
f , an increase in Tof f leads to an identical decrease
∗
in Tout , keeping their sum constant and equal to Tof
f . An example of this is
illustrated in Figure 4.5, for the program of Figure 4.4a. This means that Qu
can be used to characterize the perception of a given service, under fixed system
settings, without the need for considering the individual user preferences on how
∗
Tof
f should be allocated between Tout and Tof f . Furthermore, due to the fact that
∗
Tof
f corresponds to the case where no interruptions occur, the evaluation of the
packet arrival jitter and the design of strategies for hiding, or reducing, the impact
of interruptions on user perception (e.g. playing another locally stored segment)
can be left out of this investigation.

4.5.4

Performance Measures and Results

∗
The 90-th percentile, of the minimum Tof
f , required by a given terminal agent for
successfully playing a program without interruption is used as indicator of the service provision feasibility and we refer to it as the “time cost” τ . By comparing, for
different AP densities, the values of τ required by the three services with and without peer-to-peer content access, we can quantify the impact of terminal-to-terminal
cooperation on both infrastructure density and time cost reductions. For the latter,
we define the “cooperative time cost reduction” ∆τ , as the ratio between the
τ values achieved with and without cooperation in a given infrastructure density.
In a similar way, we define the “cooperative infrastructure reduction”, as the
ratio between the infrastructure density needed for achieving a given τ with and
without user cooperation. From Figure 4.6a, we notice that with less than 60 users
per Km2 all programs have similar time cost reduction, while for higher user density
the peer-to-peer segment exchange starts to be more effective for services with more
live segments. At the same time, the cost improvement of services with low number
of live segments (e.g. SM ) begin to flatten out. In Figure 4.6b it is instead worth
noticing that for all services, ∆AP decreases linearly with increasing user density,
and that services SM and SP performs almost identically and both better than SN .
This suggests that user cooperation can compensate for a reduced infrastructure
density and that this rate is constant for each investigated service. Considering
that different AP densities are needed by the different services for satisfying our
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(a) Cooperative time cost reduction for the three services when ρAP = 100
APs per Km2 . The gains are relative to the absolute τ s obtained for ρAP = 100
APs per Km2 .
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(b) Cooperative infrastructure reduction for the three services, when τ̂ = 540
seconds. The reference ρAP s are 60, 100 and 65 APs per Km2 , for respectively
SM , SN and SP .

Figure 4.6: Cooperative time cost and infrastructure reductions as function of user
density for the different investigated services.
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investigated τ = 540 s without terminal cooperation, we found that about 4.5, 3
and 4 cooperating users are “equivalent” (in the investigated scenario) to a single
AP, respectively for services SM , SN , and SP .

4.6

Distributed and Centralized Mobility-Aware Caching
Schemes for Collaborative Service Provision in
User-Deployed Networks (Paper UD3)

The creation of incentive for collaboration, between local APs, potentially deployed
by different operator, is investigated in the last contribution of this chapter. An
Inter-AP communication protocol, designed for discovering APs that could potentially become business partners, and therefore collaborate in providing service to
the end user, is presented and evaluated.
By exploiting information stored in the terminal of passing-by users, this scheme
allows APs to discover their neighboring APs and alert each other about which
users that are in the area and what information that they request. In this way,
APs can start caching, the information requested by the users that are most likely
to enter their radio coverage. At the same time, the APs that are most likely to
be consecutively visited by users are incentivated to build more stable business
relationship, e.g. revenue sharing, by exchanging more frequent business alerts. As
we will see this can, in particular when the user density is low, increase provider
revenue concurrently as it reduce file latency for users, by virtually hiding potential
backbone capacity limitations.

4.6.1

Collaborative Caching Framework

Our proposed collaborative caching framework consists of three main functionalities: a neighbor discovery function, an Inter-AP communication protocol, and a
backbone resource allocation procedure. The key assumptions used in modeling
these functionalities, are presented in the remaining part of this section.
4.6.1.1

Neighbor Discovery

Consider a local AP i deployed by a private user in a given network location. Due to
the “spottyness” of the network (operator-deployed) it is possible that no other AP
is within its communication range, thus not “directly” known. In order to build an
efficient collaboration scheme with other APs, i needs to gather information about
its network surroundings. In our proposed solution, an AP can exploit nomadic
user terminals as vehicles for notifying its presence (e.g. name, physical address,
IP address) to other APs located in its neighborhood. In particular, when a terminal
enters at i’s coverage, it transfers the presence information of the k last visited APs
(Lut = {apk , apk−1 , . . . , ap1 }, where ap1 is the latest one) and, for each, a time
stamp recording when that connection has been lost. The presence information
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can be used by i to learn which APs are in N (i), which are “2-hop” neighbors, and
so on up to “k-hop” of distance. The time stamp, is instead used for estimating
the average amount of time required by users to reach its coverage, when roaming
from any of its neighbors (tj,i , ∀j ∈ N (i)).
4.6.1.2

Inter-AP Communication Protocol

Once an AP has discovered which networks are its neighbors, it can try to establish
some business relationship with them. In our view, this means to exchange some
business related information, e.g. which users are currently roaming in the region,
and which information they (or their agents) are currently requesting. In order
to exchange these signals, we assume that an IAPP is available. In our work, a
simplified protocol model is assumed, so that two types of messages are exchanged:
a roaming alert and a connected alert messages. The first one is a multicast
transmission, from an AP i to all APs ∈ N (i). The message notifies that a user
terminal (e.g. ut ) has lost its connection with i, and thus, it is potentially on his
way to some of them. This alert contains the roaming terminal ID, its latest Lut
(with ap1 = i), and a pointer to the first bit of information pending/requested
by ut ’s terminal agent. As soon as ut reaches the communication range of AP
j ∈ N (i), j transmits a connected alert message to i notifying that ut is now being
served. The same message is then forwarded by i to N (i) 6= j, in order to make, all
previously alerted APs, aware that ut is now being served by j. In this way, those
APs in N (i) that had allocated backbone shares for serving ut can now free them
and remove the bits cached for ut from their memories. By carefully monitoring the
exchange of alerts over time, and recording the time stamps at which the different
events took place, an AP i is capable of building, and updating over time both the
transition probability and transition duration matrices4 . When ut enters in
contact with i, the latter uses Lut to update pT [ap1 , i|ap2 , . . . , apk ], the probability
to be reached by a roaming user that is notified by ap1 , given the remaining k − 1
previously visited APs. Instead, by comparing the current time with the time
stamp corresponding to the loss of ap1 ’s connection, AP i can update its estimate
of the average transition duration tap1 ,i . Moreover, by monitoring the connected
alert messages, AP i is also capable of estimating the long-term average number of
users that, per unit of time, (flux coefficients λjk (ρu )) roam from any AP j ∈ N (i)
towards any other AP k ∈ N (j).
4.6.1.3

Backbone Resource Management Strategies

Whenever multiple roaming users are simultaneously incoming to an AP i, and i
does not have any user in coverage, it has to decide which percentage of its backbone
i
capacity Cap
that it should allocate for each of their requests. In order for i to
perform this decision, it needs to adopt a Backbone Resource Management (BRM)
4 In this paper, these are simply computed over the total population. More complex schemes
could however consider the statistics of individual users separately.
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Figure 4.7: Caching architectures considered in the investigation. a) User-deployed
APs, each with its own independent access to the Internet (represented by the
i
clouds) with backbone capacity Cap
. b) Centralized server solution with a common
“pipe” of capacity CCS . Note that the links between the central server and the
individual APs are considered non limiting.

strategy. In this section we present a set of BRM schemes that differs for the type of
information used in their decision-making rules. In order to clearly define them, let
us assume a scenario in which Nr users {u1 , . . . , uNr } are all potentially incoming
to AP i, each with its own k-list Luv = {apk (uv ), . . . , ap1 (uv )}, ∀uv ∈ [u1 , . . . , uNr ].
The Individualistic (I) strategy, which is selected as one of our benchmark
schemes, does not allow cooperation between different APs. Thus, in this scheme,
i
no shares of Cap
are allocated to any potentially incoming user.
i
The Probability-based (PB) strategy, instead assigns a percentage of Cap
that is proportional to their relative transition probabilities to the potentially incoming users. In this paper we define two sub-schemes, PB1 and PB2. While PB1
uses only the information from the closest APs (k=1), PB2 also considers information from the two-hop neighbors (k=2). In both cases, the backbone percentage
allocated to each user is computed as:
p [ap (u ), i|ap2 (uv ), ··, apk (uv )]
PuNrT 1 v
, uv ∈ {u1 , ··, uNr }.
ut =u1 pT [ap1 (ut ), i|ap2 (ut ), ··, apk (ut )]

(4.3)
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Note that PB2 is superior to PB1 since it exploits information about the users’
current directions of movement within the streets, which is implicitly contained in
pT s when k = 2.
The Selective Business Partnership (SBP) scheme, has a resources allocation policy identical to PB1, but on a potentially smaller sub-set of its neighbors.
In this case, the set of N (i) is pre-filtered, and the maximization of a function is
used to decide which neighbors should be considered in a business partners set5 .
Note that the size of the business partner set decreases with increasing user density.
The function used in this maximization problem is an estimator of the AP activity
factor, i.e. the average number of bits delivered per unit of time (R̄id ):
h
i
P
i
λji · Iji
tji + (1 − Iji
)TCi · Cap
−
−
→
BP
BP
j∈N
(i)
io
n h −−→
(4.4)
R̄id (IiBP ) =
−−→
max 1, Ai (IiBP ) + B i (IiBP )
−−→
A (IiBP ) =
i

X ·
k∈N (i)

λki tki +

X

¸
¡
¢ ki
t
λkt tkt − TC IBP ,

(4.5)

t∈N (k)
t6=i

X
−−→
i
(1 − Ili
B i (IiBP ) =
BP )λli TC .

(4.6)

l∈N (i)

−−→
Note that in Equation 4.4, IiBP represents the vector of all business partnership
coefficients Iki
BP , k ∈ N (i). These are binary coefficients, and the output of the maximization problem is a value 0 (Not BP) or 1 (BP) for all coefficients. Furthermore,
in Equation 4.4 no priority is assigned to the requests of users in direct connection,
i
and Rap
is considered unlimited, thus, all cached information is assumed delivered
when users cross i’s physical location. The denominator of Eq. 4.4 represents the
i
. In particular, Ai represents the number of
number of users (equally) sharing Cap
roaming users currently notified by i’s BPs; this includes also the estimated number
of users that will not visit i as their next AP. Instead B i corresponds to the number
of users, located in AP i’s coverage, whose last visited AP is not one of AP i’s BP.
The numerator instead describes the average number of users reaching i’s location,
per unit of time, each multiplied by the amount of information that i has cached
for them. Finally, a constant flux λji is assumed over the path between any APs
i and j (steady-state approximation). For this reason, the product λkt (tkt − TCt )
represents the amount of users traveling from k to t that are positioned between
k’s physical location and outside t’s coverage.
The Ideal User Profiling (IUP) is an omniscient strategy used as an upper
bound on the performances achievable through collaborative caching. Whenever a
user terminal looses the connection with an AP, an “ideal” roaming alert notification
5 These are the neighbors whose roaming alert messages will considered. The alerts transmitted
by non business partner neighbors are considered non reliable, therefore their alerts are discarded.
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is delivered only to the next AP that will be visited by that user, which, in turn,
immediately start to cache bits on behalf of the future passing-by user.
Finally the Central Server (CS)6 strategy, represents and idealized version
of the caching strategy proposed in [70]. In our model, all APs are connected
through infinite backbone connections to a central server. This central server acts
as a common interface to the Internet and it is constantly storing bits for all users
within the service area. The total capacity of the server towards the Internet is
CCS Mbps and it is equally shared between all users. Whenever a user reaches
an AP, the central server instantaneously delivers all the newly stored bits (cached
since the last deliver to the same user) to the right AP, which in turn delivers them
to the user terminal.

4.6.2

Performance Measures

In order to evaluate the performances of our proposed distributed collaborative
caching schemes, in respect to both centralized and individualistic solutions, we
selected performance measures capturing three different perspectives. From the user
point of view, we looked at the asymptotic average user rate density (r̄u ). This
PNap i
is defined as the percentage of average backbone capacity (C̄ap = i=1
Cap /Nap )
that it is perceived, in average, by an individual user in the network, for different
ρu . Defining R̄u the average data rate experienced by an individual user, and But (t)
the total amount of bits received by user ut can be computed as:
PNu
r̄u (ρu ) = lim

t→∞

ut =1

But (t, ρu )

Nu · t · C̄ap

= lim

t→∞

R̄u (t, ρu )
.
C̄ap

It is important to notice that for “spotty” coverage networks, R̄u varies with time,
starting at t = 0 from its minimum (only few users are in coverage) and almost
reaching its asymptotic value for t > t∗r , where t∗r is the maximum amount of time
needed to travel, at the average speed, between the two farthest neighbor APs in
the service area. r̄u (ρu ) ∈ [0, 1] and decreases with increasing ρu , since more users
are simultaneously competing for both radio and backbone resources.
By taking the individual AP perspective, we selected two different performance
measures that quantify its asymptotic usage of resources. The asymptotic average backbone utilization (Ūb ) is defined as the ratio between the average rate
with which an AP delivers information to the nomadic users (average downlink rate
d
R̄ap
) and C̄ap , for different ρ-values. By defining Bid (t) as the total amount of bits
6 Note that a key difference with the IUP strategy is that while in the CS a constant number
of bits per unit of time is retrieved at the central server for each user, the amount of bits retrieved
by an AP, when IUP is adopted, depends on various factors such as the load at the specific AP
while a given user is in travel toward it and the number of users that are simultaneously roaming
towards the AP.
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delivered by AP i, we can compute Ūb as:
PNap

d
R̄ap
(t, ρu )
Bid
= lim
.
t→∞ Nap · t · C̄ap
t→∞
C̄ap

Ūb (ρu ) = lim

i=1

Also Ub (ρu ) ∈ [0, 1]. However, it starts from a minimum value, and reaches, when
ρu ≥ ρ∗u the value of 1. In this case, ρ∗u corresponds to the user density required for
all APs to constantly have at least one user terminal within their communication
range. The second performance measure is the equivalent maximum memory
occupation (M∗eq ). This is defined in seconds, and represent the maximum amount
of time needed, for caching an amount of bits equal to the maximum memory
occupation among all APs, with a rate equal to its backbone capacity. By defining
Mj (t, ρu ) the maximum amount of bits simultaneously stored in AP j’s memory
∗
since t = 0, we can compute Meq
as:
∗
Meq
(ρu ) =

Mj (t, ρu )
.
Capj
j∈[1,Nap ] t→∞
max

lim

Finally, for what concerns the effectiveness of our proposed distributed BRM schemes,
we selected the cooperation efficiency (η) as performance measure. This is a way
to quantify the cooperation incentives, and it is defined as the average percentage
of bits cached that are actually delivered to the users.

4.6.3
4.6.3.1

Results
Utilization and User Rates

The impact of our proposed schemes on the asymptotic backbone utilization (Ūb )
is shown in Figure 4.8a, for the investigated ρu interval. Assuming that the APs
revenues are proportional to the amount of delivered bits, Ūb can be also seen as an
indicator of the instantaneous revenues achievable with the different strategies. For
all investigated ρu s the proposed collaborative strategies obtain substantial gains
over the “individualistic” one. This seems to supports the idea that the incentives for inter-AP collaboration are substantial. Thus, our proposed collaborative
caching scheme might be effective in creating cooperation even between different
local operators. Furthermore note that PB1 and SBP achieve similar utilization for
low ρu values, but when ρu > 20 users per Km2 PB1 outperforms SBP. This mainly
depends on high selectivity of the neighbor filtering algorithm: since an equal Cap
share is assumed in Equation 4.4, whenever the average number of simultaneously
roaming users increases, SBP tends to filter out also “good” neighbors. As expected,
PB2 outperforms PB1, and that is because PB2 have access to a more precise estimation of the users’ traveling directions. At the same time, our upper bound IUP
is within reach (less than 9%) of the Ūb achievable with CCS = CT OT when ρu = 50
users per Km2 , and almost doubles I’s performances for ρu = 25 users per Km2 . Finally, the region between IUP and PB2 represents the margin of improvement that
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(a) Backbone utilization as function of the density of roaming users, for the
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Figure 4.8: Backbone utilization and average user rates.
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could be achieved by adopting more advanced schemes. Since this area is rather
limited, we can conclude that a large part of the gains introduced by collaborative
service provision can be reaped already with simple mobility-aware schemes. The
asymptotic average user rate density (r̄u ) is shown in Figure 4.8b. Note that for
ρu > 35 users per Km2 SBP has filtered out almost all the neighbors, thus its performances get very close to the ones of the individualistic strategy. Moreover, for
low ρu values, CCS = CT OT delivers very high rates to the few active users in the
network, but as soon as ρu > 30 users per Km2 its gains are significantly reduced.
By studying the values of CCS that provides similar r̄u performances as PB2, we
found that for CCS < 0.79 · CT OT there exists some user densities for which PB2
performs better CS. Thus, we believe that in some practical scenarios, e.g. in urban
areas7 , where CT OT can reach large values, a self-organizing distributed solution
can outperform a centralized architecture.
4.6.3.2

Memory and Efficiency

All these potential gains are achieved at the cost of an increased memory occupation.
∗
In Figure 4.9b, we show the equivalent maximum memory occupation Meq
for the
∗
proposed distributed solutions. The results show that Meq is a decreasing function
of ρu , and this is due to the fact that for higher ρu values the probability of having a
user in direct connection increases. Moreover, for large ρu values SBP has a slightly
better memory utilization. This is a positive effect caused by of the neighbors
filtering procedure. By comparing PB2 and the individualistic strategy, we can see
that PB2 requires between 5.5 and 10 times larger memory than the latter one,
for the investigated ρu values. However for this increased memory “cost” between
1 and 2 times higher instantaneous revenues (Ūb ) can be achieved in the same ρu
interval. Finally, we show in Figure 4.9a the cooperation efficiency (η) as function
of ρu . For low ρu almost 70% of the delivered bits are obtained thanks to the
exchange of roaming alert information between APs, while for ρu ∼
= 50 users per
Km2 , the efficiency decays to 23% and 14% for PB2 and PB1 respectively. Since the
revenues obtained from these delivered bits could be potentially be shared between
cooperating APs, we can conclude that our proposed distributed schemes might
create sufficient incentives for “selfish” APs to collaborate.

4.7

Conclusions

A framework for evaluating user perceived performances for two service types, a
time-critical news subscription service and a more delay tolerant entertainment
service (“web browsing”) has been presented and evaluated. Our results show that
above a critical AP density, that is still significantly lower than the one required
7 In urban areas, the AP density is expected to reach very high values, thus, easily leading to
very large CT OT . We believe that in those settings it is very unlikely that a central server can
have a backbone capacity comparable to sum of the capacities of the individual APs deployed over
the same service area.
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Figure 4.9: Cooperation efficiency and equivalent maximum memory occupation.
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for continuous coverage, the services start performing very well. The employed
mobility model presumes fully nomadic behavior of the users. This means that
the potential effect of user-stops, e.g. at shops, is neglected. By using a more
sophisticated mobility model, this behavior could be captured. However, since the
AP density most likely would be higher at locations where users typically stop (e.g.
bus stations, shops, etc.), finding a reliable model of that kind is not straightforward.
Even though this would change the actual numbers somewhat, the trends reported
in this work would still be applicable.
Furthermore, whenever a “critical” mass of users has common interests, terminalto-terminal information exchange can bring the additional gains of infrastructure
reduction and/or improved service perception. This suggests that terminal-toterminal information exchange is probably the most effective mean for accessing
media content in very spotty coverage networks. Thus, even if users do not share
the same interests, the confederation of these user-deployed APs should incentivate
(even economically) terminal agents to prefetch not only those information segments “interesting” to their own users, but also some additional ones that are likely
to be useful to other terminal agents located in the same service area.
Finally, in order to improve the information distribution capabilities of a “spotty”
coverage network, we proposed a distributed collaborative caching scheme. This
proposal has been evaluated in respect to both, a central server solution, and a
noncooperative scheme. The results have shown that depending on the central
server capacity, our distributed caching solution might be a better alternative, especially in areas with high APs densities. Compared to the case without collaborative caching significant backbone utilization gains and increased user rates can be
achieved, with only limited memory costs. These results seems to support the idea
that there might be enough incentives for collaboration to take place even in noncooperative environments populated by “selfish” providers. However, these claims
need further support and will be analyzed in future works. In particular we will focus on the design of different cooperation rewarding schemes and the quantification
of their effectiveness in different service and network scenarios.

4.7.1

Validity of the Results

Both memory and energy limitations at the user terminals have not been considered
in this work. While, thanks to Moore’s law, memory is less likely to be the most
limiting factor of the two, the energy costs sustained for performing network discovery, processing information, and exchanging file segments, might play a crucial
role in assessing the viability of our proposed solution. In this respect, also improved pre-fetching strategies, implemented by the agents, need to be investigated,
since energy constraints pose more severe requirements on the agents’ prediction
capabilities.
While only nomadic user behavior has been taken into account, the impact
on perceived performances of user stopping in regions without coverage has not
been considered. However, we believe that the locations were users are more likely
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to stop are also those where APs are most likely to be deployed, thus it is not
clear what would be the net effect, on our achieved results, of considering complex
mobility behaviors. Moreover, the adaptation of user mobility patterns to the
locations where the APs are deployed might constitute another relevant topic for
future performance assessment.
The potentially limiting effects of a complete protocol stack (e.g. including
TCP/IP) on the amount of information that can possibly be retrieved, from local
APs, by “walking through” terminals requires additional investigations. At the same
time, the amount of overhead required for supporting the transfer of alert messages
between APs has not been quantified, and might limit the achievable performance.

Chapter 5

Context-based Content Delivery in
Cellular Networks
5.1

Introduction

Content pre-fetching together with network caching have the potential to improve
the utilization of network resources and user service perception, for services with
content characterized by some degrees of tolerance to delay. At a given BS the
traffic load varies significantly throughout the day and, in different locations, cells
are exposed to different peak hour intensities and traffic variations (see Appendix
B). Since pre-fetching allows to de-couple the time when information is delivered
and stored in user terminals from the time in which it is “consumed” by the endusers, an efficient way to utilize the instantaneous excess of resources, available at
under-utilized BSs, is to “invest” them in the distribution of content likely to be
requested in the near future. In the approach considered in this chapter context
information is used to support resource allocation decisions that include content
pre-fetching. Specifically, this information comprises indicators describing both the
demand and the production sides of the content distribution channel.
Concerning the demand side, the main indicators associated with the consumption of content in user terminals are considered. In particular, the resource allocation schemes are assumed to have access to context information “capturing”
users behavior. This pre-assumes the presence of middleware (software agents)
principally designed for monitoring and collecting information about the content
preferences of the various users in the system. This information can be utilized to
improve the content predictions for individual users, or, at an aggregated level, for
gaining insights on the content interests of the overall user population. The latter
approach can be useful to understand emerging content trends and to identify the
“hotter” multimedia objects which are suitable for multi-cast delivery.
Additional information concerning user mobility can also play a crucial role for
improving the understanding of the demand side. Knowing in advance the locations
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where individual users are most likely to roam to and those where users are more
likely to request specific types of content from (e.g. content used in location-based
services) can be exploited for effectively pre-placing (caching) relevant data objects.
However, the efficiency of a content delivery method that integrates pre-fetching
and caching depends on the availability of excess resources in both the wireless
and the wired links of the network. Thus, a prerequisite for performing informed
resource allocation decisions is the possibility of monitoring the production side of
the content delivery channel. This can be done by introducing software agents that
keep track of the network context. The latter includes information about network
utilization and availability of resources over time, for the different cells in the service
area. Such information can also include the instantaneous load at the different BSs,
the amount of traffic circulating in the network’s backhauls, the number of users
(active or not) within coverage of the different BSs and their link qualities.
Substantial improvements on resource utilization are anticipated when providing
the network resource manager with information concerning the current context of
both the demand and the production sides. However, even larger gains might be
achieved when considering also future context predictions. Being aware not only
of the actual resource utilization and user locations but also of the predicted loads
and traffic trends in the different sub-regions of the network can bring additional
degrees of freedom to the allocation of resources1 .
Various system implementations can be obtained by allocating to different entities the tasks of sensing and monitoring the aforementioned context indicators.
As a general rule of thumb, it is natural to consider network entities more suited
to monitor production indicators and terminal entities for keeping track of the demand side. In particular, most of the BSs in the market are already equipped
with instrumentation designed for measuring and reporting (almost in real time)
the occupation of resources on both wireless links and backhauls. Even though
operations like terminal probing could also be used to gather in user terminals information on the current load at a BS, these are likely to severely increase battery
drainage. Following a similar reasoning, users’ content interests could be monitored
inside the operator network, however this will require the adoption of deep packet
inspection. A simpler way to obtain this information could be instead achieved by
performing this sensing operations directly at the user terminals. Periodically, user
terminals could transmit the collected context information to the network operator,
who could use it to extract various content consumption patterns (mainly content,
location and time of consumption) for both individual users and the overall user
population.

1 For example, a network operator can postpone serving pre-fetching traffic until users reach
BSs experiencing low traffic loads. This can potentially reduce the average experienced delay for
active users. At the same time, by exploiting mobility and load predictions, network operators
can optimize the delivery of a given item by multicasting it when multiple users interested in its
content end up within coverage of the same BS.
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Related Work

Several studies have considered the adoption of pre-fetching schemes in cellular
networks. In this Section, the most relevant ones are summarized.

5.2.1

Performance improvement

In [99] Gitzenis and Bambos investigated the energy versus delay tradeoffs associated with content pre-fetching in wireless networks. Adopting a Markov model for
channel quality variations, they investigated the performances of different schemes,
including optimal power control, caching of items previously accessed and prefetching of potential items requested by the users in the following time-slots. Even
though the adopted models did not include reactive interference, the presented
results clearly showed that pre-fetching can deliver significant improvements over
both an optimal scheme that discards previously accessed items, and a caching
scheme with finite memory and random (uniform) replacement policy.
Fitzek and Reisslein have proposed in [101] a pre-fetching protocol for improving
the performances of streaming real time media (video) from a central BS to a
set of terminals within coverage. Their proposed solution can provide effective
streaming performances in both downlink and uplink, by exploiting the fact that
client consumption rates are known on beforehand, for pre-recorded media, and that
during the media playtime part of the streams can be pre-fetched in the terminals.
In their implementation a pre-fetching policy that prioritizes clients with small
video reserves in their buffer is adopted. To further improve performances, and to
avoid investing resources for serving terminals experiencing low channel quality, the
proposed protocol were complemented by channel probing. The presented results
clearly showed that their streaming solution can reduce playback starvation while
increasing bandwidth efficiency. For a bursty VBR video, with an average rate of
64 Kbps, the observed starvation probabilities were on the order of 10−4 while the
bandwidth efficiency reached a value of 90%, for clients equipped with buffers of
128 KBytes. Different investigations were performed for various average stream
lifetime and initial startup latency (buffering). In particular, by introducing as
limited startup latency as 40 ms, they showed that starvation probability can be
further reduced almost by an order of magnitude.
The adoption of pre-fetching in heterogeneous systems was presented in [106].
Considering a multi-user scenario in which users compete for resources in a two tier
network (cellular and WLANs), the authors proposed a threshold-based approach
in which content pre-fetching was only performed within coverage of WLANs. The
decision threshold on the probability of future content consumption needed for
initiating the pre-fetching operations included both the access cost for being served
in local and wide area networks as well as a cost factor associated with the delay for
accessing the content. By adopting a continuous time Markov chain for modeling
the service provision in the WLANs they investigated a two-priority system in
which on-demand requests were given higher priority over content pre-fetching. The
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results showed that up to 240% reduction in expected document cost (combination
of delay and monetary cost) can be obtained for high content prediction capabilities.
The investigations also included both a strategy in which pre-fetching was controlled
by the network operator for maximizing social welfare, and a case in which priority
was not considered when serving selfish users. In the latter case they showed that
there are some user densities for which pre-fetching can reduce performances as
compared to the on-demand resource allocations.

5.2.2

Cache consistency protocols and architecture

Two strongly consistent algorithms for wireless data access were presented in [100].
While in poll-each-read (PER), before accessing previously stored content in the
cache, a confirmation of validity is requested, in the callback (CB) approach the
application server send invalidation messages are sent as soon as items become invalid. An analytical model was described and its results compared with a simulated
experiment. Assuming a Zipf distribution for the content selection probability the
investigations have been performed for different values of the access-to-update ratio
associated to the items and different skewness of the Zipf distribution. Among the
various results they showed that if the number of accessible objects is no more than
twice of the cache size, and the data access is frequent, more than 50% cache hit
ratio can be observed.
A novel approach to automatic data refresh is presented in [102]. There, a pair
of proxies have been developed in the mobile client and edge server, to reduce the
energy consumption associated with downloading content that it is not relevant for
the users. With the presented user interface design, users can specify their interests in the dynamic content by highlighting portions of already loaded webpages.
The edge server was in charge of detecting changes in these portions of favorite
web-pages and to supply user terminals with consistent content in a transparent
manner. Different wireless interfaces were considered and the results showed that
with the proposed cache consistency schemes almost up to an order of magnitude
in data transfer can be saved, at the cost of 4.5 times less energy. These large
gains over standard approaches depends on the fact that the frequent changes on
dynamic web-pages typically do not impact the portions of the pages for which
users expressed interest (changes are often in banners, figure or other parts of the
page), and therefore these are less often “refreshed” in user terminals.
A similar approach was taken in [105], where GPRSWeb, a web optimizing proxy
system, was presented. The solution comprised a pair of cooperating proxy servers
which were located in both user terminals and at the edge of an operator’s network,
close to the GPRS links. In [105] the authors investigated the performances of TCP
over GPRS and experimentally identified the high and variable latency as the major
cause of performance degradation. Between proxies they adopted a custom protocol
to reduce traffic volumes over GPRS and mitigate the effects of high RTT. At the
same time, client-side content caching was introduced to eliminate the transfers
of un-necessary objects, as well as a “parse-and-push” mechanism that exploited
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idle conditions on the links by proactively pushing accessory objects composing the
web-pages (e.g. images, frames, layout etc.). The results showed that download
times can be reduced between 30% and 50%, depending on the structures of the
selected web-pages and on the specific protocol implementations.

5.2.3

Location-based solutions

In [103] and [104] a location-based approach to pre-fetching was adopted. In [103]
the authors analyzed the use of pre-fetching for enhancing the performances of a
context-aware information system. Considering accurate predictions about future
users’ locations, the authors showed that in most of the cases pre-fetching is effective in reducing both latency and offered traffic. However in some settings latency
was reduced at the cost of increased bandwidth occupancy, as compared to not prefetching. In [104], instead, Persone and Grassi applied pre-fetching to a navigational
tool for palmtop devices. Due to the limited storage capabilities in the considered
handheld terminals, and due to the potential delays for accessing information with
an on-demand content provision scheme, the authors proposed a different caching
and pre-fetching mechanisms specifically designed for exploiting similarities in the
mobility patterns of the users. The results showed that caching techniques can
dramatically improve performances and that even a moderate cache size can approximate the performances that they obtained with infinite memory size. Comparing different cache management policies, they concluded that, while caching
is always beneficial for both latency reduction and energy saving, pre-fetching is
mainly beneficial when user mobility can be forecasted with high accuracy.

5.3

Contributions

As discussed in the previous section, a set of earlier investigations have proposed
the utilization of caching and/or pre-fetching to improve the utilization of the radio
resources in cellular systems. For what concerns this topic, the following contributions to the state of the art are presented in this Chapter:
1. an integrated architecture for supporting network caching and terminal prefetching. In the proposed solution also portions of terminal memories are
included within the CDN and directly controlled by operators. Both uni-cast
and multi-cast content deliveries are supported as well as multiple types of
access infrastructures (e.g. WLAN APs and cellular BSs).
2. A set of context-based resource schedulers designed for allocating the excess
of available resources to content pre-placement, either in caching facilities
located within the operator network or in user terminals.
3. An energy management policy that includes adaptative channel probing at
the terminals and polling at the BSs for initiating content pre-fetching.
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4. The quantification of the potential benefits that can be obtained with contextbased architectures. These are expressed in terms of additional number of
served users (proxy for revenues), decreased requirements in BS density, and
larger file sizes served per user.

5.4

Delimitations

Two different investigations approaches are presented in this chapter. In the first
one, adopted in both papers CS1 and CS2, twenty-four consecutive hours of time,
representing the “average” day, are considered. The traffic variations in the different network locations are modeled according to data provided by a Swedish cellular
operator for the BSs located in the greater Stockholm area (see Appendix B). Each
of the recorded data point represents information on one of the various system
variables (e.g. traffic served, number of users etc.), aggregated over a time window
of one hour. This low level of resolution does not allow to include the effects of
instantaneous channel variations in the investigations, as well as to separate the
traffic contributions of individual users. Therefore, in this first investigation approach, only average values for the datarates achievable on both the wired and
wireless connections are considered, and a time scale with basic unit on the order
of seconds is adopted2 . Two different traffic components are assumed. On one
hand, a “background” load at the different BSs is extracted from the real data set.
This “exogenous” traffic component is introduced for modeling realistic time-varying
constraints to the availability of resources in the different network locations. The
excess of resources is then utilized in these investigations for serving an additional
traffic load injected in the system by a number of users requesting a set of multimedia objects. The intensity of this traffic, in terms of number of users, size of data
objects and request intensity, represents the controlled variable of our experiments.
In the second approach instead a much finer time granularity, with slots of
duration comparable to the ones of HSDPA systems, is considered. This allows to
include fast channel quality variations on the wireless links as well as detailed interference and user mobility models. Moreover, in this approach the exogenous traffic
component associated with real data is not considered, thus the intensity of the traffic offered to the network is completely defined by a “classical” Poisson process. The
allocation of available resources for serving pre-fetching and/or on-demand traffic is
determined on a slot-by-slot basis, by a set of schedulers that consider both instantaneous channel qualities and content consumption probabilities in their resource
allocation policies.
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Figure 5.1: Network Architecture comprising the hierachy of DUCS (including a
partition of the terminals memories), the MDO and the NCS. In the upper part of
the figure we represent the possibility of multicasting the same multimedia content
to multiple users simultaneously, while in the middle part of the figure we show
the fact that multiple types of radio access networks might be included in the same
structure, while, finally, the bottom part refers to the unicast delivery of content
to an individual user terminal.

5.5

Content Delivery Architectures

In order to support the meeting between demand and production in future content
distribution systems, the adoption of an advanced network architecture is proposed.
There, the matching between network capabilities and user experience is resolved at
the network side, with the cellular operator centrally in charge of taking appropriate
resource allocation decisions.
The architecture, shown in Figure 5.1, is composed by a set of Download &
Upload Context Servers (DUCS), a Network Context Server (NCS) and a Media
2 This assumption is also introduced since it speeds up the simulation of a complete multi cell
wireless network over twenty-four consecutive hours of time.
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Delivery Optimizer (MDO). The DUCS are local storage facilities, whose main
purpose is caching in their memory content likely to be accessed by the end users.
These caches are organized in a hierarchy, consisting of central caching facilities
(typically with larger memory) and of a set of local DUCS, where information,
likely to have greater relevance for a specific geographical area of the network3 , is
stored. The last level of the DUCS hierarchy is constituted by a portion of users’
terminals which is directly under the control of the network operator4 .
The decisions on where to store a given content and when to move it to the
memory of the selected DUCS is taken by the MDO unit. This bases its decisions
on input from the NCS, which provides relevant information about the availability
of resources at network side, including current load values, measured at the different
BSs, and potentially also predictions on how traffic is likely to evolve in time, for all
the different locations of interest. In the preferred implementation, the MDO has
also access to the context information associated with the different users, thus, its
main task is to match the resource availability (network context) to the aggregated
user demand. In particular, we assume that somewhere in the network a user
context manager is available for profiling individual user requests and mobility
patterns over time, and keeping track of the terminals’ status and locations (user
context). In other implementations it is also possible that the operations of the
user context manager are “outsourced” to the individual user terminals. This might
be the done to intercept user requests directly at the application layer, without
requiring the operator to perform deep packet inspection operations on the traffic
circulating though its network. In this case, individual terminals are assumed to
transmit the information collected about their users to the MDO, when it is more
convenient from the energy and traffic perspective.
The matching between user and network contexts is performed through the
placement of data objects in the various DUCS available within the service area.
These transmissions are performed either through wired links, if the destinations
are central or local DUCS, or via wireless connections if the data objects need to
be stored directly in the user terminals. Within the MDO, a resource scheduler
controls the resource assignment decision for what concerns the utilization of available resources in the network backbones, DUCS memories and wireless resources.
The key task performed by this scheduler consists of selecting access ports and
time instants for delivering content to individual user terminals, with the overall
goal of minimizing the total amount of invested resources. Since the caching functionalities of the various DUCS are also controlled by the resource manager, these
are included in the computation of a space-time schedule, which is used by the
network operator for performing a time-shifted delivery of multimedia content to
the various user terminals.
In general, not all the caching elements comprised within the hierarchy of DUCS
3 This does not include only content relevant for location-based services, but also data objects
that are simply pre-positioned in convenient pick-up locations.
4 A set of innovative business models has also been proposed for making this approach economically sound to both users and network operators.
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are equally important or needed for delivering improved user and network performances. In particular, local DUCS, co-located with BSs, are mostly effective either
when multiple users are interested in the same data objects (“hotter” content),
and/or when the backhauls connecting the BSs to the core network are limiting the
content delivery capabilities. In the previous generations of cellular networks, the
datarates available in the wireless links between BSs and terminals represented the
main communication bottleneck. However, following the widespread deployment
of high speed wireless technologies (e.g. HSPA and LTE), a new trend is emerging, according to which also the capacity dimensioned for the wired connections
can limit the achievable datarates. It is not uncommon that some BS backhauls
reach lower rates than the peak values theoretically available on the wireless links.
Under these radically novel working assumptions, the deployment of caching facilities, co-located with the BSs, is also likely to foster the uptake of location-based
services and content. This could be either due to an inherent differentiation of
the demand based on different geographical locations (demand-initiated content
pre-placement), or it could be the result of content providers already preassigning a geographical placement for their different multimedia objects5 (offer-initiated
content pre-placement).
A fully centralized architecture is investigated in Section 5.6, while a more
distributed approach is instead presented and evaluated in Section 5.8. There, the
tasks of the central MDO are distributed to the individual BSs, who can perform
fast scheduling decisions which include also the possibility of serving pre-fetching
content, provided that sufficient radio and network resources are available.
In order to asses the capabilities of these novel content delivery solutions, their
performances are compared with those obtained by current systems (in Sections
5.6-5.8) and with those corresponding to a fully distributed implementation (in
Section 5.8). In the latter approach, referred to as “over-the-top” strategy, software
agents are only available to individual user terminals. This represent the case in
which pre-fetching is completely transparent to the network operator, who therefore
cannot distinguish between on-demand and pre-fetching traffic.

5 Consider a set of BSs deployed for serving a part of the service area located in Gamla Stan,
Stockholm. A given data object, e.g. a digital guide of Gamla Stan, could “emerge” as locally
relevant content due to the numerous requests of users wanting to access its file(s) through those
specific BSs. On the other hand, it could be directly the producer of the digital guide to specify
Gamla Stan as the relevant geographical area for the content distribution. In the latter cases,
the network operators could use the information provided by content providers for pre-loading
the different types of content in the caches of the DUCS from where these are most likely to be
accessed. This approach is likely to drastically reduce the “bootstrap time” typically needed to
gather enough information about the geographical relevance of different multimedia objects.
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5.6
5.6.1

ContextShift: a Model for Efficient Delivery of Content
in Mobile Networks (Paper CS1)
Network dimensioning

In this work, we consider that the various wireless and backhaul links of a cellular
network have been dimensioned by an operator for supporting a given traffic load.
The time variations, over the twenty-four hours, associated with this traffic component have been extracted from the curves corresponding to the the HSDPA served
data volumes shown in Appendix B, for rural urban and hot-spot cell types. As
previously discussed, we consider this traffic to be exogenous to our investigated
system. This means that both it cannot be served by content pre-fetching and
it is introduced here only for modeling a realistic constraint on the availability of
resources in the network.
The main focus of our investigation is on the downlink of a cellular network
consisting of NBS BSs, all characterized by an average cell rate equal to Cw bps.
At the fixed side of the communication, the BSs are all connected to a single network
controller, which has a backbone access to the Internet with capacity Cback bps. A
BS i is connected to the controller through an individual link with capacity Ci bps.
Note that the instantaneous “excess” resources available in all these links varies in
time, depending on the amount of downlink traffic generated by the active users in
each cell. In particular, we indicate with Ri (t) the instantaneous traffic data rate
from the network controller to BS i, at time t. Since the shared backbone carries the
traffic requested by the users of all BSs, also its instantaneously available capacity
fluctuates in time. Thus, the total P
requested traffic rate in the network, at time
NBS
t, can be computed as Rback (t) = i=1
Ri (t) bps. We further assume that the
capacities of the BSs’ backhauls and of the common backbone match the peak rates
of the traffic passing through each link:
Ci = max Ri (t), ∀i ∈ [1, · · · , NBS ]
t

Cback = max Rback (t) = max
t

5.6.2

t

N
BS
X

Ri (t)

i=1

Service model

The main objective of this investigation is the quantification of the amount of additional multimedia traffic (or number of additional users supported) that could be
served through pre-fetching on a pre-existing network, originally dimensioned only
for matching a given traffic intensity (the exogenous component). This additional
traffic component is modeled by considering Nu users in the system who are interested in receiving additional multimedia files (items). Each user l ∈ [1, · · · , Nu ]
l
can request up to a maximum of Nitem
items and associates with each item j, in
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Figure 5.2: Example of the variation over time of the value Vjl (t) associated with
an item j, as perceived by an user l.

his set of wanted content, a value of Vjl (t) monetary units (MUs). This represents
a time-varying utility function modeling the value that user l associates to having
completely available (fully downloaded) in his terminal the multimedia content of
item j at time t. Note that the value of an item j does not have to be correlated
with its size in bits, Sj , and that different users can associated different value to the
same item. In Figure 5.2, we show a graphical representation of the model used in
our investigation for capturing the time-varying aspects associated with the value
of an item. There, it is assumed that at time R the first bit of an item j is stored
on its content server, and that the complete upload of the item occupies the time
window comprised between time R and R´. Once the item is available for downloading, in all time instants preceding a user request (in this case at t = D) the item
value remains constant and equal to a maximum value V̂jl (t). This corresponds to
the utility that user l associates with the immediate content availability of item j
(instantaneous gratification). If instead, upon user request, the item is not fully
available in the user terminal, its value decreases linearly in time, reaching a value
of zero after Djl seconds (in Figure 5.2 this happens at t = D´). This parameter
represents the maximum tolerated delay for user l while waiting for the delivery of
item j. Even though it is very difficult to experimentally determine the exact function (e.g. step, exponential) with which user perceived quality (utility) decreases
with delay, we believe that this simple model can be used at least to gather an
initial insight of the relationship between QoE and operator revenues.
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5.6.3

Context-based resource schedulers

To allocate the excess resources, available in the various locations of the network
at different time instants, we consider a set of value-based schedulers. These are
essentially heuristic algorithms that evaluate the utility associated with different
transactions and assign resources only to those delivering the highest value at the
time in which the decision is taken [112].
In our implementation, all considered schedulers follow a similar procedure for
assigning resources. This procedure is repeated periodically with basic interval of
duration ∆t seconds. In a given scheduling period n the resource scheduler initiate
its procedures by computing the utility associated with all items still remaining to
be delivered to the users, and rank the couples {user-item} in descending utility
order. After that the scheduler assigns the maximum amount of resources, available
for a given couple, starting from the top couple of the ranking and descending until
when all extra resources in the network are depleted. Note that R̂jl (n∆t ), the
maximum amount of resources available for a given couple {l-j}, depends on the
rank of the couple and varies in both time and space. In particular, it depends on
Ai (t), which is the amount of capacity available at the base station i for serving
user l. This can be computed, at time t = n∆t as
Ai (n∆t ) = Ci − Ri (n∆t ) − Ui (n∆t ),

(5.1)

where Ui (t) represents the amount of resources already assigned at time t by the
scheduler to other users also served by i but with higher rank. Moreover R̂jl (n∆t )
depends also on the the amount of available backbone resources Aback (t). This is
defined, for t = n∆t as
Aback (n∆t ) = Cback − Rback (n∆t ) − Uback (n∆t ),

(5.2)

where Uback (t) represents the total amount of backbone resourcesalready assigned
by the scheduler at time t. In the cases in which caching is not considered then
R̂lj (n∆t ) can be computed as
R̂jl (n∆t ) = min [Ai (n∆t ), Aback (n∆t )] .

(5.3)

When considering the presence of caching facilities at the BSs, the resource assignment becomes slightly different, since it also depends on whether a given item is
fully, or only partially, stored in a cache and on the shares of total wireless resources
(Cw ) available at the different BSs. The different utilities, adopted in the proposed
schedulers, and the schedulers themselves are described below:
• On Demand (OD): this scheduler represents the reference case (no prefetching), and assigns equal shares of resources to all“active” users, who are
waiting for receiving their requested items and that have not reached their
maximum tolerated delay.
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• Value-based (VB): this algorithm tries to maximize the instantaneous delivered value. The utility function used for ranking the couples is their current
value Vjl (n∆t ).
• Delay-based (DB): this scheduler aims at minimizing the delivery delay of
the various items. It is an ideal scheme that pre-assumes the knowledge of the
time when users request their items. It is considered as a reference scheme.
• Value-based with caches (VBC): same scheduler as VB, but in this case
also caches are available at the BSs.
• Value-based with caches and multicasting (VBCM): This scheduler
adds multicasting capabilities to VBC. In the ranking procedure, the utility
associated with a couple {l-j} is computed as the sum of the individual values
Vjl (n∆t ) of all users ls located in coverage of the same BS (since they will all
receive the item, or parts of it, simultaneously via multicasting).

5.6.4

Selected results

Table 5.1: Summary of main parameter values adopted in the simulations
Parameter
Cellular layout
Simulated cells
Cell Radius [m]
Average cell rate [Mbps]
Slotted time [s]
Max tolerated delay [s]
Number wanted items
Item size [MBytes]
User budget [MU]
User mobility

Value
Hexagonal
37
450
Cw = 3
∆t = 10
Djl = 600
l
Nitem
= 10
Sj = 50
10
linear

Comments

∀j, l
∀l, U[ 06:00,24:00]
∀j
for all users
speed U[2,10] Km/h

To investigate the performances of our proposed context-based content delivery,
twenty-four hours of simulated time (between two consecutive midnights), representing the average day, are considered. The parameter setting is summarized in
Table 5.1 while the adopted cellular layout is shown in Figure 5.4. There, the cells
have been divided in 3 different groups, depending on their locations. The seven
cells in the center represent the downtown area of a city, while the next tier of
twelve cells are the urban area. Finally the last group, composed by the eighteen
cells in the outer tier represents the suburban area. Cells in different groups differ
in respect to both the peak traffic intensity and the traffic variations, over the day,
associated to exogenous traffic (Ri (t)). To avoid postulating Ri (t) functions that
are not representative for real systems, the traffic profiles described in Appendix B
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(a) Average delivered value Vuser in MU, as function of Nu for the different
resource schedulers.
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(b) Percentage of missed items Mitems in function of Nu for the different resource schedulers.

Figure 5.3: Upper bounds on the average delivered value and percentage of missed
items as function of Nu .
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Figure 5.4: Outlook of the cellular network considered in the simulated (urban)
service area. The downtown (inner cells from 1 to 7), the urban (cells 8 to 19) and
the sub-urban (cells 20 to 37) cell types differ for both the peak traffic intensity
and the traffic variations over the simulated 24 hours.

have been used for characterizing each of the cell types. Further, to asses the upper
bound on performances, for both the caching and multicasting cases, we assumed
that the wanted items were the same for all users, even though with potentially
different associated values.
The average delivered value to users Vuser , for the different resource schedulers
and for a different number of users requesting multimedia items, is shown in Figure
5.3(a). There we notice that on-demand strategies (OD) can only deliver very
moderate value to the users, and only when few users are interested in receiving
additional multimedia items. Since the items considered in this investigation have
medium/large size, it is particularly difficult for the network operator to find enough
available resources for delivering them within tolerated delay. In particular, in
Figure 5.3(b) we notice that for low values of Nu slightly more than 10% of items
are successfully delivered in time, and mostly close to expiring time.
Comparing the VB and DB schedulers, it worths noticing that for moderate
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number of users VB performs worse than DB. Since DB has also an ideal access
to the time in which the different items will be requested by the users, it allocates the majority of available resources for pre-fetching items with closer delivery
deadlines. However, with increasing values of Nu , VB improves its performances
over DB. This depends on the fact that with increasing number of users in the
system, more items per unit of time are likely to expire (delays beyond tolerance),
and therefore DB changes more often service priority, leaving some of them only
partially delivered to user terminals. This result suggests that knowing the time at
which the different items will be requested is not effective unless used in combination with traffic predictions: an improved version of this scheduler version should
assess, before starting serving an objects, whether there will be enough resources
in the network for completing the delivery before the delivery deadline.
The upper bounds on caching and multicasting are represented by the performances of the VBC and VBCM schemes. The results show that these are both very
effective in almost all investigated cases. Obviously, by storing content directly at
the BSs, the performance of both schemes become independent from the fluctuation
over time of the capacity available on the fixed part of the network. The gains over
the unicast strategies are significant and, even though the assumption of identical
user interests is optimistic, they suggest that mobile operators should try to aggregate the individual user demand, or at least to serve through caches the typically
large and “hot” multimedia files (e.g. movies).

5.7

Predictive and Context-aware Multimedia Content
Delivery for Future Cellular Networks (Paper CS2)

While in the investigation performed in CS1, we focus on understanding the upper
bound on user perceived performances and network utilization, when adopting a
context-based content delivery approach, in CS2 instead we perform a sensitivity
analysis. In particular we investigate how far from those upper bounds are the
results when considering limitations on the content prediction capabilities of software agents, as well as various degrees of similarity in content requests among the
different users. While content prediction is directly related to the gains that can
be obtained by time-shifting, content similarity can further increase performances
when adopting caching at the BSs and/or multicasting content delivery.

5.7.1

Sensitivity Analysis

Since both content prediction capability and similarity of content requests among
the different users, are very difficult to be quantified experimentally, in CS2 we
study their impact by including two additional stochastic variables in our model6 .
6 For the purpose of this study we do not investigate how the actual content prediction is
performed (e.g. see [107]-[111]): here we simply assume different parameter values and quantify
their impact on performances.
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In particular, with αjl we indicate the probability that a given item j, predicted
by the software agent associated with user l, is actually requested by its user. High
values of α represent the cases in which agents are properly “trained” or those in
which users communicate to the agents, on beforehand, their future requests (e.g.
playlist). Note that before an explicit user request an item j is only likely to be
“consumed” with probability αjl by user l. Thus, for all items not requested by active
users the resource scheduler considers the expected value Ejl (n∆t ) = αjl · Vjl (n∆t ),
instead of Vjl (n∆t ), when computing the couple ranking described in Section 5.6.3.
The parameter βjm , instead, indicates the probability associated with item j
of belonging to the m most requested items by the total user population. This
parameter is introduced here for investigating different degrees of request likeness
among the users. In particular, we assume that only items corresponding to the top
m most frequent requests are stored in the memory caches located at the various
BS sites.

5.7.2

Selected results

In order to sufficiently span the parameter space, we considered three cases for
the agent prediction capability. The selected values are αjl = α = [0.2; 0.6; 1] ∀j, l,
representing low, medium and high content prediction capabilities. Alike, three
values of β, ranging from low to high user similarity in content requests, have been
investigated with βjl = β = [0.2; 0.6; 1] ∀j, l.
In Figure 5.5(a) we show the average value delivered to the users by the different resource schedulers. The results are obtained in function of the number of
users interested in receiving additional multimedia items and are parametric for the
different values of α and β. Due to the limited amount of resources available when
the active users request their wanted items, the OD scheme can only deliver few
items before their maximum tolerated delay, and only for low Nu values. At the
same time, for all the investigated VB and VBC cases the achieved values of Vuser
are sensibly larger than in the OD reference case. In particular, having access to
content predictions with high accuracy seems crucial for delivering satisfactory user
experience, since the maximum value (obtained for low values of Nu ) delivered to
the users is proportional to α. The adoption of caches at the BSs is mainly beneficial for high and medium values of β, while for low values the performances of
VBC approach the ones of VB, as it can be seen for all cases in which β = 0.2. This
suggests that, in order to fully exploit the potential of caching, the operators should
make sure that either caches are mainly utilized for the delivery of large and “hot”
multimedia files (e.g. movies), or that they are loaded with enough multimedia
content to intercept more than 20% of users requests.
For what concerns the average number of items not delivered within tolerated
waiting time (Figure 5.5(b)), it worths noticing that the impact of α on the performances of Mitems is somewhat more limited than in the case of Vuser . In particular,
considering the VB family of schedulers for Nu = 250, while α varies between 0.2
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Figure 5.5: Average delivered value and percentage of missed items as function of
Nu . The values of α and β are specified using the notation VB(α) and VBC(α, β).
The cases VB(1) and VBC(1,1) are equivalent to the upper bounds presented in
[9].
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and 1, the percentage of missed items is only reduced by roughly 25%. At the same
time, for α = 0.2 VBC reduces its value of Mitems by more than 0.5, passing from
approximately 0.7 to 0.2 when β increases from 0.2 to 1. This result suggests that,
even when poor content prediction capabilities allow the delivery of very few items
before explicit users’ requests (cache hit ratio), the exploitation of similar interests
among user can reduce the content delivery delays which, in turn, might lead to
improved user service perception.

5.8

Context-aware RRM for Opportunistic Content
Delivery in Cellular Networks (Paper S1)

The investigations presented in papers CS1 and CS2 considered a coarse time granularity which, on one hand, allowed us to include real traffic measurements and
monitor the system performances over the twenty-four hours, while, on the other
hand, limited the resolution of the adopted models which did not capture fast
time-varying effects.
In this Section instead we adopt a different time-scale and include a detailed
radio propagation model, which considers fast fading and allow to track instantaneous interference level and achievable rates. Further, we propose a set of resource
allocation schedulers, designed for simultaneously allocating downlink transmissions to both on-demand and pre-fetching traffic. Since the time granularity of
the investigation is on the order of the fraction of a second, we assume that these
scheduling and pre-fetching decisions are not taken by a central MDO unit, and its
tasks distributed to a set of simpler context-aware units co-located with the BSs.
The performances of this distributed solution are compared to the ones of classical
resources schedulers such as TDMA, proportional fair and C/I, and are evaluated
in respect to both user and terminal measures as well as on network performance
indicators.

5.8.1

Context-based Resource Schedulers

One of the extreme settings for context-based schedulers is represented by the case
in which context information is only available at individual user terminals. In
this situation the content pre-fetching operations are entirely controlled by user
terminals and are completely transparent to the network operator. This approach
is here defined as “Over-The-Top” (OT T ). In our proposed implementation, an
idle terminal enters in the pre-fetching mode with probability ppre , in each time slot
of duration Ts seconds. After that, every Wt slots the terminal agent evaluates the
average downlink rate R¯d (∆t ) achieved during the previous ∆t = Wt · Ts seconds
and compares it with a reference target rate Rˆd . If R¯d (∆t ) ≥ Rˆd the terminal
remains in the pre-fetching mode for another Wt slots and updates its wake up for
pre-fetching probability according to
ppre [(n + 1)∆t ] = min {cup · ppre (n∆t ) , 1} .
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Instead if R¯d (∆t ) < Rˆd the terminal goes back to sleep mode and updates its
pre-fetching probability in the following way:
ppre [(n + 1)∆t ] = cdn · ppre (n∆t ) .
In these equations, both coefficients cup and cdn are introduced to have an adaptation of the pre-fetching intensity to the actual network conditions. One of key
aspects, implicitly captured by those equations is the fact that keeping radio interfaces switched on is highly expensive in terms of battery drainage, thus it should
be avoided if a minimum level of service quality cannot be met. Since in this approach the operator is not aware of the probability pij , with which user j will request
and consume item i, all requests are treated equally and scheduled according to a
C/I scheduler, without any distinction between pre-fetching traffic (associated with
pij < 1) and user initiated sessions (the so-called “on-demand”, with pij = 1)7 .
In the case in which context information is available at the operator, this also
coordinates the pre-fetching operations, introducing a policy for discriminating between pre-fetching and on-demand types of traffic. In our proposed scheme, called
“BS Polling with Random Wakeup” (BSP, RW ), the transition between sleeping and pre-fetching mode can be triggered either by an explicit “poll” message sent
by the BSs, or by a random wake-up with probability ppre .
In the first case, a polling message is sent by the operator whenever a BS has
an excess of resources (e.g. available power for downlink transmission in HSDPA)
at any given point in time. The reception of this message triggers the “wake up” for
pre-fetching of the sleeping terminals. The agents, whose terminals are connected to
that BS, respond by communicating the pij s associated with the item they want to
be served with. Once all reports are received, the operator selects to serve terminals
based on the effective rate associated with their request. This is computed at time
t as
Ref f (i, j, t) = pij · Rj (t),
where Rj (t) is the instantaneous downlink rate for user j.
When instead some “sleeping” terminals are located in coverage of a BS serving
some active user requests, these could still try to pre-fetch multimedia content, with
a wake up probability ppre . This is updated in a similar manner to the OT T case,
however, the main difference is that in this case the resource allocation performed
by the operator is also based on the effective rate Ref f (i, j, t), with consumption
probability pij = 1 associated to the requests of all active users.

5.8.2

Content requests and agent prediction capabilities

In order to test the effectiveness of context-based schedulers in providing multimedia
content, we consider a case in which all users in the network are interested in
7 Note

that any item i, which is originally requested with an a priori probability pij , changes
its probability value to pij = 1 after being explicitly requested by user j.
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a given set of Ni items. The request probability associated with a given item,
with popularity rank k within the user population, is modeled according to a Zipf
distribution with probability density function

pop

ppop (k, αzpop , Ni )

1/k αz

= PNi

n=1

pop

1/nαz

where the parameter αzpop is introduced to modulate the request probability density
associated with the different items.
At a given time instant, we assume that the context-agents associated with each
individual user (either at the network or at the terminal side) are uncertain over
Nu items among which each user will perform his next content request. These Nu
items are a subset of the complete item set of size Ni , obtained through realizations
of Zipf distributed random variables over the complete set. Starting from the
most important item and progressing in a decreasing ranking order, through each
realization we obtain one of the Nu candidate items (all different) for each user.
Whenever a user “wakes up” and performs a content request, the specific item
selection is obtained again using a Zipf distribution, but this time over the set of Nu
objects specific for that user and with αzus as exponent for the distribution8 . While
αzpop represented the skewness of interests among the users of a given population,
the parameter αzus is instead introduced for modeling the prediction uncertainty
associated with the software agents. The extreme case in which users have fully
non-overlapping content interests can be obtained by letting Ni → +∞. In that
case, the probability that two users have an overlapping object in their wanted data
set (Nu items), even if with different ranking position, tends to 0. This setting can
be used to model a scenario in which the “long tail” dominates the consumption of
mobile multimedia (full personalization), or a case in which caching at the BS is
not possible. Instead, the case in which users have full overlapping (ID) content
interests can be obtained by setting, for all users, identical items in all ranking
positions associated with their individual sets of Nu wanted items. This setting can
be used to model a scenario in which all users have a subscription with a content
provider who needs to distribute his Nu latest multimedia files in a given order.
For the purpose of this study, we do not investigate methods to extract information
from usage patterns and to predict future user behavior, but we simply postulate
the aforementioned distributions and consider that this prediction problem is solved
elsewhere (e.g. see [107]-[111]).

8 In this case p (k, αus , N ) for user i coincides to the previously introduced pi , for the value
us
u
z
j
of k that corresponds to the item with identity i.
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5.8.3

Physical layer

The data rate Rkj achievable on the physical layer by user j when served by BS k
is computed in the following way:
½
µ
¶
¾
Γkj
, R̂max ,
Rkj = min ηw · W log2 1 +
ηγ
where Γkj is received the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR), W the
bandwidth available for the communication, ηw represents the spectral efficiency
coefficient and ηγ is an offset factor for the SINR (“SINR gap”). In order to be
effectively connected with a BS, a minimum SNR γ̂ needs to be achieved. Any
time a terminal j experiences an SNR γkj < γ̂, ∀k is considered in “outage”, while if
there are multiple BSs satisfying the SNR requirement the one providing the highest
value is selected for communication. An evaluation on the load at the different BSs
is not considered when performing access selection decision.
k
Each BS (node B) k is connected to a backhaul of capacity Rback
Mbps. The
backhaul plays an important role, since in some configurations it might drastically
limit the capacity of the communication, acting as bottleneck for the achievable
downlink datarate. In general end rate perceived by the user can be computed as
n
o
kj
rkj = min Rkj , Rback
,
kj
k
where Rback
represents the share of total backbone capacity at BS k (Rback
) assigned
for serving the requests of user j. Given a set of users Nuk , all simultaneously
served by BS k, two different backhaul resource management schemes have been
considered, one for each context-aware approach.

5.8.4

Caching policies

k
In order to improve performances when Rback
< R̂max we also considered the
adoption of caches at the BSs. Whenever user terminals request an item, a copy
of the delivered file is stored in a memory location available at the serving BS.
Once the item is placed in a cache, all consequent accesses to the item, from the
same location do not require additional backhaul resources. In this way, both larger
k
shares of Rback
are available for serving other users in the cell, and the backhaul is
not limiting the downlink rates for serving user terminals requesting content already
cached at their BSs.
Whenever there are shares of a BS’s backhaul capacity which are not allocated
in a given time slot9 , those are used for retrieving and locally storing in the cache
“popular” content. The decision on which specific item to cache is taken considering
the overall population access probability on the available item set (ppop ). Starting
from the most popular objects the operator scans the BS cache in a decreasing
popularity rank until when the first not completely stored item is identified.
9 This could be the case when a BS does not have connected users, or if all connected users
are requesting cached content.
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Results
Table 5.2: Summary of parameter setting used in the simulations

Parameter
Cellular layout
Simulated cells
Cell radius [m]
Propagation model [dB]
Max power [W]
Carrier frequency [GHz]
Channel bandwidth [MHz]
SNR target [dB]
Spectral efficiency [bps/Hz]
SINR offset [dB]
Noise figure [dB]
Shadow fading, stdev [dB]
Downlink correlation
Fast fading
Max rate [Mbps]
User density [Users/Km2 ]
Request inter-arrival [min]
Item size [MBytes]
Agent item set
Content predictability
Population item set
Content request similarity
Backhaul capacity [Mbps]
Adapt. coefficients
Adapt. target rate [Mbps]

Value
Hexagonal, 3-sector sites
19
Rcell = [300; 350; 400; 450]
L = 128.1 + 37.6 log10 (R)
P̂T = 20
fc = 2
W =5
γ̂ = 2.5
ηw = 0.7
3
9
8
0.5
Rune
R̂max = 14.4
[15;25;35]
15
[10; 30; 50]
Nu = 100
αzus = [0.9; 1.8]
Ni = [100, 1K, 10K]
αzpop = [0.9; 1.8]
k
Rback
= [6; 20; 50]
cdn = 0.9, cup = 1.1
R̂d = [1; 3]

Comments
Wraparound
R in Km
20% control power
Dedicated

Lognormal fading

Poisson

[M;H]

k
Depends on Rback

The evaluation of the proposed schemes has been performed through extensive
simulations of an HSDPA network. The basic system level assumptions used in
the simulations are summarized in Table 5.2. A set of four different cell sizes have
been selected for the investigations, with associated outage probabilities equal to
Pout =[6%; 10%; 16%; 22%]: these represents different potential stages of an HSDPA
network roll-out, ranging from high density of BSs to initial roll-out values. Three
user density settings have been investigated, namely 15, 25 and 35 Users/Km2 . In
each case users requests multimedia item with intensity distributed according to a
Poisson process with average inter-arrival time of 15 minutes. While in all cases
agents are uncertain over a set of Nu = 100 items, three different item sizes have
been studied: 10, 30 and 50 MBytes, representing different size and quality associated with YouTube like videos. Two different content predictability cases have
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been considered: high predictability (H), with αzus = 1.8, and medium predictability (M), with αzus = 0.9. For what concerns the similarity of interests among users,
most of the studies have been performed either for “fully non-overlapping” or for
“fully overlapping” interests, while a specific evaluation on caching has been performing with αzpop =[0.9; 1.8] and Nu =[100; 1000; 10000] items. Even though the
actual quantification of these parameters is a very complex task, a range of values
similar to ones considered here has been found in recent publications analyzing the
similarity of video requests among the users of real systems (e.g. [114]).
5.8.5.1

Delay distribution with dense deployment

The cumulative distribution functions of the delay D, representing the amount of
time needed to receive a complete item after an user request, are shown in Figure
5.6(a) for Rback = 6 Mbps, and in Figure 5.6(b) for Rback = 20 Mbps. Since
both Figures are obtained for Rcell = 300 m, these results correspond to a scenario
in which the network is “densely” deployed but different backbone limitations are
present. In Figure 5.6(a) we notice that an “over-the-top” pre-fetching scheme can
degrade the performances for a significant number of users as compared to both
C/I and PF resource schedulers. While with both high (H) and medium (M) agent
prediction capabilities only a small portion of users can achieve an “instantaneous
gratification” (cache hit ratio), a large share of the user population (33% with
OT T (H) and 93% with OT T (M )) experiences increased delays. This depends
mainly on the fact that with OT T , in many cases, resource are allocated, and
additional interference introduced in the system, for pre-fetching content that has
low selection probability. In turn, this implies that users experience longer delays,
and remain for more time in an “active state”.
Still in Figure 5.6(a), the large distance between the points in the distribution
associated to the C/I, C(ID) scheme and the ones in the “classical” C/I, shows
that the introduction of caches can lead to significant performance improvements,
even without pre-fetching. The performance of the dual case, when pre-fetching
is not combined with caching is represented by the curves corresponding to the
scheme BSP, RW for both H and M prediction cases. In particular, with high
accuracy, pre-fetching can lead to approximately 30% of cache hit ratios. Even if
in the (M ) case instantaneous gratification is obtained only in 5% of the cases,
the overall delay experienced by the users is significantly smaller than with both
reference cases. Finally, by considering both ideal caching and pre-fetching we can
obtain an upper bound on performances which almost delivers 55% cache hit ratio
probability, potentially leading to unprecedented levels of user satisfaction.
For Rback = 20Mbps, the backbone capacity is rarely limiting the performances.
This is confirmed by the almost perfect overlap between the cdf curves corresponding to BSP, RW and BSP, RW, C, and between the ones of C/I and C/I, C as
shown in Figure 5.6(b). There we can further notice that also for medium speed
backhauls, OT T can have some potentially negative effects on the delay, especially
in situations with only medium prediction capabilities at the terminal agents.
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Figure 5.6: Cdf of the delay for Rcell = 300 m, λU = 15 Users/Km2 , Si = 50
MBytes and various cases of Rback .
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5.8.5.2

Gains

In Figure 5.7(a) and 5.7(b), we instead show the tri-dimensional gain space associated with context-aware schedulers, for both Rback = 6Mbps and 20Mbps respectively. The results are obtained by considering the expected delay (E[D]) achieved
in a reference system operating under a C/I scheduler, serving λu = 15 Users/Km2
with items of size equal to 30MBytes and characterized by an high BS density
(Rcell = 300m). The context-aware strategies considered in this study have been
both BSP, RW (H) and BSP, RW (M ). For each one, we have been collecting the
E[D] values obtained in different operating points located within a tri-dimensional
space described by cell size, item size and user density. In particular, our investigation has been delimited by Rcell =[300, 350, 400, 450]m, item size values
varying between 10 and 50 MBytes and user density ranging between 15 and 35
Users/Km2 . The curves shown in Figure 5.7(a)-5.7(b) are essentially the projections on the plane {λu − File Size} of the points in the expected delay surfaces
for which the BSP, RW schemes delivered E[D] values identical to the one of the
reference system (iso-curves).
For low backhaul capacity (Figure 5.7(a)), only moderate gains, in term of
coverage extension, can be achieved, and exclusively for high prediction capabilities.
This is due to the fact that the amount of bits that can pre-fetched, while a BS
has excess resources, does not provide enough cache hit ratio for compensating an
increased duration of the outage periods. However, when considering the same
cell size of the reference system (300m), context-aware schedulers can allow an
operator either to serve up to 23 Users/Km2 or, for an identical user density as
in the reference system, to provide each user with multimedia items as large as 42
MBytes, thus allowing to deliver video content with higher quality.
Instead, when the backbone is not limiting the communication (Figure 5.7(b))
it also possible to convert the gains from context-aware scheduler into increased
coverage perception, allowing the cell sizes to be larger than 400m, provided that
accurate content predictions can be made. This is an important result, which
highlights the additional capability of context-based schedulers to provide effective
means for cost efficient network deployment and content delivery.
5.8.5.3

Caching comparison

In order to understand the impact of different degrees of similarity in users’ interests on the overall delay performances, we performed a specific investigation
under the same system settings used in Section 5.8.5.1. The performance of the
BSP, RW (H) scheme, when Rback = 6Mbps and Rcell = 300m are shown in Figure 5.8. Note that the curves labeled Diss and F ull correspond respectively to the
curves BSP, RW (H) and BSP, RW (H), C of Figure 5.6(a), and represents the two
extreme cases in which users have completely dissimilar interests and fully overlapping interests. Three different cases of the total number of items in the system
have been selected, corresponding to Ni = [100, 1000, 10000]. At the same time,
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Figure 5.7: Iso-curves representing the operating points, on the plane [λu , File Size],
that provide identical E[D] between the reference C/I scheme and the proposed
BSP, RW schedulers. The results are parametric in Rcell , and obtained for the
cases Rback = 6Mbps and Rback = 20Mbps.
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of delays for different similarity of interests among the
users. The curves corresponding to “Diss” and “Full” correspond to the ones shown
in Figure 5.6(a) and called BSP, RW (H) and BSP, RW (H), C(ID) respectively.

we considered both a medium and high values for what concerns the similarity of
interests among users, with αzpop = [0.9, 1.8]. The results show that for high level of
similarity of interests among users the performances are not significantly affected
by the size of the item set and they remain close to the ideal caching performances
(upper bound) previously described. For less focused interests, performances decrease with increasing Ni , and only asymptotically for Ni → ∞ they reach the
same performance levels as the case without caches. While these results have been
achieved considering only aggregated information on the “static” demand associated
to the overall user population, we strongly believe that additional caching gains can
be obtained by exploiting the finer granularity that could be provided by including
location and request time information in the caching policies, as well as grouping
together sub-sets of users based on similarity of interests (e.g. through collaborative
filtering).

5.9

Conclusions

Context-aware architectures for the delivery of content in mobile networks have
been presented and studied through simulation. By exploiting context-based infor-
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mation, cellular operators can efficiently utilize the instantaneously available excess
capacity in the network for increasing both user perceived quality and service value.
To perform its basic operations, the proposed solution simply requires the introduction of software agents at the network side, capable of monitoring users’ and
networks’ contexts. This makes it a very appealing and cost effective solution to
improve user experience and increase consumption of multimedia content and applications in mobile networks. To limit the impact on performances of backhaul
limitations, and to exploit similarities of interests in user requests we proposed to
include caching facilities at the BSs and in different locations of the core network.
When considering real traffic measurements in urban scenarios we showed that
time-shifted content delivery improves the resource utilization and allows to serve
significantly more users in a pre-existing network. Even with moderate amounts
of reliable context information, available for scheduling the resource allocation, the
proposed context-based resource allocation schemes have been capable of drastically
improving both user service perception and network efficiency, as compared to
conventional on-demand content delivery schemes.
The inclusion of context-based information in downlink resource schedulers has
been investigated for an HSDPA cellular network. Both user and network centric approaches to content pre-fetching have been evaluated in respect to different network
configurations and different degrees of content prediction capabilities in software
agents. The results showed that whenever content pre-fetching is performed transparently to the network operators, user experienced delays are significantly larger
than with the operator centric approach. Moreover, in backhaul-limited scenarios
as well as for low content prediction capabilities, the user centric approach has also
been shown to achieve larger delays than those experienced with “classical” RRM
schemes, for a number of distribution percentiles. Furthermore, depending on the
content prediction capabilities of context servers and backhaul capacities, the gains
achievable with network centric context-aware schedulers can also be mapped into
a tri-dimensional gain region where: up to 40% less BSs can be deployed, or up to
2.8 more users can be served, or 2 times larger data object can be provided to the
end users, while maintaining the same user service perception as with the reference
RRM schemes. This makes context-based architectures very appealing solutions
for both improving user service perception, especially during the network roll-out
phases, or for increasing the revenues of existing networks without significantly
larger levels of investment.

5.10

Validity of the results

In both CS1 and CS2, we introduced in our models an exogenous traffic component,
representing the real traffic data provided by a cellular operator. Due to the time
scale of the available measurements, both studies lacked fast varying modeling
components, e.g. instantaneous channel quality fluctuations. Moreover, since the
impact of the interference, generated by the additional traffic injected in the system
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(controlled component), on the exogenous traffic component could not be captured,
the obtained results should be considered as upper bounds on performances.
The models adopted in S1, instead, considered a much short time scale which
allowed to capture fast varying effects and instantaneous interference between prefetching and “on-demand” traffic components. However, since the execution time
of the simulations performed in this investigation did not allow to include large
numbers of simulated users in the system, we were only able to consider high load
scenarios by increasing both the wanted file sizes and the intensity of the content
request process for each user. This most likely reduced the multiplexing gains of
the simulated network, and resulted in a pessimistic quantification of achievable
performances for both context-aware and reference schemes.
Even though the proposed schemes can also include user mobility predictions,
in all simulated experiments we only considered predictions concerning future content requests. Since recent studies (e.g. [115]-[116]) have shown that future users’
locations can be estimated with astonishingly high levels of accuracy, given previous records and current locations, we expect that significantly larger gains can be
achieved by actively exploiting this information in the content delivery strategies.

Chapter 6

Reputation-based Access Selection
Reputation can be an effective means for performing “informed” access selection
decisions when in presence of multiple candidate networks. In this chapter we describe “Word-of-Mouth” (WoM), our proposed context-based scheme for sharing,
in a terminal-to-terminal fashion, information about the service quality experienced
with different networks. In WoM terminal agents keep records of some objectively
measurable quantities, experienced with different networks, that could be used by
other agents as relevant QoS indicators. Thus, upon entering in radio contact with
other user terminals, the agents can exchange, in an ad hoc fashion, all (or a subset
of) historic network quality records. By sharing and processing individually discovered information about a network, the terminal agents can collectively reveal
otherwise concealed information and, in turn, perform better informed access selection decisions when entering in its communication range. Two main advantages
can be achieved by basing a network selection strategy on information concerning
past service experiences. First, the asymmetric information gap between an access
provider and its potential users can be reduced. Second, it contributes to build
“trust” between “sellers” and “buyers” and to establish a “market image” [78]. This
image, or reputation, constitute a powerful selection tool, because it simplifies the
identification of the most reliable access alternatives, rewarding the networks that
are capable of meeting user requirements (e.g. cost or QoS).
In this chapter, we highlight the key features of our proposed reputation-based
access selection scheme, by investigating a vertical handover scenario. In this two
networks are considered. On one hand a cellular system can deliver reliable performances over all locations of the service area. On the other hand, a local AP, which
has overlapping coverage with the cellular system, does not ensure QoS guarantees
but could potentially deliver higher data rates at a lower price per bit. Terminal
agents are assumed to pre-fetch a file whose content has limited time validity.
By assuming different RRM strategies at the local AP we investigate the impact
of WoM on both user perceived performances and operator revenues (Paper WM1).
Furthermore, since reputation mechanisms are vulnerable to fraudulent behav-
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ior, by introducing some collusion mechanisms, between low performing networks
and terminal agents, we investigate the robustness of our proposed WoM scheme
to the dissemination of false information (Paper WM2).

6.1

Related Work

Several publications, in different scientific fields have investigated reputation-based
solutions for inducing cooperative behavior between different parties. While the
adoption of reputation as a means for creating forwarding incentives in ad hoc
networks was discussed in Section 3.1.2, here we focus on reporting systems and
the current state of the art of reputation-based access selection in wireless networks.

6.1.1

Reputation in Reporting Systems

Following the success of Ebay, a large part of research contributions have treated
the impact of reputation in online feedback systems [78]-[81]. In [78], Bakos and
Dellarocas compare online reputation to legal enforcement of contracts, in terms of
their ability to induce cooperative behavior. In the paper, a detailed analysis based
on game theory is presented. The results, obtained for a rudimentary binary reputation mechanism, showed that even though both mechanisms result in losses relative
to the maximum social welfare, reputation-induced cooperation outperforms litigation under a wide set of conditions1 . An extensive survey on the advantages and
limitations of current reputation systems, as well as a complete review of selected
articles on reputation-induced cooperation, is presented in [80]. In particular, since
reputation mechanisms are critically based on the exchange of truthful information,
a number of alternative methods for immunizing reporting systems against unfair
ratings and discrimination [79, 81], and ultimately deception and lies [86, 87], has
been evaluated.
Dellarocas described in [79] a series of potential threats to the reliability of reputation systems, including unfairly high (low) ratings or negative (positive) discrimination of specific buyers. The techniques of controlled anonymity, median filtering
and frequency filtering are presented as effective tools for preventing bad-mouthing,
unfair ratings and flood of unfair ratings respectively in centralized reporting systems. In [81] the controlled anonymity scheme is presented for combating unfairly
low rates and discrimination in a bidding system. The basic idea is to conceal the
identity of buyers and sellers to each others, while only the “market place” server
keeps track of all the identities. While this scheme is effective with negative discrimination, it does not prevent positive discrimination since the bidding pattern
itself can be used to notify the identity of potential conspirators. In order to avoid
1 Another interesting insight is the consideration that reputation mechanisms have virtually
zero costs, while contract litigation can be rather expensive. This makes reputation-based solutions
more suitable to contexts in which the value of the transactions is moderate, e.g. a small fee for
downloading information at a local AP.
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this effect the author propose the adoption of cluster filtering, a technique based
on the collaborative filtering framework, e.g. see [88].
A distributed reputation reporting scheme is instead investigated in [86]. In
order to avoid the propagation of “rumors”, only direct observations are exchanged
between agents, thus second hand information is not considered. The authors
propose a novel application of the weighted majority technique, applied to a set of
“witness” agents. In this way, the testimonies from lying witnesses have less effect
on the process of testimony aggregation which is necessary for performing improved
predictions. In [87] a social network with a given proportion of liars is considered.
Agents try to influence each other’s opinion by using both first and second hand
information. A thorough mathematical model for the formation of reputation is
presented. The results shows that below a given percentage of liars, the impact
of false information on the reputation formation is negligible. Furthermore, in the
comparison between the cases in which reputation only is passed on, and those in
which only direct experience is transferred between agents, they found that the
latter approach is more robust to deceptive behavior.

6.1.2

Reputation-based Access Selection in Wireless Networks

Even though reputation has gained significant popularity as means for achieving
node cooperation in ad hoc networks (e.g. [44]-[45]), only few studies have investigated the potentiality of reputation-based access selection schemes in the context of
multi-operators service provision [82]-[85]. A solution that allows mobile terminals
to establish a secure connection to a foreign service provider is presented in [82].
The proposed solution is based on a trusted central authority, which first receives
information about both the QoS and price upon which terminals and operators have
agreed, and then collects the feedbacks about both the actual quality experienced
and the completed payment transaction. The collaboration of the home operator
is also required for providing guarantees that a given user is solvent. The results
clearly shows that the proposed scheme is capable of encouraging foreign operators to provide good QoS to the users, and to reveal truthful information about
their actual capabilities when receiving initial user connection requests. A pastrybased peer-to-peer overlay network for supporting vertical handovers is presented
in [83, 84]. The overlay network can be used by individual terminals to quickly
discover information about the capabilities (frequencies, coverage, etc.) of the APs
that are available in a service area, and thus for supporting their vertical handover
decisions. In the proposed solution, by submitting queries to a distributed database,
terminals can retrieve information concerning the candidate networks available in
that portion of the service area. The distribution of the database entries is obtained
by storing in the access ports (Node-Bs and APs) the measurements, collected by
both user terminals and access ports, “close” to their location. In this way, only geographically relevant information can be accessed, speeding-up the search process.
While [83] mainly highlight the key features of the proposed architecture, in [84]
the focus is on performance assessment. The focus is on assessing both the effi-
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ciency, in term of search time, and the scalability of this peer-to-peer functionality
for handover support. However, neither the incentives for operators to participate
in sharing this information, nor the actual impact of this scheme on user performances, are evaluated. Finally, in [85], a collaborative context-aware scheme for
service provision is proposed. By assuming a context provider that stores and aggregates context information at both user and network levels the paper shows that, by
adopting a fuzzy logic approach, an improved matching between user requirements
and available networks can be achieved at moderate overhead costs, necessary for
transferring context-related information.

6.2

Contributions

In this thesis we present a distributed reputation system designed for revealing information concerning the performances achievable with different wireless networks.
The work has been performed in the Papers WM1-WM2, and their contributions
are:
1. the design of terminal-to-terminal information exchange scheme, used for revealing information about QoS-related parameters experienced with local networks, and the quantification of its impact on both users’ and operators’
performances.
2. The evaluation of the robustness of the proposed scheme when false information is disseminated by malicious terminal agents that are colluded with low
performing service providers.

6.3

Delimitations

While the majority of the previous works on reporting systems focused on centralized solutions, in the thesis our approach is completely distributed. Terminal
agents can only access reputation entries other their own, only when entering in
radio contact with other terminals. Thus, the set of reputation entries, used for
performing an access selection decision will depend on the specific users that have
been encountered during the terminal roaming phases.
A specific vertical handover scenario is selected for evaluating the performance
of our proposed scheme. In this scenario, a reliable cellular network is capable of
delivering satisfactory QoS over all service area. A local AP, instead, can deliver
potentially higher data rates at a lower cost per bit, however does not provide QoS
guarantees. In the Paper WM1 this means that the RRM strategy adopted by the
local AP operator might not cope well with increasing user competition for resources
(user density), thus there might be cases in which unsatisfactory performance is
delivered to the users. In WM2 instead we assume that local APs are backbone
capacity limited. Thus, even if high speed connections can be potentially supported
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by the wireless links, for some values of the backbone limitations demanding user
rate requirements will not be met.
The only QoS characteristic considered in this work is the average data rate
achieved in a connection with an AP. However, our proposed framework could easily
incorporate more complicated reputation grading functions. Moreover all simulated
users have been assumed requesting an identical service requirement. Simplified
radio propagation and user mobility models have been assumed throughout the
investigations and these are described in Apeendix C. A mix of different types of
mobile nodes, ranging from stationary to moving at car-like speeds, would constitute
an interesting investigation scenario for future works.
Finally, in WM2 we study collusion as a mean for the APs to improve their
reputation. The symmetric case, in which competitor APs bribe user terminals for
transferring negative grades about other APs is not considered in this thesis.

6.4

Main functionalities of a WoM access selection scheme

In our design, WoM is a distributed scheme that allows terminal agents to collect,
use and transfer, in an ad hoc fashion, information about the service quality experienced with different networks. A specific WoM implementation is defined by
three main components: an “experience recording”, an “experience exchange” and a
“roaming decision” functions.
Upon closing/loosing connection with a given network, a terminal agent stores in
his memory a “reputation entry” that quantitatively describes its service experience.
In order for a reputation entry to be useful to other agents, it needs to target some
objectively measurable QoS indicators, e.g. average delay, jitter, peak data rate etc.
Let us indicate with the vector P~ = [p̂1 , .., p̂n ] the estimated values of n parameters2
that might be relevant for the services that are being provided. The corresponding
entry, which is then stored in the terminal memory, is composed by P~ , a network
identifier (APid ), an identifier for the issuing agent (Aid ) and a time stamp ts .
Whenever two terminals are within each others communication range, their
agents can start exchanging, in an ad hoc fashion, some (or all) of their stored
entries. An entry can be received directly, from the same agent that has created
it, or indirectly, if it has been originally created by some other agent. While the
investigation performed in the Paper WM1 all available entries were exchanged, in
the Paper WM2, we instead limited the information exchange to only a single one.
This limitation served as means to improve the robustness of the WoM scheme in
respect to the dissemination of false information3 .
2 Note that in the approach used in the Paper WM1 we compressed all information corre~ into a single number G ∈ [0, 1] (or grade) mapping
sponding to the different dimensions of P
the “distance” between the target values of the QoS indicators, needed for correctly delivering
~ S ), and those achieved with the local
the desired service (the wanted attributes of the service A
~ E )). In that case, A
~ S was also stored in the
network being graded (the experienced attributes (A
entry fields.
3 Since in our scheme we do not have a central authority that certify the authenticity of an
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Upon entering in contact with an AP, a terminal agent identifies, among all its
stored entries, those matching the specific APid . Let us assume, without loss of
generality, that only a single parameter k ∈ [1, .., n] is relevant for the ongoing service, and that m of its stored entries match the APid . Since the parameter k is the
one considered critical for taking the roaming decision, the agent extracts from each
~ = [k̂ 1 , .., k̂ m ].
of the m available entries their k-values and store them in a vector K
Basically, this vector contains m different “opinions” about the QoS parameters associated with the candidate AP. We assume that the terminal agent has knowledge
of the k ∗ , the minimum (or maximum) value of the k-th parameter required for
successfully delivering the ongoing service. Thus, by applying a mathematical op~ e.g. mean or median, the agent can transform all available
erator on the vector K,
information into a single value e
k. Finally, by comparing e
k with k ∗ , the agent can
assess whether to select that AP, or not.

6.4.1

WoM Horizon and Local Culture Buildup

The longer the grades concerning an AP are kept in memory, the higher is the
probability of exchanging them with other agents, thus improving the overall decision making. At the same time, however, the relevance of a grade associated with
a local AP decreases with the distance, since a user is less probable to reach the
communication range of a distant AP in the near future. Thus, in order to limit
the memory occupation in user terminals, we restrict the exchange of reputation
entries to a region of the service area, located in a “neighborhood” of the AP, which
is called WoM horizon. The size of the horizon is controlled by the terminal agents,
and in Paper WM1-WM2 it is ideally assumed to be a circle of radius rhor centered
in the AP location (see Appendix C). However, in practical systems the horizon
size could be tuned by, for example, increasing or decreasing an hop counter representing the maximum number of times that an entry concerning a given AP can
be exchanged, before erasing it from the terminal memory. It is noteworthy that
the average number of reputation entries m̄ that are stored in the terminal memory
varies with the average user density ρ̄T and with the size of the WoM horizon.
This relationship is shown in Figure 6.1a, for different investigated values of m̄. As
expected, for high (low) terminal densities a smaller (larger) horizon is required to
keep m̄ constant.
So far, we described the spatial implications of our WoM scheme. However, there
are some interesting implications on the time domain as well. In particular, for a
given rhor there exists a user density ρ̄∗T beyond which the reputation information
about an AP is kept alive by means of the terminal-to-terminal communications.
This is what we call local culture build-up 4 . An example can be seen in Figure 6.1b,
entry, a colluded user might create and disseminate a multiple false entries associated to different
Aid s. In order to prevent this type of attacks, in Paper WM2 we decided to limit the exchange of
entry to a single one.
4 The improvement in information revelation of the community of cooperating terminals can be
seen as a sort of cultural advancement in a “primitive” community where its members’ experiences
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where a WoM scheme, allowing indirect grade exchange is considered. This means
terminals can exchange all the entries they have gathered. Thus, there is a nonzero
probability that some of the first ever issued entries can be kept alive for a very
long time interval. In Figure 6.1b we show the oldest entry (time stamp) that is
kept “alive” in the memory of some of the terminals that are located within the
horizon after two hours (7200 s) of simulation. For each ρ̄T there exists a horizon
rhor for which the very first issued entry still exists in the AP proximity after two
hours. In these cases, the WoM scheme is very effective in revealing long-term
characteristics of a network, e.g. backbone capacity limitations, adopted RRM
strategies etc. In case where only short term information is of interests, some of the
received reputation entries can be filtered out, by introducing a weighting factor
that depend on the age of the time stamp, or simply by introducing a maximum
time-to-live.

6.4.2

Service Model and Access Market Scenario

The performance of our proposed reputation scheme, have been investigated in
respect of a file pre-fetching service in a scenario where the content is characterized
by different time validity (“time criticality”). While users need the information as
soon as possible, different type of content might have different sensibility to delay.
Users are nomadically moving across a service area where two independent network are accessible. A cellular network with full coverage can provide a “guaranteed”
average data rate of R̄cell Mbps at pcell £ per bit. At the same time, some APs
are located within the same service area, each of them providing only very limited
coverage. Within coverage, the instantaneous data rate is considerably higher than
the one offered by the cellular network, and the price per bit is pAP £, where
0 ≤ pAP < pcell . Users are assumed to have a subscription, regulating their SLAs,
with the cellular operator, while no guarantees and only per-packet transactions
are provided by the local operators.
Whenever an active terminal “senses” the presence of an AP the terminal agent
has to decide whether to continue the ongoing pre-fetching session with the cellular
network, or switch to the discovered LAN. In our model, this decision is “binding”,
meaning that a roaming decision, or a refusal, will be maintained for all the duration
of the radio contact with that AP. This pre-assumes that a non-negligible “time cost”
is required for setting up a new connection and rerouting the ongoing traffic.
According to the service model considered in this work, two drivers can trigger
this type of roaming. Firstly, there is the price convenience, and therefore the
possibility of reducing the total cost associated with the file pre-fetching. Secondly,
because the information is time critical, the agents might want to use the high
speed local connection for reducing the total pre-fetching duration, and deliver the
file in a faster manner to their users.
(or history) are shared via oral tradition.
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Due to the fact that no guarantees are provided by the LAN it is hard for
an agent to take an “informed” roaming decision based only on its individually
known information. Even if the average received signal strength would support
higher instantaneous rates than with the cellular network, the average data rate
achievable in a connection with the AP (R̄AP ) would depend on other factors, e.g.
the number of users competing for the AP’s resources, the RRM policy implemented
at the AP side and its backbone capacity. This information might not be known, nor
predictable, at the time instant in which the selection is performed. Furthermore,
taking an erroneous decision might increase the delivery delay and, in the worst case,
even lead to user dissatisfaction. Thus, by exchanging user experience, the terminal
agents can estimate on beforehand the amount of delay that might be introduced
by a given AP, and assess whether the selection of the cheaper network alternative
is compatible with the predefined user preferences for that type of content.

6.4.3

User Satisfaction and Content Profiling

Even if the information considered in this paper is characterized by limited time
validity, for some type of content users might tolerate a moderate delay if, in turn,
the total pre-fetching cost is lowered. In order to model this tradeoff we have
introduced a parameter τ that represents the content’s cost-delay exchange ratio.
By setting τ = τ̂ for some type of content, a user can “tune” its agent to select the
cheaper network if the achievable average data rate is τ -times larger or equal to the
∗
one provided by the more expensive cellular alternative (R̄AP ≥ τ̂ · R̄cell = R̄AP
).
According to our model, τ = 0 indicates that, for that type of content, the
terminal agent should consider cost reduction as its primary goal in performing
network selection. Instead, values of τ in the interval 0 < τ < 1, represent different
levels of sensitivity to additional delay that might be introduced while trying to
lower the total service cost. Infotainment, or leisure type of content fits in this
category. Furthermore, the condition τ = 1 represents the case in which user
perception cannot tolerate any extra delay. Business related information are an
example of a content type suitable for this category.

6.5
6.5.1

“Word-of-Mouth” in Radio Access Markets (Paper
WM1)
Key Assumptions

In this work we investigated the impact of WoM on different operator RRM strategies. In particular, we focus on determining under which conditions the RRM
schemes that ensure some degrees of QoS are economically incentivated while those
only targeting revenue maximization are “punished”. All the users have identical
service requirements (i.e. the same value of the τ parameter), while the APs are not
backbone limited, meaning that only the wireless link can become the communication bottleneck. In particular, we consider ranges of R̄cell that are much smaller
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than the instantaneous rate achievable from the AP by a single user. However, if
the number of simultaneously admitted and served users in local area is not limited5 , there is a possibility that several terminals will experience an average rate
∗
during the connection (R̄AP ) much smaller than R̄AP
The model adopted in this study is described in Appednsix C. Throughout the
study, we assume truthful information exchange between terminal agents, and that
all users are interested both in the same service characteristics and in the same
target QoS values.

6.5.2

Agent Strategies

Assuming truthful information exchange between user terminals, we compare the
performances of two different WoM implementations.
The first one, defined as “conservative” (c) uses a grading function that takes
both R̄AP and R̄cell as input, and assigns the QoS experience grade in the following
way:
µ
¶
³
´
R̄AP
G A~S = R̄cell , A~E = R̄AP = min
,1 .
R̄cell
When entering in radio contact with an access point APi a terminal agent computes
first the mean reputation of APi (Rep (APi )) by averaging the grades of all the
collected reputation entries identified by APID = APi .6 Finally, the agent selects
APi only if Rep (APi ) ≥ τ .
The second implementation, called “probabilistic” (p), defines a distributed
access control policy that uses the accumulated reputation entries as “feedback”
to increase or reduce the access selection probability. It uses a “binary” grading
method:
(
´
³
AP
1 if τR̄
≥1
~
~
·R̄cell
G AS = τ · R̄cell , AE = R̄AP =
0 otherwise
To decide whether or not to select the candidate AP, the terminal agent performs
two operations. First it computes Rep (APi ) in a similar way as in the previous
implementation. Then it draws a random number λ ∼ U [0, 1] from a uniform
distribution. APi is then selected only if λ ≤ Rep (APi ).
The conservative WoM implementation is designed with the purpose of strictly
limiting the possibility of performing erroneous roaming decisions. Hence it might
result in an inefficient resource utilization. For example, consider a scenario characterized by a high density of “active” nomadic users, all with τ = 1. The competition
for the AP’s radio resources would be “fierce”, and if the RRM strategy implemented
at the AP was incapable of providing sufficient QoS, a “negative image” of the AP
5 For

example by adopting a RRM that includes an admission control policy.
~ with identical requirements. In genthis paper all users are interested in the same A,
~ E s and A
~ S s. In these cases, entries with different A
~ S s should
eral, users might have different A
be treated separately, discarding them, or extracting useful information through collaborative
information filters [88].
6 In
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would be established within its WoM horizon. This “bad-mouthing” would result
in that only users that reached the AP communication range without receiving
reputation entries would use it. Since this probability is very small at high user
densities terminal agents would “prefer” to leave the AP unutilized. Instead, in the
same situation a probabilistic implementation would only reduce the probability of
connection for each individual agent, as reaction to the increased congestion, but
not leaving, at least in probability, the AP without traffic. On the other hand, the
conservative strategy is more likely to create a severe drop in the AP’s revenues,
and therefore it might potentially be successful in “forcing” its operator to adopt a
RRM strategy capable of providing QoS guarantees.

6.5.3

Operator Strategies

Three different RRM strategies are analyzed. A “greedy” (G) behavior is introduced to model the RRM strategy in use at an operator-deployed AP. The underlying design strive to exploit the multiuser diversity achievable in the downlink at
high user densities. This means that this type of AP does not control, or limit, the
access of users because it tries to maximize the amount of delivered bits per unit
of time. In fact, this strategy assigns all its radio resources, on a slot-by-slot basis,
to the user with the best channel. This is a “myopic” strategy since it does not
consider the long term impact associated with not fulfilling user requirements.
An “equalitarian” (E) behavior is instead modelled in the design of the RRM
strategy potentially in use at a user-deployed AP. This is implemented through a
round-robin TDMA scheduler, in which all the users in coverage are assigned an
equal share of the resource.
The last AP type is instead the “customer advocate” (C). This conservatively
admits a user at the time and keeps serving it meanwhile the achievable instanta∗
neous rate is larger or equal than R̄AP
. As soon as the average link quality of the
∗
selected terminal does not allow the AP to fulfill R̄AP
, a disconnection procedure is
initiated and the terminal assisted in roaming back to the cellular network. In this
way, the selected users can always achieve lower pre-fetching durations. This strategy is introduced in this work as reference case, for evaluating the performances
obtained by adopting a strategy providing QoS guarantees.

6.5.4

Performance Measures and Results

Assuming the local operator perspective, network revenues, which in this work
coincide with the amount of delivered bits, are a natural choice for comparing the
effect of the different RRM strategies. For a given strategy, the amount of delivered
bits will depend on the average density of terminals competing for resources ρ̄T ,
and on the WoM horizon rhor adopted by the users. Thus, in order to asses under
which conditions WLAN operators would be better off by adopting RRM strategies providing some degree of QoS, we considered the iso-revenue curves IGC and
IEC , respectively between the greedy (G) and the customer advocate (C) strategy,
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Figure 6.2: Results of the investigation performed in the Paper WM1.
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and the equalitarian (E) and the customer advocate strategy. These curves, shown
in Figure 6.2a, are the projections on the plane ψ = [rhor , ρT ] of the intersections
between the revenue surfaces corresponding to the different RRM strategies. Moreover, experimentally we found that in all the points of the ψ-plane located above
every iso-revenue curve, the customer advocate strategy had the largest revenues.
Thus, whenever the system operates in regions of ρ̄T bringing a level of competition
for resources that reduces user satisfaction, terminal agents can tune rhor so that
the system operating point is moved to regions above the iso-revenue curve. In
those, rational operators are better off by providing some degree of QoS7 . These
iso-revenue curves can be considered as the “best response”, of the community of
cooperating agents, to RRM schemes not providing service guarantees in regimes
of terminal competition for resources.
In Figure 6.2a two competition scenarios are considered, S1 and S2 , where a
scenario is defined by a couple [τ, R̄cell ]. In particular, in this investigation we
considered S1 = [0.8, 1Mbps] and S2 = [0.8, 10Mbps]. Except for IEC (S2 ), all isorevenue curves have a vertical asymptote for rhor = rcom . This indicates that,
without WoM, the operators lack economical incentives to provide QoS. Instead, in
S2 , the E scheme performs worse than C, even without the WoM scheme (rhor =
rcom ), whenever ρ̄T > 160 users/Km2 . At those densities, the average downlink
rate is limited by the terminals at the cell border, thus more bits can be delivered
by simply admitting and serving a single user at the time.
In order to gain some insight on the WoM mechanisms, we fixed ρ̄T = 160
users/Km2 , and studied the impact on revenues of different rhor . In Figure 6.2b,
the revenues achieved by different WoM implementations are illustrated for different τ and operator strategies. Except for the C strategy, the revenues drop with
increasing rhor , especially for content with low tolerance to delay (i.e. τ = 1) and
when a conservative WoM implementation is adopted. When WoM is not adopted
(rhor = rcom ), about 30% and 34% of the served users, for respectively the E and
the G strategies are unsatisfied of their experienced average rates. Thus, for values of rhor that allow the exchange of a significant number of reputation entries,
a large part of the users starts avoiding the AP. In this case, if a conservative
WoM is adopted, only the “ignorant” agents (those without grades) decide to select
the AP. On the contrary, for the probabilistic implementation up to 76% of the
users attempt a connection (perform the random experiment), and only 25% are
unsatisfied. This shows that a probabilistic WoM implementation leads to more
“hazardous” decision making, which for low user density values can be, in some
cases, rewarding. Thus, being able to switch, in function of different ρ̄T , between
a conservative and a probabilistic WoM implementations, could potentially deliver
improved performance.
7 This pre-assumes that the operators adopt the strategy providing the largest revenues. Since
in those system operating points, larger revenue can be obtained with the customers’ advocate
strategy, rational local operators are incentivated to adopt mechanisms that ensure QoS guarantees
for the users, such as admission control.
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6.6

Collaborative Information Revelation and Collusion in
“Word-of-Mouth” Access Selection Schemes (Paper
WM2)

In this paper we investigate the robustness of our proposed WoM scheme when false
information about the AP capabilities is transferred by colluded terminal agents.
In particular, we consider only the “unfairly high rates” attack described in [79].
In our investigated scenario, the local APs are assumed to be backbone limited,
with capacity Cap . In those cases, when Cap cannot support the user target data
∗
rate RAP
, many roaming agents will not be satisfied and, consequently, will circulate
low reputation grades. In order to reduce the effects of this “bad-mouthing”, and
the consequent loss of image and market shares, an AP might consider to “bribe”
some of its unsatisfied users for receiving improved grades.

6.6.1

Bribe Model

Here the bribe is a monetary compensation, transferred from the AP to a terminal
agent, which, in turn, exchanges a default “inflated” grade G∗b when meeting other
agents. The bribing strategy has two main elements: the percentage of unsatisfied
agents that will be bribed δb , and the amount of money βi (i = [1, 2, 3]), that
these will accept for colluding with the AP. The AP operator is assumed to have
full knowledge of the bribing cost associated with each user. For simplicity, we
postulate three different bribing costs βi s (in bits):
• In the first case, β1 , the bribe cost corresponds to value of the total amount of
bits that could have been alternatively downloaded, by remaining connected
to the cellular network, during the total amount of time spent in connection
with the local AP.
• In the second case, β2 , the bribe cost corresponds to difference between β1
and the amount of bits that have been obtained in connection with the local
AP.
• Finally, in β3 , the terminal agents accept to transfer inflated grades for free.
Thus, this represents the worst scenario for assessing the robustness of the
WoM scheme.

6.6.2

“Robust” WoM Implementation

To cope with the potential exchange of false information, two major changes are
introduced as compared to the WoM implementation described in WM1.
The first difference is that the roaming decision is performed considering the
q-percentile of all available reputation grades, and not the mean, as was done in
WM1. The second difference is the fact that, while in WM1 all available direct
and indirect grades were transferred, in this version, only a single grade can be
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Figure 6.3: Normalized net revenues (in bits) for different scenarios. The results are obtained for
three backbone capacities, Cap = H, M, L. Note that H = 3 Mbps, M = 1 Mbps, L=100 Kbps.
The default transferred grade is G∗b = ∞, and the average user density ρ̄T = 322 Users/Km2 ,
which roughly corresponds to having 3.4 users within the AP’s communication range. Two system
operating points are considered, A = [0.5, 0.2] and B = [0.5, 0.8].

exchanged. This is done in order to avoid potential flooding attacks, in which
colluded agents create false identities and grades associated with them. Thus, a
first hand reputation grade is always transferred, if available. Otherwise the agent
transfers the q-percentile of the distribution of all its available second hand grades.

6.6.3

Selected Results

AP
The normalized net revenues R̄ev
are presented in 6.3. These are defined as the
difference between the total amount of bits delivered in the busy hour and the total
bribe cost (expressed in bits). The results are obtained for different rhor , with a
user density ρ̄T equal to 322 users/Km2 (corresponding to roughly 3.4 users within
coverage) and a target data rate R̄AP = 1 Mbps equal for all users. Different
backbone capacities and different bribing costs are also considered for two different
system operating points ([δb , q] couples) A and B. In both points 50% of unsatisfied
users are bribed (δb = 0.5), while for A q = 0.2 and for B instead q = 0.8. Thus, A
represents a case where a more “conservative” filtering is performed on the available
reputation grades.
The results show that for low performing APs (Cap = 0.1 Mbps) only if brib-
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ing does not require any cost (β3 ) some moderate revenue gains can be obtained.
However those tend to zero with increasing reputation horizon. Similar results are
obtained if the backbone capacity is comparable with the target average data rates
(this is when Cap = 1 Mbps). In this case the potential gains from bribing are
significant, but only if the bribe cost is very small (β3 ). Moreover, if q < δb , as
it is for point A, even if bribing is for free, with an increasing horizon size the
revenues decay to zero. This means that the correct tuning of both the grade filtering coefficient q, as well as the horizon rhor , are of paramount important for our
WoM scheme to perform informed access selection decisions in contexts where false
information can be disseminated.

6.7

Conclusions

“Word-of-Mouth”, a novel scheme for terminal-to-terminal sharing of service experience, has been presented and evaluated as a distributed solution for performing
network selection in multisystem, multi-user scenarios. Our proposed approach has
been investigated in respect to an user population performing a pre-fetching service characterized by different degrees of time criticality. The results show that the
adoption of WoM reduces the probability of performing erroneous network selection
decisions. Whenever terminal competition for resources increases beyond a point
for which service requirements are no longer met, terminal agents can “react” by
“bad-mouthing” an AP. In turn, this has the main effect of reducing the percentage
of unsatisfied users, and can potentially enforce the adoption of RRM schemes,
providing QoS guarantees, at the operator side. However, in a real-word scenario,
the latter effect will depend on how large is the percentage of users requiring service
guarantees. That is why future investigations need to consider users with different
service interests and different QoS requirements. In this respect, collaborative information filters [88] might be included in the WoM strategy. Although the current
results seems to be very promising, yet some “critical” issues need to be addressed.
Above all, the energy costs introduced by the WoM scheme have not been quantified. If, on one hand more frequent communications needs to be performed, on the
other hand, WoM might reduce the energy costs for performing network discovery:
terminals might stay longer in a “low energy” state, and intensify their activity after
receiving the first reputation entries about an AP.
The robustness of the scheme has also been evaluated under transfer of false
information, by modeling different bribing schemes. The results showed that, if a
sufficient number of reputation grades, can be obtained from independent sources,
false information can be effectively filtered out, without significantly affecting the
performance of our access selection scheme. Hence, in these cases, rational local
operators does not have economical incentives to pay colluded users to spread false
information.
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Validity of the results

Simple mobility models have been considered in the presented investigations. Since
terminal mobility is a key component of the reputation exchange process it is possible that the obtained results will be somehow modified by considering more complex
and realistic mobility models. However, we believe that the modifications will only
introduce a shift on the WoM horizon needed for start accumulating substantial
reputation grades.
An important aspect that deserves further investigations is the quantification
of the energy costs introduced by our proposed scheme. In particular, for a practical adoption of WoM in future terminals, energy-aware policies (terminal context)
need to be designed. Moreover, since the performed simulations did not consider
potential “sleep” modes for the various user terminals, it is likely that the obtained
performances represent an upper bound.
Finally, when considering the exchange of false information we limited our study
to only unfairly high grades. However it is possible that network operators bribe
terminal agents for bad-mouthing competitors. This and other potential threats to
the overall system stability deserve further evaluations.

Chapter 7

Discussion
The overall focus of this thesis was on assessing what can be gained by exploiting
context-information under different resource management regimes in wide and local
area networks. Throughout the thesis we have been showing that context-based
solutions can bring substantial benefits to all considered stakeholders.
Considering the user perspective, it has been showed that there are clear incentives to adopt software agents in their terminals. Apart from the potential rate
and utility improvements achievable with multihopping solutions, which depend
on the willingness of operators to adopt the proposed schemes, there are dramatic
improvements in user experience that can be obtained with content pre-fetching in
both wide and local area networks. Although obtained with simplified radio and
networking models, the order of magnitude of the results concerning web-browsing
performances in user-deployed network suggest that the real life experience will
most likely be limited either by memory size or by memory speed. Similar considerations also apply to the case of wide area networks. In the latter case it is
shown that a well trained agent, performing accurate predictions on future content requests, can deliver instantaneous gratification in most of the investigated
cases. This will most likely increase the average consumption of multimedia content and bring about novel and innovative pricing schemes, e.g. “all-you-can-eat”
on pre-fetched content.
Cellular operators are also expected to dramatically benefit from the adoption
of context-based architectures. On one hand, increasing the number of users that
can be served in existing networks can be directly mapped into achieving larger
revenues. On the other hand, also greenfield operators can benefit from our proposed solutions, since lower level of investments (lower BS densities) are required
to start delivering acceptable user experience. Moreover, controlling a portion of
user terminals can be effectively capitalized for recovering part of their revenue gap.
By becoming de-facto a CDN that extends its reach directly into user terminals,
operators can act as trusted third parties and support efficient content delivery on
behalf of content providers. Even though terminal pre-fetching in user-deployed
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network can be seen as a partial threat to their business, users are already free to
switch on their wanted interfaces and, for example, roam to an available WLAN.
Therefore, a reasonable strategy for mobile operators to reduce potential churn is
to focus squarely on maximizing their users’ experience. In this context, it makes
also sense for the operators to incorporate mechanisms similar to “Word-of-mouth”.
These could be effectively used by operators for discovering the capabilities of the
various local networks deployed over the same service area and to provide “assisted”
vertical handovers to their users when they decide to roam.
Content providers can also benefit from the set of solution presented in this
work. In particular, terminal pre-fetching of content, that is tailored to the individual users, has been shown to improve user experience by decreasing the time for
accessing multimedia objects and allowing large objects (with higher definition) to
be served in existing infrastructures. High quality multimedia and instantaneous
gratification are likely to boost content consumption and, in turn, also increase revenues from advertisement. Moreover, by controlling part of the terminal memories,
our proposed content distribution architecture allows network operators to act as
content brokers, ensuring that adequate compensation is transferred to the content
providers when the users are served with copyright-protected multimedia.
Even though the presented results are definitely promising, they have been obtained introducing a set of assumptions concerning user service perception and
agent content prediction capabilities. To precisely quantify the levels of performance improvement that can be achieved in real systems, some additional studies,
considering real users and/or data traces, need to be performed. Moreover, in the
presented investigations, the delivery of “static” content files have been investigated
mainly considering the performances achievable at the radio access layer. The provision of dynamic data objects (e.g. dynamic web-pages) and the interactions with
higher layers (e.g. TCP/IP) are likely to modify to some extent the presented
results. Thus, some additional investigations are needed to validate the obtained
results.

7.1

Future Works

Using this work as a point of departure, an interesting series of investigations can be
performed. While the amount of memory available in future devices does not seem
to limit the effectiveness of terminal pre-fetching, the actual energy consumption introduced by our proposed schemes requires some additional evaluations. Recently,
we performed some initial studies for characterizing the energy consumption associated with content pre-fetching when utilizing different radio interfaces (mainly
HSPA and WLAN), and started to include energy-aware policies in our current
content pre-fetching schemes. Both network and user centric approaches have been
considered and the first results have been very promising, showing that energy consumption can be kept under pre-defined levels while delivering an improved service
perception. In the next phase, we plan to extend these policies to include informa-
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tion on energy costs associated with multiple interfaces, and to consider multiple
networks when performing content pre-fetching operations.
In the presented studies we mainly considered predictions concerning future
content requests for individual users. By including detailed mobility characteristics
in our models, we plan to quantify the additional gains that can be obtained by
exploiting more advanced location-shifting schemes for content delivery. In particular, we are interested in designing pre-fetching policies that use future location
predictions for supporting multicast content delivery of “hot” multimedia items.
Concerning the adoption of terminal-to-terminal multihopping in wide area, we
plan to validate the achieved performance gains also in multicell settings. This
requires a multidimensional expansion of the proposed framework, e.g. by introducing both a vector of reimbursement and a vector of end-to-end price coefficients
(a couple for each base station). In these settings it would be interesting to investigate non-uniform users distributions, and design price strategies that include also
the possibility of performing a multihop-based “load balancing”.
Finally, the proposed reputation framework will need to be extended in order to
include the use of reputation at the network level. In particular, wide area operators
may be interested in having access to their own reputation grades as well as to the
ones corresponding to other operators providing services in the same area. In this
new approach, reputation could be used to gain an understanding of which areas in
the operator’s network require additional investments in new infrastructure and/or
to identify reliable local providers with which establishing cooperation and local
roaming agreements.
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Appendix A

Multihop in cellular systems
A.1

System Model

The focus of the study is on the uplink side of a TDMA cellular system with
frequency reuse K and hexagonal cells of radius rcell . The system is assumed to be
interference limited and the uplink Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) γ achievable
at the cell border is assumed constant for all the cell locations:

γ=

cP
α
rcell
P cP
i diα

'

cP
α
rcell
6 (D−rcPcell )α

√
( 3K − 1)α
=
.
6

(A.1)

In Equation A.1 all terminals are assumed to transmit with fixed power P , while
only the first tier of interferer is taken into account. These are all located at distance D − rcell from our considered base station. Moreover, while c is an arbitrary
propagation related constant, α is the propagation exponent of the deterministic
propagation model.

A.2

Locus derivation

In our two-hop TDMA model for resource delegation we split the time slot, of total duration Ts , which was originally assigned to a transmitting terminal T , into
two sublots of duration ts1 = θ1 Ts and ts2 = θ2 Ts . When the communication is
performed via multihopping through a relay R, ts1 is assigned to the transmitter-torelay communication, with rate R1hop , while the ts2 is left for the actual forwarding
between relay and basestation, at rate R2hop (see Figure A.1). To achieve the maximum end-to-end (transmitter-to-base station) rate Re2e both sub-slot activations
need to carry exactly the same amount of information. In order to find this value
we set the following system of equations:
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Figure A.1: Model used for deriving the equation of improvement locus.

θ1 · R1hop

=

g · Rdir

θ2 · R2hop
θ1 + θ2

=
=

g · Rdir
1

where, Rdir represents the data rate achievable by the transmitter in a single hop
connection with the base station. Finally all data rates are computing considering
Shannon’s formula.
Considering the 2D reference system shown in Figure A.1, in which T is located
in position (r, 0), and R in position (x, y) we obtain the following rates’ expressions:
Rdir

=

R1hop

=

R2hop

=

W log2 [1 + γdir ]
·
µ
¶α ¸
r
W log2 1 + γdir
d1hop
·
µ
¶α ¸
r
W log2 1 + γdir
d2hop

p
p
with d1hop = (x − r)2 + y 2 and d2hop = x2 + y 2 and W being the bandwidth available for the communication.
By substituting the expressions of the rates in the system of equation, we obtain
the final locus expression as function of the propagation parameters, the positions
of both relay and transmitter, and the gain over the direct data rate g.

Appendix B

Traffic and usage information
provided by a Swedish operator
The figures shown in this Appendix have been obtained by one of the major Swedish
operators and represent the “trends” of the average number of attempts, the average
number of users and the data volumes for different type of radio bearers aggregated
on a per-hour basis.
Since the operator has access to the statistics concerning a large number of cells
deployed over the Stockholm area, we asked to simplify the presentation of these
data, extracting their average values in different parts of the city. In this way, we
obtained a statistical description of traffic loads for cells located in urban, suburban
and rural parts of the city, during three consecutive days (from Sunday the 15th of
March 2009 to Tuesday the 17th of March 2009).
The notation adopted is the following:
• R99 = Speech + CS64 + PS16 + PS64 + PS128 + PS384 + PSCommon,
• PS R99 = PS16 + PS64 + PS128 + PS 384 + PSCommon,
• PSHS = HSDPA,
• PSEUL = Enhanced UL,
where R99 refers to the total traffic generated in the UMTS-release 99 system,
including the voice component (Speech), the Circuit Switch traffic at 64 Kbps
(CS64) and different bearers for the packet switch traffic (PS), ranging from 16
Kbps (PS16) to 384 Kbps (PS384), as well as the common channel PSCommon.
The PS R99 notation is instead included to highlight the packet switched component
of the total traffic that it is associated with the UMTS release 99 network. Finally,
PSHS indicates the HSDPA traffic while PSEUL is instead associated with the
Enhanced Uplink traffic.
Since the absolute value of the traffic in different cells represent a business
sensitive issue, the graphs do not include absolute values on the y-axis. Even
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(a) Attempts urban.

(b) Users urban.

(c) Data volumes served per hour in urban cells. Note that,
in order to represent on the same Figure the data volumes
of HSDPA and R99, the traffic associated with HSDPA has
been down-scaled of a factor 100:1 in respect to the one of
R99.

Figure B.1: Results concerning the urban scenario
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(a) Attempts suburban.

(b) Users suburban.

(c) Data volumes served per hour in suburban cells. Note
that, in order to represent on the same Figure the data volumes of HSDPA and R99, the traffic associated with HSDPA has been down-scaled of a factor 70:6 in respect to the
one of R99.

Figure B.2: Results concerning the suburban scenario
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(a) Attempts rural.

(b) Users rural.

(c) Data volumes served per hour in rural cells. Note that,
in order to represent on the same Figure the data volumes
of HSDPA and R99, the traffic associated with HSDPA has
been down-scaled of a factor 400:3 in respect to the one of
R99.

Figure B.3: Results concerning the rural scenario
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though this limits the possibility of comparing the various performance measure
among cells located in different areas, for each individual cell-type case the daily
trends are still valid.
The results concerning the urban cells are shown in Figures B.1(a)-B.1(c), those
obtained in suburban cells are shown in Figures B.2(a)-B.2(c), while rural cell
behavior is captured in Figures rural cells are shown in Figures B.3(a)-B.3(c).
The relevant curves for our investigations are those representing the amount
of bits served per hour, which is used in papers CS1 and CS2 for describing the
exogenous traffic component. These specific curves are shown in Figures B.1(c),
B.2(c) and B.3(c) for respectively the urban, suburban and rural scenarios.

Appendix C

Models used in the “Word-of-Mouth”
Investigation
C.1

Mobility and Reputation Exchange Models

The investigations concerning the WoM scheme are evaluated by simulation, focusing an a single AP down-link scenario.The time in the simulator is slotted, with a
time unit equal to Tslot = 1 s. Each simulation run lasts two (simulated) hours: the
first to bring the system in a steady state, while the second one is used to evaluate
the “busy hour” performances.
In our simplified radio model, an AP transmits with fixed power and, assum-

rhor

rrcom
com

rrpeer
Figure C.1: Simple model used for the WoM investigation. In particular, rhor represent the “tunable” WoM horizon, rpeer the communication range for a successful
terminal-to-terminal reputation exchange and rcom the communication range of an
AP.
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ing the deterministic propagation model describe in UD1, communication can be
established within a distance rcom = 57.33 m. Moreover the instantaneous data
rate varies, following the Shannon bound, between 1 Mbps at the cell border and
54 Mbps in the proximity of the AP. The competing cellular network is not simulated, and it is simply assumed capable of providing, to any connected terminal,
an average data rate equal to R̄cell .
The WoM horizon, shown in Figure C.1, is modeled as a circle centered in the
AP, with radius rhor ≥ rcom . In order to reproduce the same load conditions for
different rhor , new active users entering the system have been generated according
to a flux model with parameter φ (terminals per meter per second). In this way,
to each φ corresponds only a single average terminal density ρ̄T , irrespectively of
the investigated rhor . The relationship between φ and ρ̄T is experimentally found
to be linear: ρ¯T = 3.22 · 106 · φ. In this work, we investigate ρ̄T values up to 1000
active terminals per kilometer square, corresponding to roughly 2% of the total user
population in a dense urban scenario [89].
In every time slot, NT = 2πrhor Tslot φ active terminals enter the system at the
WoM horizon: each of them is initially located on the rhor circle, at an angle α ∼
U[0◦ , 360◦ ] (no obliged entrance locations). Each entrance velocity has an initial
direction θ = α + 180◦ + β, with β ∼ U[−90◦ , 90◦ ] (no preferred direction), and an
initial speed value of 3 Km/h. The following movements are implemented according
to the Boundless Simulation Area mobility model described in [?], with Vmax = 4
m/s, ∆v ∼ U[−0.1, 0.1] m/s and ∆θ ∼ U[−30◦ , 30◦ ], but without “wraparound”.
Reputation entries can be exchanged in an “epidemic” way between users located within rpeer = 15 m. Assuming low power transmissions, and small bit sizes
for the reputation entries, we neglected the interference generated by the peer-topeer communication. Furthermore, two peering agents first compare their stored
reputation entries concerning the APs located within rhor meters from their actual
location, and then exchange only the “missing” information. If a terminal reaches
the communication range of an AP, without having received any reputation entry,
it is assumed to select the LAN by default, because of the lower cost per bit and
the potentially higher achievable rate. Finally, the content file size is assumed to be
“large”, meaning that no agent can complete its pre-fetching task during the time
spent in the WoM horizon.

